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Sandra Ten Brink Diet

County Board

Home
State Protests
HAMILTON (Special) - San-

At Grandparent’*

Approves Report

Award

OnEqualhtion
Valuations Are Boosted
By About $2,000,000
(Special)-The

fioard of Supervisors approved the
report of the equalize tipn committee at its Wednesday’ssession and
granted a mill age of 4)4 mills in-

cluding county schools for 1053.
The latter figure is a quarter of a

Puneral service# for Mr#. Anna
Poppen, 76, are ccheduled Saturday at 2 p.m. at Trinity Reformed Church with Dr. John
R. Mulder officiating. Mrs. Poppen, widow of the late Dr.1
Henry Jennings Poppen, physician In Holland for more than
30 year#, died at Halifax
Ho#pltal,Daytona Beach, Fla.,
Sunday. She had spent the last
11 winters In Florida.She and
Dr. Poppen were charter members of Trinity Church.

mill less than last year’s figure of
4)4 mills.
Total valuation of Ottawa county

and

to-

tal valuation as equalized is
is $110,-

384,973.In all cases, the equalized
figure is

more than the

assessed

figure with the exception of Grand

Haven

city

and Georgetown town-

ship. Last year’s figures called for

a county total as assessed of $92,974,749 and total as equalized of
$108,669,986.

Holland city

has

1,81* acres

of

$16,384,500 and personal

S'

Holland township with 21,070
acres has a total valuationas
assessed of $7,700,930and equalized valuation of $9,735,627. Park
township with 10,218 acres has a

may

call.

Will

Distribute

Heakk Committee
Will Study Request,
Report in October

Driver Is

(Special)
the
Board of Supervisors Tuesday afternoon turned over the matter of
employing
psychiatric social
worker for Ottawa county over to
the Health committee for study
and report at the October session.
Appearing on behalf of the request tor a full-time psychiatric

a

partment.

social worker

Year’s Probation

(Special)

are that Scholten pay $5 a month
fees and is deprived of driving
privileges for a year.
In pronouncing the probation,
Judge Raymond L. Smith said,
‘These negligent homicide cases
are most difficult to dispose of.
This case is a case of simple negGrand Haven and Zeeland.
The Holland group consisting ligencethat had drastic and fatal
,
of 50 members of the Civic Health
Fred C. Bell, Jr., 40, of 936
and Public Affairs committees of
the Woman’s LiteraryClub met 144th Ave., Holland, formerlyof
today to start work on the huge West Allis, Wis., who pleaded
task of preparing part of the 20,- guilty last Sept. 18 to a charge of
issuing a check with Insufficient
000 lettersto be mailed.
A similar group under the di- funds was placed on probation
rection of the Junior Chamber of for two years and ordered to pay
Commerce will meet in Grand $5 a month oversight fees. On
Haven to prepare the mailing for Saturday Bell arranged with the
complainant, John Riemersma, to
the Tri-Citiesarea.
Mrs. H. C. Dickman is chair- make restitution for the $120

school superintendent;Mrs.

Wilver Drost, Muskegon

Edward and Bob Oomt, of 452 We*t 22nd 8t., look
at the brava tulip# looking akyward through a
blanket of mow that envelopedHolland after a
awlft anowatorm Sunday morning. Thla picture
wai taken on the upper levele of Kollen Park,

Aflegan Council

looking

over th#

•now which he maintain#

i# good for th# tulips.
"Froat la a lot wora#,” h# said.

(Sentinel photo)

Week-End Snowstorm

Has Organization

judicial testimony, was contrary
to the facts in the case and to the
law, that the award was based on
prejudicialapprajsal testimony of
witnesses who did not examine the
property, and that the commission
committed prejudicial error by
ALLEGAN (Special)-— ANegan’s
compelling a buyer to testifyhe City Council reorganized Monday
would settle for $80,000.
The report further said the night amid a full quota of fuedin’
"capitalization
of income" method and fussin’over one old and one

Meeting

toward th# main sntranc#.
Dick Imallanburg was unconcerned

Monday

used by owners’ appaisers was new topic.
based on hypothetical facts and
'Hie controversy over the

No Threat

to Tulips

Holland’stulips, scheduled to

bloom in three to four

weeks,

were bravely keeping their foliage
above the snow this week-end as
spring took a holiday and winter
returned, oomplet# with Hght to
heavy snowfalls.

Child

Guidance clinic; Florence Vander
Woude, supervising nurse of the
Ottawa County Health department;
Mrs. Tom Newman, League of
Women Voters; Mrs. Henry Rottschafer and Mrs. Robert Horner of
Holland; Charles Veldhuis,Hudson ville school superintendent;
Mrs. Mayo A. Hadden, Department of Social Aid, and Ralph Van
Volkenburg,Grand Haven school

opposing the decision, and request-

jured. Conditions of the probation

results."

ty

pensation for the rendering works.

—

Stephen J.

Junior High
principal; Jennie Kaufman, coun-

The plant must be moved to make
way for the relocated US-31 which
will by-pass Holland on the east.
Meier’s brief listed 31 points

'John Robert Scholten, 21, Grand ed the court to sot aside the
Rapids, who pleaded guilty April award and appoint a new commis16 to a negligent homicide charge^ sion to determine compensation,
was placed on probation for one with instructionsto make a finding "no lower than $25,000 or
year when he appeared in Circuit
higher than than $35,000.”Judge
Court today for disposition.
Smith has not as yet set a date
Scholten, a Hope College stufor hearing on the motion.
dent, was charged as the result of
The 31-point brief charged that
an accident last Feb. 2 near Holthe award was excessive,was not
land in which Claryce Rozeboom,
supportedby the record, was
21, Coopersville,was fatally inbased on incompetent and pre-

were

Mead, Grand Haven

tor H. Meier, representing the
highway commissioner,filed the
motion contesting the action of
three commissioners who had been
appointed by Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith to determine com-

Gven

-

GRAND HAVEN

After a lengthy discussion,

Assistant Attorney General Vic-

GRAND HAVEN

property valuation of $7,077,400 for
a total valuation as assessed of
$23,461,900. The equalized valuation
is $30,788,414 or 27.89 per cent of
the county total.
Zeeland city has 1,026 assessable
Within the next two weeks
acres with a real estate valuation every householder in Ottawa
of $3,700,050 and personal property County will receive a leaflet from
of $1,096,200 for a total valuation the American Cancer Society
as assessed of $4,796,250. The total pointing out the dangers of Canequalized valuation is $5,924,019. cer and important information on
Grand Haven city has 2,591 how to protect themselves against
acres, a real estate valuation of this dreaded disease.
$15,548,335,personal property of
Most of the literaturewill be
$6,622,300 and a total valuation as distributedthrough the mail.
assessed of $22,170,635. The total Preparation of the mailings is bevaluation as equalized is $19,728,- ing done by volunteers in Holland,
071.

Springs where friends

For Negligence

Literature Here

>

T*n Brink home in Diamond

Cancer Society

assessed with a real estate valuation

Local

Rendering Works

Attested tod Equlixed

GRAND HAVEN

dra Kay, daughter of Mr. and
for
Mrs. Ivan Ten Brink, died unexpectedly Wednesday morning
at the age of nine months at the
home of the grandparents,Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Ten Brink of
Diamond Springs.
Highway Department
Survivingbesides the parents
are a sister, Nellie, a brother,
Seeks Another Hearing*
iVan, Jr., the grandparents,Mr.
and Mrs. Chris Lamberts of route
Before New Conunistion
4, Holland and . Mr. and Mrs.
GRAND HAVEN (SpeciaU—A
Ten Brink of Diamond Springs.
Funeral services will be held motion to set aside the $80,220.10
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Wesley- settlementwhich three commisan Methodist Church in Diamond sioners awarded the Holland Ren
Springs with the Rev. Forest
Shumway, pastor, officiating. dering Works after a four-day
Relatives are asked to meet in condemnation hearing in Circuit
the church at 1:30 pm. Burial Court last month, was filed Wed
will be In Pilgrim Home Ceme- nesday with the Ottawa county
tery, Holland. The body is at the
clerk by the State Highway De-

Funeral Services

superintendent.
Mead said there Is a great need

for such a worker in Ottawa
county to work on a local level
with mothers and fathers in the
home. Mrs. Drost gave a detailed
report on Muskegon clinic activities, showing that 62 children in
Ottawa county were given aid last
year. She said 34 Ottawa chUdren
were given service during the first
three months this year and there
is a waiting list of 17 from the
county. She said the psychiatrist
employed in Muskegon works 4)4
days a week, 75 per cent of the
cases coining from Muskegon area
and 25 per cent from Ottawa
county.

Set

Rus Week for

It was brought out
the county would be
for salary and about
vel expenses.Office
be available in both

that coat to
about $4,800
$500 for traspace would

Although the foliage looked
proignored the condition of buildings posed relocation of M-118 within pathetic peeping through the
Holland and
total assessed valuation of $5,395,and machinery. It said the method the city died a sudden death when snow, Park Supt. Dick SmallenGrand Haven.
375 and equalized valuationof
ignored the fact that failure to Mayor Francis Hanson concluded burg was far from worried. "They
In other business, the buildings
(Spedal)
Th# and grounds committee was given
$6,363,959.
keep buildings in good repair the a rehearsal of the situationby reare
hardy
plantothose
tulips,’’
The board voted bo en^toy the
body of Richard Poetma, 26, route authority to blacktop the parking
last five years give a false net porting that council had agreed
services of the Personneldepartincome on which to compute value, not to push its plan for rerouting he said. "The mow will do them 1, Zeeland, arrived in Zeetad area at the court house at an antiment of the MunicipalLeague to
and also ignored the fact that part the highway.
some good and get more moisture Saturday. It will be taken to Yn- cipated cost at $4,600.
classify various officers and salof the gross income was derived
Both Mayor Hanson and Mayor into the ground.”
To be further discussed at to*
t«na Funeral home.
aried employes of the county at
from two properties not taken by Pro-tem Stewart Miller were reday’s meeting was a report of
Smallenburg
said
he
would
welan estimated cost of $1,000. This
The young World War X vet- Mayor Gaud# Ver Duin of Grand
man of the committee in Zeeland check which was dated March 1, the state plus the fact that gro#s elected by acclamationafter the come nice spring weather any
information for 66 employes is
income was derived from operat- “old council" adjourned and the
eran
was crushed to death at S Haven on classification of county
1952.
Other
conditions
of
the
prothat will assist in the project by
sought in advance of adopting the
new" convenedby seating newly- time, though, and since most tulips
ing several trucks and other like
assembling
the
material
to
be bation are that he refrain from
Ala. when a trock he was driving officers and employes. Ver Duin
new budget in October, but it was
equipmentnot being taken by the elected councilman, L. C. Curlin already have shown buds they
said two services are available
drinking or frequentingtaverns,
mailed in that area.
missed a sharp turn on Spruce
state.
pointed out that the board is not
and Walter Kyes, startinghis
costing $732 to $952 for reclassifyand
that
he
not
leave
the
state
A
group
of
vokmteeers
in
would
be
blooming
in
two
weeks
It also stated that it was pre- eight year as a member.
bound by the recommendation of
Pin# Mountain on US-5, about ing 61 employesin the court house
without permission of the court.
Coopersville
under
the
direction
the survey company.
jucial to allow testimony on new
More than 20 local flying en- if the weather warms up. "But I five miles south of Rus#eMlle. and the sheriff’sdepartment.He
Elvin A. Peterson,22, FruitLaug, Mfs. John
road costs, the cost of four new thusiastswere on hand for discus- don’t worry,” he added "I gave
Aug. 12 was set as date for the of Mrs.
recommended that the board have
port, pleaded guilty to a charge
wells, the cost of new piping, or sion of the renewal of Michael J. that up 20 years ago. It doesn’t The tractor and trailer separated,
annual county employes’ picnic. Smoes and Mrs. Ray Modderclassifications
completed before
of
forgery
and
will
return
May
the tractor sliding into a bank
to allow testimonyon removing Uramkin’s lease as airport man- do any good."
Sheriff Jerry Vanderbeek is gen-- man, will make a house-to-house
the .October session when salaries
for disposition.He is charged
campaign
to
distribute
the
literager.
Winter
weather
enveloped
practieral chairman.
old electricalequipment and esbefore being enveloped in flames are determined.
with passing two checks, both for tablishing it elsewhere.
A group with Robert Swope as cally the entire northernhalf of It was believed Postma died be- Two more members were added
The board approved a resolution ature and receive contributions
$24.90, one of which was cashed
swiftly-moving
Commissioners who made the spokesman presented a plan under the couhtry.
requesting the state to increase to the Cancer fund.
All of this is being done as part by S. J. Piasecki of Zig’s Bar-B-Q award were George Swart of which the field would be operat- .mows term dumped about three fore the truck burned. He was to the committee on drains by
subsidiesto pay half the daily paChairman ClarenceReenders. The
of the 1953 Educational and Fund in Spring Lake township.
Grand Haven, George Branston ed by a committee of five under inches of snow in the Pittsburgh idntified from papers in the truck. new members are Robert S. De
tient cost in tuberculosis sanitarKenneth
Givens, 18, of 49 West and Frank Beaubien of Spring direct control of city council. area, but the stuff melted during
Raising
Campaign
in
which
the
iums. Another resolution opposed
Poetma was on a return trip
of Zeeland and Chris Fendt
Swope said Bert Person had brief sunny periods.At least nine north from Florida with a load of Bruyn
Senate Bill 1307 in which taxes Ottawa County Unit of the Ameri- Ninth St., who has been in court I^ake township.
of Port Sheldon, bther members
can
Cancer society expects to raise several times on a negligent hompersons
weri?
killed
and
15
inagreed
to
serve
as
manager
under
would be levied on state equalizatruck for are C. Szopinski,Dick E. Smallesuch a program. The plan was pre- jured in auto accidentsin Pennsyl- produce driving
tion instead of county equaliza- a total of $8,040 as the county icide charge growing out of an
gan and Nicholas Frankena.
share
of
the
$18,000,000
National
accident Sept. 23, 1951, on M-21
sented in the form of a petition, vania Sunday. Most of the acci- Ralph Meyers of Allendale. He
tion.
A request from Paul Bakale of
goal.
near Zeeland, told the court today Gerrit J.
dents
were
due
to road conditions. had been driving for Meyers three
signed
by
20
persons
interested
in
The board adjournedsubject to
the Bakale A Kossuth Construcyears.
More
than
$7,000
of
the
quota
he
would
plead
guilty
“to
get
flying.
The
Midwest
also
got
its
share
call by the chaH.
was raised last fall during the this case over with” but the court
No positive reason for the crash tion Co. for $300 for work done
Uramkin commented on some of of snow as flurries hit IHinois and
Community Chest campaigns in refused to accept hia plea under
could be determined by Russel- for a Robinson townshipresident
the problems involved in keeping the Great Lakes region.
John Dozeman, Sr., Die*
Holland, Grand Haven and Zee- those circumstances. A jury- trial
a small town airport in good conEven Sunny Californiasuffered ville police or Alabama state au- on what was later found to be a
county road was referred to the
land and the fund raising phase was set for May 7 at 9 a.m. Besdition, but contendedthat he had at the hands of the fickle ele- thorities,but it was believed
At Home Near Drenthe
Good Roads committee.
Funeral services were held lived up to the terms of the lease. ments. Light rain fell In central t(re blow-out was responsible.
of the current campaign is being sie Frances Barrett, 19, of HolThe board approved a resolution
at the districts not served land, was fatally injured in the Tuesday afternoon for Gerrit J. He pointed out that the field was and southern California.
Richard is the son of Mr. and
ZEELAND (Special) _» John aimeq
from
the committeeon drains askGlupker
of
45
East
21st
St.,
who
by
the local Chest.
not
an
"open
field"
but
was
listed
accident.
Mrs. Roy Postma of Rudyard,
Dozeman, Sr., 80, died early today
ing tor an independent commission
died unexpectedly Saturdayafter- as an auxiliaryor emergency field
It is hoped that the residentsin
Mich.
He
attended
schools
in
at his home two miles south of
be appointed by governors of
noon following a lingeringillness. by the state. He said that under
these areas will respond quickly
Rudyard before coining to Grand
Drenthe.
states bordering on the Great
He was 52 years old. Rites were present regulations the field canto the plea so that the campaign Mr. and Mrs. H. Helmus
Haven in 1944 where he took
Survivingare two sons, John,
Lakes and by the President of the
held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Trinity not be approved by the state becan be completedby the end of
vocationaltraining in machine
Jr., and Edward; two daughters,
Feted
on
Anniversary
United States to determine the
the month. Gifts are to be mailed
Reformed Church with the Rev. cause the runways are too short.
shop work. In 1945 he was induct
Mrs. John Schreur and Mrs.
cause or causes of high waters on
to Cancer Box 602, Holland, Mich.
John Hains officiating. Burial was
ProsecutorDwight Cheever, a
ed
into
the
Navy
and
served
Elmer Compagner, all of OakMr. and Mrs. Harry Helmus, at Pilgrim Home Cemetery.
the Great Lakes with a view toMrs. J. D. Jencks, Commander
pilot himself, said present state
aboard an aircraftcarrier in the ward the regulation.
land; 21 grandchildren; 10 great
of the Ottawa County Unit, said, 15 East 17th St., entertained
Born in Holland, Mr. Glupker regulations work a hardship on
grandchildren; two brothers, Ja- "Every contribution,even as little their children and grandchildren
Women golfers will come into Pacific ocean.
was a graduate of Holland High small town air fields and urged
Upon being discharged in 1948
cob of Oaklahd and Ralph of East as a dime, is helpful. Ten cents at a dinner last Friday evening
their
own Thursday April 30, at
School and was a veteran of World that city council go on record as
Holland;two sisters, Mrs. Gertie buys a test tube. Twenty dollars at Bosch's restaurant. The occa- War I. He was a member of Wil- favoring changes in the regulat- the Saugatuck Golf Club when he returned to Rudyard with his Hospital Drive Spurred
La Huis of Zeeland and Mrs. Hat- Vill support a researchbed for sion was their 40th wedding anni- lard Leenhouts Post, American ions. He pointed out that the Way- Ladies Day will start off at 3 p.m. parents for a short while before By $100 Gift From Burtts
coming to live with his sister and
tie Hulst of Oakland, and a sis- one day. Five hundred dollars will versary. A beautifully decorated
land field is the county’s only li- with a business meeting at the club
Legion.
The drive for associate memberbrother-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. Wllter-in-law, Mrs. A. Dozeman of buy
house.
gift
of
silver
dollars
was
given
by
censed
airport.
special microscope and
He had been associatedwith the
ships in the Holland City Hospital
liam
De
Witt,
route 1, Zeeland.
Bentheim.
the
children.
Officers
will
be
appointed
to
help
$65,000 will provide a million volt
Major Robert Hammed, comW. E. Dunn ManufacturingCo. of
Auxiliary was boosted today by a
Funeral services will be held x-ray machine.
Movies were shown and group Holland for 27 years and was on mander of the Civil Air Patrol’s plan coming events at the course. He is survived by the parents; $100 gift from Mr. and Mrs. HoraMonday afternoon,1:30 at the
"We know everyone will sup- singing was enjoyed. The group the board of directors and secre- Group Nine, which includes the Games, programs, free group in- four brothers, Chris of Holalnd, tio H. Burtt of Stanford, Conn., one
home and 2 pm. at Oakland port the crusade with increased returned to the Helmus home for tary of the company at the time Allegan unit, said he was on hand struction, luncheon and special Peter of Jenison, Franklyn of of several gifts the couple has
Rudyard and Kenneth of Zeeland;
Christian Reformed Church. The response this year.”
a social evening.
of his death. He also served as a to dispute a statementmade re- events are being scheduled by Loralready given to HoUand Hospital.
three sisters, Mrs. William De
Rev. J. Kuizema will officiate and
Mr. and Mrs. Helmus also were director of Colorcrete Industries, cently before the council that the in Shook, owner and club pro.
Of every dollar contributed to
The check was accompanied by
burial will be at Bentheim Ceme- the American Cancer Society, 50 entertained by their daughters
The meeting on Thursdayis open Witt of Zeeland, Mrs. Robert a warm note from Mrs. Burtt who
Inc., and Concrete Equipment Co. Allegan field was unsafe. He said
Miss Elizabeth
tery. The body will be taken from cents remains in the county for Thursday evening. Mrs. Case Luto everyone. A schedule for busi- Wiessner
of Holland and was president and the CAP would not have used the
mentionedshe expects to come to
the Yntema Funeral Home to the the educational and service pro- dema and Mrs. William Habers
ness and career women is also be- Postma, both of Kalamazoo.
field
for
its
March
26
search
misa director of Brikcrete Associates,
Michigan next summer and exresidence Saturday afternoon.
sion if the field was not safe. The ing planned.
gram. 10 cents goes to the state were hostesses to a group of Inc., of Grand Rapids.
pects to stop at the hospital
According to Shook, the course
organization rfnd 40 cents is used friends and neighbors..The Rev.
Surviving are the wife, the for- Kalamazoo man spoke brieflyon
"standing on my own feet" to
by the Nationalheadquarters for William Haverkamp spoke, songs mer MargueriteByl, formerly of the value of the local CAP unit is in excellent condition and he
greet the staff. It was several
Default Judgment
looks
for
a
good
turnout
of
women
were
sung
and
a
social
time
was
which
now
includes
40
senior
and
research, professional and public
Grand Haven; one son, Jack, at
years ago that Mrs. Burtt was a
golfers.
Awarded Tahaney
education and the supervision of a held. The hostesses served re- home; a sister, Lyda of Holland, 32 cadet members.
patient at the hospital and was so
Council concluded the discussion
program of service to cancer paand two brothers, George of Holimpressed by the good service and
GRAND HAVEN (Spedal)— A tients.
In
land and* Dr. Henry Glupker of by accepting Uramkin’s notice of Farmers Union Hears
warm hospitality that she and her
Camp
Fire
Board
Has
default judgment today was
intent to renew his lease of the
Ottawa County is represented
Chicago.
husband made several gifts.
awarded A. Tahaney, doing busi- on the State Board of Directors Business Meet at Office
field for another year. The present Speaker From Detroit
Aim of the drive is 1,000 assoTwo
motorists
escaped
injury
ness as Consolidated Distributing of the Society by Dr. Otto van
lease expiree May 18.
ciate memberships at $1 apiece,
when
a
truck
driver
took
to
the
Co. of Holland, of *1,145.72 with der Velde of Holland and Dr.
Mayor Hanson reported on a reMembers of the Camp Fire Informal Vote Approves
A large group of Farmers Union
the sum to apply toward the pur«*t» of $27.15 against John Ralph Ten Have of Grand Haven. Board met Monday afternoonat
cent conference with Deputy members and guests met for a shoulder of the road to avoid chase of a badly needed second
Waverly
School
Addition
striking
a
car
making
a
U-turn
Butcher of Grand Haven. The Dr. Titus Van Haitsma represents the Camp Fire office. Members of
Highway Commissioner Harr chicken dinner last Thursday eveamount represents the balance the dental profession of the coun- the Committee of Awards were Plans for a school election to Goons in Lansing regarding the ning at Zeeland Community Hall. on US-31 near the Skyline Tavern x-ray machine. Demands on the
south of Holland early Wednesday x-ray department have been so
due yon account for goods sold ty.
Speaker was C. C. Gillilandof night.
guests at the meeting. Refresh- vote on a two-room addition were new North Side bridge and the
heavy lately that routine chest
and delivered to the defendant at
ments were served by Mrs. James approved at an informal meeting council’s proposal for an alternate Detroit, who spoke on the deal- According
investigating x-rays have had to be temporarhis request.
route..
Hanson
said
the
city's
oriings of a bankrupt Lapeer mutual
K. Ward, Mrs. H. C. McCUntock of Waverly School district WedSouth Haven State Police a ’50 ily discontinued.
The following oases were dfe- Virginia Park Groupt
ginal idea is suggesting a reloca- insurance association.
and Mrs. Earle Van Eenenaam.
nesday
night. The proposal calls
model semi driven by Harold Stull,
miased, with fuH prejudice, but
tion
to
eliminate
the
long,
Eastern
He
showed
pictures
of
the
evicDuring the business session, re- for a $33,000 bond issue covering
Sees Film on Cancer
40, of 927 South Washington Ave. DlVOTCCS Granted
without costs by Judge Raymond
ports of standing committeeswere up to 20 years. The vote probably Ave. detour during constructionof tion of a farm woman from her was heading south on US-31. A
L. Smith this morning: Gerald L.
Members of the Virginia Park presented. Mrs. Lucien Raven, re- will be scheduledin five or six the new bridge.He said the high- home for dues the association ’50 model car driven by John Van
GRAND HAVEN (Spedal)
Milan, Johp L. Milan, and the
way departmentis definitely plan- claimed she owed, although the
The
following divorce decrees
Hospital Auxiliary group met at gional representativeand member weeks.
Wieren, 69, of 299 West 19th St.
Manufacturer*and Merchants In- the Marquee Monday evening to of the NationalCouncil, reported
ning to build a $25,00Q temporary
W. B. MacWhirter of Grand bridge alongside the present struc- fact was, he said, that she never had stopped on the right hand side were awarded in Ottawa Circuit
demnity Company, subrogee of
had a policy wih the association.of the highway facing south.
Court this morning: Virginia
on the regional conferenceheld Rapids, architect, and Harvey
ture.
He told of other similar case# in
March 9 and 10 in Columbus,Ohio. Scholten of Spring Lake, attorney,
Police
said
Van
Wieren
told Prins from Julius Prins, both of
against Kenneth and Clifford Srott shown by Miss Katheryn GroeneAlthough no designs have been which due# charged were not
Holland. There are no minor chilShe explained the need and duties explainer?details at the meeting,
of route 1, Jenison. The ease recompletedeither for the bridge or owed by members, accordingto them he waited for traffic to go dren and she was awarded her
vdt of Holland Hospital.
of regional representativesand which was well attended.
by
and
then
pulled
onto
the
rood
sulted from an accident June 20,
large crowd attended the the means through which a re- The meeting was called by the its approches, City Manager P. H. the record. He said some of these to make the turn. The oncoming former name of Virginia Klomthe intersection of meeting, which opened with group
Beauvaissaid K would be reason- cases will be tried in court.
truck swerved to the left shoulder parena. Mae Jero of HoUand from
school board and members of a
US-31 and M-50 in Grand Haven singing, accompaniedby Mrs. gional office is maintained.
able to hope that the Grand St.
An
open
meeting
has
been
arThe
board
discussed
plans
for
of
the road to avoid a collision. Donald John Jero of Schenectady ,
building committeeincludingLouis
township.
grade and the Grand-Main inter- ranged for Monday night, April
Jeannette Kremer. Mrs. Ralph
The rear wheels of the trailer N.Y. There are no children and'M
The other case is that of Louana Van Lente led the devotions. A Grand Council Fires. Mrs. Raven, R. Van Dyke, Don Essenburg, section would be improved.
27, at 7:30 in Zeeland Community Passed over the left front of the Mrs. Jero was aw"-4«d her maidas camp chairman, announced that John Derks, Leonard Fought and
Vogei of Grand Rapids, vs Donna
Beauvais said the only dark Hall when Mr. Gilliland again will
*>k> was sung by Miss Patty Kiwanis Club has again granted John Bronkema. Members of the
te Sheppard,
cor crushing the fender and pert en name of Mae
and Bernard Mengel of Conklin, Boyce, aooompanied
side to the state’s present plan is explain proceedings of this bankher Pamp Fire the use of Kamp Kiof the hood, causing damages es- Veldheer was awarded a c
school board are Herman De VisresuWng from an accident Got. 26, mother, Mrs. James Boyce.
front Kenneth Lloyd
wanis for summer day camp. ser, Adrian Caauwe, Floyd Prins, the probable low of shade trees on rupt mutual company and will il- timated at *400, police said.
1952, at the intersectionof 48th
Grand St. between River and lustrate with picture#.All mem- Van Wieren wm issued a ticket . _________
An offering was taken for the Plans for day camp art nearing
&t. near
Abel
Nienhuis
and
Raymond
North Mam due to widening of bers and friend* are invited to tor tolltog to yield the right <rf|twominm_
American Cancer Safety.
Rouwborst
the
'
attend.
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State High

Win

Tops

Is

Ottawa County

Measure

Real Estate

Of Reyenge for

Holand Netters

Transfers
Only Loss

’52

Menno Van Singel and wf. to
Donald M. Van Singel and wf. EH
2-6-13 Twp. GeorgeHolland Christian netters brav- EH
A strong Western State High
town.
ed the wintry weather Thursday
School tennis squad edged the
Menno Van Singel and wf. to
afternoon to edge the Grand Rap- Donald M. Van Singel and wf. Pt.
Holland High School netters, 4-3
on the 22nd St. courts Friday afids Christian tennis squad, 4-3 on NWH 2-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
ternoon. It was Holland’s first enHarold Grit and wf. to Philip
the Grand Rapids courts. It was
gagement of the season,following
Veneklasen and wf. Lot 64 Vo§the second win against no defeats
two earlier postponementsthis
Koster Sub. Twp. Georgetown.!
so far this season for the Marweek.
Robert D. Jeske and wf. to
Coach Joe Moran’s club copped
oons, having stopped Muskegon ChristmanLumber Co. Lot 70
Let’s Plant
Heights earlier this week.
the first two singles matches but
Kieft Sub. Twp. Grand Haven.
lost three others, while winning
The victory proved to be sweet John Bouwman and wf. to John
one of two doubles matches. Comrevenge for the locals, since their H. Veeneman and wf. Pt. SWH
in
only defeat last season was dish- NWH 21-8-14 Twp. Polkton. •
plying with the request of the
ed out by the Eagle netters. NeithState high mentor to play the unJohn H. Veeneman and wf. to
Everyone wants to grow roses. Dr. W. Van Fleet is a hardy, reer squad played up to par, as the Robert Knoper and wf. pt. NWH
orthodox five singles and two
No
other flower has been able to liable pale pink which blooms prodoubles matches, Moran was forcwindy blasts all but halted play NWH and SWH NWH 21-8-14 Twp.
surpass it In universal and enduron several occasions.
ed to switch one of his regular
Polkton.
ing popularity.Growers have fusely.White Dawn is hardy too.
doubles combinationsinto singles.
Christian showed power in
John H. Veeneman and wf. to worked to make It stronger,more The canes of New Dawn, Dream
Most matches in the area among
sweeping the singles events, but Verlin Gordon Postema and wf. Pt.
beautiful,to give It a longer Girl and Blaze may be winter killthe larger schools,are played as
definitelydemonstrated the need SWH NWH 21-8-14 Twp. Polkton.
blooming season, and to make it ed in a severe winter but the
for more depth and playing exfour singlesand three doubles.
Hazel M. Thurston to Leonard more versatile,so that we now plant will not be killed.
onds giving the locale their only first placs. MusThe visitors have an exception- Holland’s Paul Wlegerlnk and Muskegon's Bud
perience in the doubles, as they H. Leroux and wf. Pt. NWH NEH
kegon came back In every other event to take an
More are practically even aa they clear the second
have almost a confusing number Hybridizers have come up with
ally young squad with all nine
won only one out of four duo 7-9-13 Twp. Chester.
86-23 victory. Coming up at left Is Holland’s John
hurdle In the 120 yard high hurdle event at Friof types and varieties to choose a most adaptable rose in the Florimen returning next season.A per- day’s meet In Holland. Wlegerlnk managed to pull
Russel Bosch and wf. to Forrest from.
Klaaeen who copped third place and an unidenti- matches. Meanwhile the Grand
bunda type (sometimescalled
enniai powerhouse in tennis, the
Rapids Christian mentor shuffled S. Thompson and wf. Pt. SEH - From three main types the avefied Muakegon runner.
Into the lead and broke the tape first at 17.9 secPolyantha).True to their name,
Kalamazoo squad had plenty of
his lineup in such a manner to NWH 9-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
rage gardener can find what best which means “many flowers,”
depth, particularly in singles, to
strengthen his doubles, hoping to
Martin De Jonge and wf. to John suits his needs. Hybrid tea roses they produce beautiful,fragrant
cop the match. As it was, the outsalvage all of the four matches Vander Woude Jr. and wf. Lot 50
are grown for beautiful large dusters of roses all through the
come was close with three of the
to counteract the Maroon strength De Jonge ’s Sub. No. 2 Twp. Holblossoms. They are at the height seartm, with three to five blosmatches going three sets. The No.
in singles.
land.
of their beauty in June, have few soms in a duster opening gradual}®
1 doubles match was the crucial
Feature match of the afternoon
Robert J. Forsma and wf. to blossomsduring the heat of sum- ly, and the individualblooms ofpoint, with the Kazoo due taking
was that played by Christian’s George M. Van Peursem and wf. mer, but blossom again in the fall ten three inches across. They are
the third and deciding set of the
Paul Dykema and Ken Zandee of Pt. NWH NEH 24-5-15 Twp. Zee- Hardy, vigorous roses or this type
to
Several
hardy and easy to grow. Being
hot event Moran had little to
the Eagles. Both are 10th graders land.
with fine blooms are Crimson compact in their habit of growth,
comment following the match, A trio of top flight trackmen Mile run— Shaefer (M), Shriver Several controversialissues will and they staged a good perform- John H. Geerlings and wf. to Glory,
New Yorker, and Charlotte with an average height of two
other than that he feels his squad
ance in their three set match Harold Dirkse and wf. Lot 90 Armstrong (red); Eclipse (yelpaced Muskegon High School as (M), Woodard (M), 5:07.6.
feet, Floribundas may be used
be
up
for considerationat a meetwill improve as the year rolls on.
which was eventually won by Country Club Estates Sub. No. 2 low); Forty-niner (gold and red);
they swamped Holland High Frifor a low hedge, for bordering a
440 yard run— Scutter (M), ing of General Synod of the Re- Dykema.
Young Henry Visscher, playing day afternoon at the 22nd St.
Tup. Holland.
Good News (pink) and Pink Rad- driveway, for a comer, group
No. 1 for the locals, won a close track. Final score was 86-23.
Zimmerman (H), Filius (M), 58.6. formed Church in America when In the No. 1 singles, Holland’s Ralph Schuitema and. wf. to iance.
planting, or for colorful foundadeciison from Larry Littig, 9-7, 3180 low hurdles— Alore (M), the Synod meets June 4 to 10 at Dave Schreur won with ease over William Schuitemaand wf. Lot 184
The three-Scutter,Starks and
But Peace is the fabulousone tion planting with low evergreens,
€. 6-3. Paul Mack of Holland kept
Alcore— accounted for six firsts Klaasen (H), Walsworth (M), Central College in Pella, Iowa. Dr. John Kalsbeek,6-3, 7-5. The set Harrington and VandenBerg Bros. of the Hybrid teas. It has been especiallyunder low windows.
pace in the No. 2 singles match by and two seconds to give coach
callerd "the rose of the century,” They are lovely whereveryou will
Henry A. Poppen, for 35 years a scores do not indicate the domi- Sub. Twp. Park.
stopping Don Flowers in three Tom McShanock’s Big Reds an 23.2.
nation of Schreur over the Grand
Paul E. Wabeke and wf. to Otta- so healthy and vigorous is its enjoy a mass of bloom. They are
missionary to China, as president
220
yard
dash—
Starks
(M),
sets, 6-4, 5-7, 6-4. Pat Ryan of easy victory. Scutter copped first
of General Synod has called the Rapids boy, who was never in the wa Savings & Loan Assn. Lot 64 growth, so large and full are its fine for cutting too and easy to
Kazoo, who played No. 1 last in the 440, high jump and broad Wiegerink (H), Armstrong(M),
running. In the No. 2 slot, Dyk- Vredeveldt’s Sub. Twp. Park.
flowers. Its blooms, light yellow arrange.
meeting.
year, had little difficultyin the jump, Starks won the 100 and 220 23.8.
ema
stopped Zandee, 6-3, 4-6, 6-2.
Morris J. Van Kolken and wf. with flushes of pink, are long lastSessions will be held in the ColSolid planting of one color of
No. 3 slot as he downed Holland's yard dashes, while Alore placed
880 run— Wierengo (M), Acker- lege Chapel in connectionwith Playing No. 3, the Maroons Jim to Everett M. Elwood and wf. Pt. ing and are produced through the floribundas is more effectivethan
Carl Visscher, 6-0, 6-0. In the No. first in the 180 low hurdles and man (M), Williams (H), 2.19.9.
the Centennialof the school it- Teerman came through under Lots 118, 119 Chippewa Resort; whole summer. Its foliageis glos- a combination of colors. There are
4 singles, Peter Platt of Western second in both the 120 high hurheavy pressure to whip Duane Tup. Park.
880 relay— Muskegon, 1:43.3.
sy and luxuriant. If you have yellow Goldilocks,rose-pink Else
self. Reports for the year 1952 will
whipped Dave Bosch, 6-3, 6-1. dles and broad jump.
High jump— Scutter (M), Gel- be heard from various boards of Kuizema, 4-6, 6-4, 7-5. After dropJames W. Oakes et al to James room for only one rose Peace Poulsen, coral pink Fashion and
Norm Scheerhorn of the locals, For Holland it was again Paul ens (M), Wiegerinkand Jim Cook
ping the first set, Teerman was T. Sprott and wf. Lot 111 and pt. would probably give you most Ma Perkins, red or pink Pinocchio
the church and the program for
dropped the final singles event, Wiegerinkwho salvaged the locals (H), 5’4’’.
down 4-1 in the second before 112 Sheldon Heights Add. City of pleasure.
and many others to choose from.
1954 will be established.
bowing to John Sebaly, 6-0, 6-2.
staging his winning rally.
only first as he led the field In
Broad jump— Scutter (M), AlGrand Haven.
The newer everbloomingclimb- Basic needs for growing all
Matters
for
consideration will
Holland’s No. 1 doubles com- the 120 yard high hurdles..He ore (M), Manchester (M), 18'8".
Christian’sNo. 1 doubles squad
Cassie C. Taylor to Walter H. ers, which have much larger,full- roses are that they be set where
include: Introduction of the study
bination nearly turned the trick, also managed a second in the high
Pole vault— Derby (M), Timmer of Hebrew grammar in the col- tasted their first defeat as Norm Taylor and wf. Pt. Gov. Lot 2 29- er blossoms than the old fashion- they receive six hours of sun a
but finally lost out in the gruell- jump and the 220.
Lokker and Rich Sharda bowed 8-16 City of Grand Haven.
(H), Kievit (H), 9 feet.
ed ramblers, give a fine display day and need not compete with
lege curriculum for p re-theological
ing three set match, 10-8, 2-6, 6-1
Results in order of finish;
Shot put— Boyden (M), Man- students, bringing of the clergy of to the veteran Eagle duo, Bob
Dick
Riemersma
to
Bessel in June and numerous blossoms roots or other shrubs or trees for
to Don Neal and A1 Wise. Mark
Vander Wall and John De Hpog, Vande Bunte and wf. Pt. SWH later in the season after the food. Drainage should be good, the
120 high hurdles— Wiegerink chester (M), Pippel (H), 46’2'\
the church under Social Security,
De Velder and Phil Boersma came (H), Alore (M), Klaasen (H),
Next match for Holland is Wed- official termination of a pastorate 6-2, 6-3. In the No. 2 event, Carl SWH and SEH SWH 8-5-15 Twp. plants become well established.If soil rich and loamy with plenty of
through in fine fashion for the 17.9.
nesday at Allegan when Muske- at the age of 68 and the official Edewaards and Bob Balfoort lost Holland.
one has a good spot to grow them humus. Regular preventive sprayDutch as they won the other dou100-yard dash — Starks (M), gon Heights, Allegan and Kalama- position of the church on the use to Ken Betten and Bill Kooistra, Walter Veersma to Benjamin he will get increasing satisfaction ing or dusting every week or two
bles event by walloping Joe Gil- Thompson (M), George Cook (H), zoo Central will come together in
6-4, 6-0. Ken Volkema and Lewis
Vanden Bos and wf. Lot 1 Blk 1 from them through the years, as with a good all-purpose spray
of the new Revised Standard Verlis and John Sincox, 6-4, 6-0.
Stegink, playing No. 3 nearly pull10.6.
a quadrangularmeet.
they are strong and long-livedand starts in May and ends with frost.
Howard’s Add. Twp. Holland.
sion of the Bible.
The locals will have a busy
ed one out of the fire before losLeonard
Van
Boven
and
wf. to require less care than other types. Climbers are the only exception
Among
the speakers will be Dr.
week coming up, meeting South
ing to Bob Brummel and Ray George H. Lippenga and wf. Lots If they are placed where there is to this spraying program. It pays
Harry Kalas of Chicago, director
Haven on Monday, Benton Harbor
Ritzema, 6-3, 7-5. The playoff dou36, 37 Hubbards Add. Hudsonville. a good circulation of air around to buy good stock from a reliable
of educational evangelismin the
Tuesday, Muskegon Heights,
bdes win was registered by Ron
Albert D. Marlink and wf. to them they will need to be sprayed nursery. Be sure that roots are
National
Council
of Churches, and
Thursday and Kalamazoo on FriBulthuis and Warren Boer when
Jacob
Nyenhuis and wf. Lots 39, only against leaf chewing insects. kept moist until planted.
Walter
Judd,
congressman
from
day.
they edged Gil Meyers and Bruce
Minnesota, who will discuss “The
40 Sunset Heights Sub. Twp.
Place of the Laymen in the Newenhuis in the No. 4 event, 10- Georgetowh.
8, 2-6, 6-2.
Lester R. Wassenaar and wf. to
"Europe Through the Eyes of lights at night”, problemsof lodg- Church.”
Central College President GerFrank D. Lokker and wf. Lot 8
Our Members” provided an inter- ing and many other topics pro- rit Vander Lugt will lead the daily
Visscher’s Orchard Sub. City of
esting and highly entertaining vided an especially informative worship services.
Holland.
Club
discussion,highlighted with many
W. H. Comstock and wf. to Wilprogram for Holland Branch,
humorous anecdotes and advice to
Defeats
liam O. Hansen and wf. Pt. NH
American Association of Univer- the would-be Europe visitor.
Mrs. Hakken Gives Talk
Chad Guild, Christian High keeper, is played by Erv Hoevs.
SWH NWH 31-7-13Twp. George- Alumni
sity Women, meeting Thursday Another special feature was an
Dramatics Guild, is plan- Ken Vander Zwaag appears as
A strong showing in the Angles evening in Durfee Hall.
town.
At Annual Spring Banquet
ning its annual spring program the stranger, John Agate.
extensive display of souvenirs
department was the only thing
L. D. Viebrock and wf. to WilIn an informal panel discussion, brought from Europe by the seven
to be presented May 5 and 7 in
Miss Coral Robbert is directing
that saved Hope college’stennis
Members of the Girls’ League Thirty boys attended the one- liam T. Peterson and wf. NEH
seven branch members who re- travelers.
the Woman’s Literary club house. "Peg of My Dreams,” by S. Berry.
squad Thursday afternoon as they
SWH
and
NWH
SEH
and
NH
societies
of
the
Holland
Classis
hour
Kiwanis
Boys
Club
session
cently visited Europe told a varHighlight of the business meetsqueaked past Calvin college 5-4
met Tuesday evening in Third Re- at Holland High School gym NEH SEH 28-8-15 Twp. Crockery. Two ortte-act plays will be fea- The cast includes Frank Beltman
iety of experiences and observ- ing was election of officersin
tured in this year's production. as Jimmy Barrett; Gracile Terat the 13th St. courts.
formed Church for their animal Thursday night.
Ernest Hyde and wf. to Herbert
‘The Running Tide” by Jay R. horst as Mlntha McGovern; Joyce
With the singles games played ances during their travels. Miss which Mrs. Orlie Bishop was spring banquet.
W.
Brosseit
and
wf.
Pt.
NEH
Weight lifters worked out and
Gould
is being directed by Mrs* Banning as Jane Clandon, Rose
first Hope commanded a 4-2 lead Eleanor Smith acted as chairman named president; Mrs. John De
Mias Gladys Burma, League made plans for a series of home NWH 33-8-16 Twp. Grand Haven.
as attention turned to doubles and Miss Beth Marcus, as inter- Haan, Jr., secretary, and Mrs. president, was in charge of the workouts during the coming sumPeter Elsinga and wf. to John Si Kroll. The story of two girls Geerlings as Mrs. Clandon, and
competition. But then defeats in locutor,for the discussion.
George Pelgrim, scholarship com- event. Mrs. Donald Buteyn gave mer vacation. Larry Smit, after Volkers Pt. Lots 2, 3 Blk 25 Qty of who live in a lighthouse features Leonard Kraker as Mr. Clandon.
Panel members opened their mittee. They will assume office in the invocation.Dinner was served
both number two and number
Miss Adelaide Dirkse in the role
The play concerns a scientific
several warmup lifts,demonstrat- Holland.
three doubles tied the discussion by stating reasons for July.
to 250 members, representing 18 ed his ability to put up 105 pounds
Peter Terpsma Jr. and wf. to of Monica Parks, the elder sister, farm boy who tries to Impress his
match, and put the pressure on their European trips— Miss Smith,
Mrs. Henry Steffens, president, churches.
Martin Lampen and wf. Pt. Lot 9 and Miss Cornelia Geenen as girl but forgets about the pig
in a two-arm fast press.
Warren Exo and Ron Bos who who studied in England; Mrs. conducted the meeting and made Speaker for the evening was
Several boys worked on the Blk 1 South Prospect Park Add. Rachel Parks, the younger sister. behind the stove.
were still playing Calvin’s Jim Peter Prins and Mrs. John De announcement of the state Mrs. Bernard Hakken, missionary punching bags. Fred Lubben and City of Holland.
Amos Lamb, the lighthouse Curtain time will be 8 p.m.
Doezema and A1 Peden in the top Haan, Jr., who studied at the Sor- AAUW conventionto be held in to Arabia. Dressed in her native Bob Mulder sparred five rounds.
John Bouws to Jennie Mulder et
doubles game.
bonne in Paris; Mrs. Vincent Muskegon May l and 2. Mrs. H. costume, she told of her experi- Wrestlers worked on basic col- al Pt. Lots 1, 2 B. L. Scott’sElmRyzenga and wf. Pt. Lot 7 Village
The pair took the first game Martineau, who made a family C. McClintock announced that a ences in relationship to habits, legiate wrestling holds with Bob wood Add. City of Holland.
of Cedar Swamp Twp. Holland.
quite handily, but then dropped Holy Year trip to Rome; Miss UNESCO coferencewill be held customs, conditions and unity of
Allmendinger giving instruction. Jennie Mulder ta Cornelius T.
Robert T. Unger and wf. to
the second. A solid finish was Barabara Lampen, who went in Detroit Saturday.
the people, she contrasted the Ten boys are planning to attend Oonk and wf. Lot 61 Harrington Peter Terpsma Jr. and wf. Lot 19
enough to pull them through giv- strictly as a tourist; Mrs. Donald
Final report on the March Moslem religion and the Christian the Ottawa Hills Quarterback’s and Vanden Berg Bros. Sub. Twp. Wabek’s Add. City of HoUand.
ing them the match and Hope col- Brown, whose entire family inchildren’ssymphony concert was religion. Only through Christ can wrestling show in Grand Rapids Park.
Menno Van Singel and wf. to
lege a win.
cluding her husband, Dr. Brown, presented by Mrs. MorretteRider, the world gain its freedom, she Monday night. Allmendinger and
Louis Daugherty to William H. Donald M. Van Singel and wf. Pt.
Coach Ken Weller was "quite and their five children,toured chairman.She announced that 1,- said.
Rene Willis, Kiwanians, will drive. Rutgers and wf. WH SEH 4-8-14 NWH 2-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Melvin McBride, 293 Elm St.,
pleased’’with the performance.
Devotions were led by Miss
Europe by station wagon, and 500 tickets had been sold for the
Those taking part in the wrest- Tup. Polkton.
pleaded guUty to assauh and batCold weather and injuries had
Barbara
Rynbrandt
and
Miss
Miss Marcus, whose "tourist”trip event and revealed that the
ling training were R. Passmore, John L. Schut and wf. to Marvin
tery and waa sentenced to 30 days
hampered the team and the pohad the added purpose of visits branch has received national re- Raebume Lubbinga. Special music K. Bush,' J. Moes, B, Meurere,D. G. Heyboer and wf. Pt. Lot 1 Initiation Conducted
in jail and fined $29.30 by Park
tential of the squad were unwas
provided
by
Miss
Joyce
Garvelink,J. Ramaker and G. Ohlman’s Plat No. 2 Village of
with foreign "pen pals.”
cognition as the first AAUW
Township JusticeC. C. Wood durknown. He also had a chance to
At Eastern Star Meet
Descriptionof sea and air travel branch to pioneer that type of Smith, Miss Shirley Bos and Miss Piers.
Hudsonville.
ing the past week.
use everyone who had made pracJerene Timmer. A marimba solo
accommodations,of various en- project.
John L. Schut and wf. to Gerald
In other court action nine pertice regularly.
Star of Bethlehem Chapter 40,
was
played
by
Miss
Shirley
Smith
Dessert was served preceding
Edward Battjes and wf. Pt. Lot Order of Eastern Star, had a spec- sons were fined $7 each for followSingles— Warren Exo (H) def. tertainments on the continent,
Grand
Haven
Youth
Payi
and Miss Beverly Israels led group
1 Ohlman’s Plat No. 2 Village of
ing an emergency vehicle too
Jim Doezema, 6-2, 6-4; Ron Bos sightseeing and modes of travel, the program. A lovely arrange- singing, accompanied by Miss
ial meeting in the chapter rooms dose. The persons were charged
Reckless Driving Fine
ment
of
spring
flowers
and
white
availability
and
variety
of
food,
Hudsonville.
(H) def. Ai Peelen, 6-3, 3-6, 6-1;
Erma
Deters, pianist. ToastmisJohn L. Schut and wf. to Frank Thursday evening when past ma- with tailinga police car in sepaBill Boeskool (H) def. Dewey Paris fashions,the "speedy” Eur- tapers decoratedthe refreshment tress was Miss Emily Vinstra of
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Aukeman and wf. et al Pt. Lot 1 trons and past patrons conducted rate automobilesso as to conHeetderks, 4-6, 6-4, 6-1; John opean drivers who travel with "no table.
First Reformed Church.
Duncan Dean Tucker, 17, 1142 Ohlman’s Plat No. 2 Village of
stitute a hazard in the officers
Shrier (H) def. Roger Boerema,
initiation.
Installationof officers was in Fulton St., paid $75 fine and
Hudsonville.
performanceof duty.
6-3, 2-6, 6-4; Roger Postmus (C)
charge of Mrs. Joe Vande Wege, $3.90 costs in Justice Frederick
Miss Margaret Murphy was the
Christian League Board
Paying $7 fines were Henry
Eugene Dalman and wf. to Theodef. Monte Dyer, 4-6, 6-4, 6-2; Two Can Damaged
retiring League co-sponsor. New
J. Workman’scourt Friday on a dore J. De Vries and wf. Lot 6 worthy matron and Clifford Hop- Vander Wal, Jenison; Dale Buist,
Bruce Bouman (C) def. Bob
officers named are Miss Elaine
Planning to Reorganize
In Intersection Mishap
charge of reckless driving.
Pleasant View Sub. Villageof Hud- kins and Jacob Hoffman were Jenloon;Robert Buist, Jenison;
Langwig, 6-2, 6-4.
Reimink,vice president,and Miss
Doubles — Bos-Exo (H) def.
The newly elected board of di- Erma Deters, re-electedtreasurer. The charge, made by State sonville.
worthy patrons. Soloists were Miss Marvin Fenstra, Jenison; Roger
Two cars sustained minor damGert Lubben and wf. to John B. Marian Shackson and Mrs. Ray Bremer, route 2, Hudsonville;
Doezema-Peelen, 6-2, 1-6, 6-2;
rectors of the Ottawa Christian Mrs. Ella Young is the newly ap- Police, resulted from an accident
ages when they collidedat the inBolema-Heetderks(C) def. Dave
League met Tuesday evening at pointed co-sponsor of the League. which occurred on US-31 in Fer- Hop and wf. Pt. NH EH EH SEH Swank, accompanied by Mrs. Ar- Marvin K. Beute, Jenison; Kenneth Dykema, Jenison;and two
De Vries-JohnWarren, 6-4, 6-2; tersectionof M-21 and US-31 east the Rusk Christian Reformed
thur Nienhuls.
Decorationsfeaturing an Ara- rysburg Monday night when the 26-8-14 Twp. Polkton.
16-year-old Grand Rapids minora.
Postmus-Bouman(C) def. Glenn of Holland early Friday morning. Church. The new president, the bian theme were made and ar- car Tucker was driving, which he Martin Van Wieren et al to AnGuests were present from SaugCatalino D. Vazquez, 19, East Rev. C. William Fliestra, presided.
Others paying fines were ChesDe Pree-Vem Gebbcn, 6-0, 6-2.
ranged by the Bethel Reformed had borrowed from a used car lot thony Van Dort and wf. Lots 30, atuck and Grand Haven.
Chicago, driving a ’48 model car,
ter Krystiniak, route 4, speeding
Extensive plans were made by Church group. Members of First in Muskegon and was to return 31 Lake Park Sub. Twp. Park.
Arrangements of daffodilsabout
was heading east on M-21 when he the board to reorganize and revitRobert F. Clark and wf. to Don- the room created a spring atmos- $27; RooseveltBlackmon, Grand
Reformed Church of Zeeland made in an hour, collided head-on with
Ottawa Circuit Court
turned in front of a ’46 irlodel car alize the league. Contact men and
Rapids, defective brakes, $8;
the programs and Mrs. Ray Stam another car driven by Kenneth ald J. Bixeman and wf. Lot 9 phere.
driven by Harold J. Oetman, 368 women for each township in the
William Sailer, 264 Columbia
Fleser’s
Add.
Village
of
Spring
L.
Leady,
19,
of
Muskegon.
Awards Divorce Decrees
of Central Park Reformed Church
Refreshments were served by
North State St., Zeeland, according county were appointedto repreAve. reckless driving, $37; ClarTucker told the officershe got Lake.
was in charge of tickets.
Mrs. Ruth Smith and committee.
ence J. Konyndyk, route 2, West
GRAND HAVEN (Special)—A to officers.
Lewis
H.
Dombos
and
wf.
to
sent the league in an education
tired
of
following
a
truck
and
Dinner was served by ’HUrd
Damages to both cars was esti- and membership drive. A speakers Church Ladies’ Aid.
Olive, speeding, $12; WUbur Kleis,
divorce decree was granted in OtHarry
Baggott
and
wf.
Lot
5
Blk
6
paid no attention to trafficwhen
route 6, driving on wrong tide of
tawa Circuit Court Thursday af- mated at $50. Vazquez was ticket- bureau on which any religious orhe decided to make a turn. Sev- Leggat’s Add. City of Grand HavButternut Dr., $12; James P.
ternoon to Jeanette Vanden Brand ed for failing to yield the right of ganization can call for a speaker
en.
The largest rural population in eral persons were injured, includTichelaar, Ada, excessive speed in
from Anthony Vanden Brand, both way. Ottawa County Deputy Nel- to explain the league and its pur- the United States is said to be- ing Tucker, who received a fracArthur Reenders and wf. to Wilnighttime, $32.
of Grand Haven. Custody of the son Lucas investigated.
poses also is planned.
liam C. Wallish and wf. Lot 12
long to the State of Texas.
ture of tbe left wrist.
two minor children was awarded
Reenders Add. Qty of Grand
to the mother.
Haven.
Mrs. Donivan Addresses
i
Doris R. Bush of Grand Haven
John Franzburg to James Spruit
was awarded a decree from NorMethodist Couples' Club
and wf. Lot 29 Blk 1 Assessor's
man R. Bush. Custody of the two
Plat No. 2 City of HoUand.
•i
minor children was awarded to
The Wesleyan Methodist
Edward L. Johnson and wf. to
the mother, who resides in Spring
Couples Cub held Its April meetLinda A. Greene Pt. Lot 23 Cole’s
!
Lake Township. Bush is a resident
ing Tuesday evening at the home
Park Twp. Spring Lake.
of Alma.
of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Deters in
William S. G arrow and wf. to
HoUand Heights. Devotionswere
Loral W. Vink and wf. Pt NWH
conducted by Mrs. Seth Kalkman
NWH 20-8-15 Twp. Crockery.
Mrs. Dick Van Bruggen
and included a vocal duet by Mr.
Peter J. Van Dyke to William
Honored on Birthday
and Mis. Arthur Chrysler. They
DeGlopper and wf. Lot 48 Chester
sang ’There’s No Friend like
Shores Sub. No. 1 Twp. Chester.
Mrs. Dick Van Bruggen of 220
Jesus.” Marcella Gearhart also
Peter J. Van Dyke to Robert
West 11th St. was guest of
played two Chopin preludes.
DeGlopper and wf. Lot 54 Chester
honor it a birthday party ThursSpeaker for the evening was
Shores Sub. No. 1 Twp. Chester.
day at her home.
Mrs. Edward Donivan who reEzra Moorman and wf. to Julius
Arrangements of daffodilsdecviewed the book, "The Amazing
F. Wolters and wf. Pt SH SWH
orated the table. Refreshments
Amazon” by Willard Priqe. Mrs.
SEH and WH SWH SEH SEH
were served by the guests.
and NEH SWH SEH 1-5-13 Twp.
Pvt 1/2 Ted Van Iweerden Donivan vividly described AmazAttending were Mr. and Mrs.
Jamestown.
who recently,' spent a two onia, the land which is fed by the
Hoobler, Mr. and Mrs. Neal
Amazon River and its tributaries
Ezra Moorman and wf. to Gilbert
weeks furlough with Mi pai*
and children,Jerry,
mmimfr
Ue Moorman and wf. Pt NH ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Van and told of its amazing vegetable
Jimmy, Kathy and
NWH 12-5-13 Twp. Jamestown. % Iwaarden of 204 West 24th and mineral wealth.'
Martin Lampen and wf. to Henry
After a brief business session,
and Mrs. Lester Hints
8L, is In the Army tervloe
Leeuw and wf. Pt. WH WH SWH
refreshments were served by Mr.
of Grandville and
Unit, stationed at Port Leon10
pl0"1 •• US-J1
Ttw fcoto h
24-5-16 Twp. Park.
ard Wood, Mo. He also la atand Mrs. Chester Johnson and Mr.
Van Bruggen.
(Sentinel photo)
Lubert J. Hop and wf. to Ernest tendlng Motor Pool School.
and Mrs. Ernest Shoultz.
/
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Beauty-There Are Roses

For Every Purpose

Gardening

'

Three Standouts Pace Muskegon

Reds

One-Sided Track

High

Victory

Issues

AA UW Panel Describes
Experiences in Europe

Chad Guild Announces
Plays for Spring Event

Hope Net Squad

Boys

Has

Calvin

Weekly Workout

.

GetsJailTenn
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Linda Yonker

Dutcbnen Score

Jr.

to Floyd Cook,

Wm
Counter

For lairing Cars
Three youths, charged with

On Wild Pitch

m

Hope «olkge

squeezed pest
Akna 3-2 in a marathon 13 inning
b—etaal game at Riverview Park
Saturday afternoon, Hi* winning
run came fai when Alma pitcher
Bramble uncorked a wild pitch
that allowed Pitcher WiUie Rink
to score from third.
The MJAA game was played under cold, sodden conditions that
made*

k

second

necessary to call off the

game at the

5;Vr.V

-i

fM-

«» I

mw

ImMi

It

schedule<

i

Don Piersma start13th for the Dutchmen

by groundingout pitcher to first.
Ai Dykema then went out third
to first. But Rink gave hope
Hope rooters with a resounding

waft

i

.

ms

m

triple to right-center.
The suspense

mounted as John Busman and
catcher Don Vork 'walked, filling
the bases. Bramble then let
ed the

Hope

scored first in the fourth

toning. Piersma and Dykema
walked and Rink was safe when
his sacrifice bunt was muffed,
loading the bases. Bramble than
struck out Lubbers, one of
Dutchmen he fanned. Vork ground
ed to second, scoring Pierana.
Second baseman Jim Van Hoven

Fiftb in Contest

Studies

Several

;

Pending Measures

j

Don

Lubbera of Hope College

of the 68th annual

said.

One of the group, Sonny Leroy
Daggett,17, who lives on US-31
south of Holland, pleaded guilty
Saturday before* Justice Leslie
Yonkeiman to drivingaway an automobile without intent to steal.
He was ordered to pay fine and
costs of $19, given a 30-day sus-

pended sentence and placed on
probation for six months. Daggett
will be compelled to serve the

Holland police, Ottawa and AlCounty deputies co-operated in the investigation.

legan

men’s contest of

the Interstate Oratorical Associa-

The State Affairs Committee ef
the Holland Chamber of Commerce met Friday and discussed J
several pending bills in the state
llegislature. Results of the study
will be forwarded to State Rep.
George Van Peursem and State *

tion at Northwestern University
Thursday.
Lubbers’ subject was “God and
Joe College.”
The Interstate Oratorical Associationis the oldest such associa-

Sen. Clyde Geer lings.

City Manager Harold C. Me-,

tion in the country.

Clintock is chairman of the committee.
* The committee expressed itself

The six finalistswere selected
from among 13 contestants who
participatedin the two men’s preliminary contestsWednesday after-

*

lation of probation ^anytime during the six months pbriod.
The other two, both 16-year-old
minors, were turned over to Probate Court for action.

issue.

Group

and nearby parking lots for Joy
riding,have been apgre funded by
city and Allegan County police.
The trio has admitted to taking cars from three Holland used
car lots plus several in Allegan
county, T^e youths would check
cars in lots and those parked
elsewhere. Then they found one
unlocked, the youths would citato

jail sentence if he is found in vio-

with the wild fast one that decid-

(Mer

placed fifth to the six-man finals

lice

ill

Lubbers Places

takiif automobiles from Holland

in and take the car for a ride, po-

doubleheader.
ad off the

Affggted

companlat «t evangelisticmeetnoon.
ings all ovar the country, will
Winner was Ron Brown of Gusbe gueet organistat dedlcatipn.
tavus Adolphus College in Minneservices for a new electric orsota whose subject was, “The
gan in Beechwood Reformed
Arithmetic of Survival.” Others in
Church juet north of the city
order of finish were: John StreckThureday at 7:45 p.m. Tha Rev.
er, Drury College, Mo., “Shall We
John Benee will preelde.
Save the World;” George Gerner,
Herman Voaa of Chicago, well
Eau Claire State Teachers College,
known organist who has apWis., “Faith in a Floundering
peared' in concert* and aa ac-

Groups Stage
Spring Coffee

against several taxation bills,
Orden

C.

^mucker

New Extension
Course Offered

World;” David Swanson, Augus- A 10-week course in “The Famtana, 111., “Down With America;” ily in Contemporary Society”
The committee was in favor of
libbers, and Bernard W. Crocker,
being offered in Holland this amending the Michigan corporaWittenberg College, Ohio, “Matrispring by Michigan State College. tion act to make contributionsfor
culating in Alcohol.”
public welfare or for charitable,
Judges were Wallace A. Bacon, Dr. Orden C. Smucker, associate
Robert W. Cathcart. Glen E. Mills, professor of social science, will be

-

especiallythose pertainingto "hidden taxes.”
The group also went on record
as being In favor of construction
of toll roads in Michigan providing
moneys used for roads does not '
come from any of the present gas
and weight tax collectionsor
other road taxes now in effect *
In other action the group voted
against any increase in fish license fees.

.

scientific or educational purposes

subject to such limitations, if any,,
ClarenceT. Simon, Ernest J. the instructor.
as may be contained in its articles
The
class
meets
Thursday
from
Wrage and Naomi H. Wrage, all of
of incorporationor any amendNorthwestern University, Ronald 7 to 9:30 p.m. in room 102 of Holments thereto.
land
High
School.
E. Sleeth of Garrett Biblical InstiThey also approvedthe bill that
then singled, scoring Dykema with
Dr.
Smucker
has
been
on
the
factute.
would authorize the probate court
the second run. After Riemersma
Dr. William Schrier,director of ulty at Michigan State College
to require parents of a child to'
walked, the bases were loaded
oratory at Hope, who attended since July, 1946. Before going
again. But Bramble whiffed
interpretedthe picture “Jesus the with Lubbers, was electedbusiness Michigan State he was an instruc- compensateinjured persons for
Listed
Alden Klomparens for the third
Light of the World’’ by Hunt, executive committeemember from tor in Bluffton high school and propery or negligentdamage of
property.
out.
Bluffton College in Ohio, assistant
Mrs. Floyd Cook, Jr.
Winners in the American Legion based on the scripture “Behold I the eastern division. ,
The committee also expressed
Hope continued to lead 2-0 un
in sociology in Ohio State Univer(du Soar photo) Auxiliary Americansim Essay Con- stand at the door and knock.”
disapproval of the bill now being
til the top of the ninth. Lam bet
sity,
Instructor
at
Bowling
Green
Taking
part
were
the
Misses
Miss Linda Jean Yonker, small clusters of daisiesin their test were announced Friday by the
started off the inning for Alma daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
Bridal Showers Given
State University, and a news wri offered on fair trade practices;
hair.
chairman, Mrs. Herbert Stanaway. Lillian Weaver, Ruth Anne Dogwith a walk. He went to second Yonker of 16 East 17th St., beter and press correspondentfor expressed favor with revision of
ger,
Charlotte
Mulder,
Lavina
Mrs. Yonker chose for her
Writing 500 words on “What Our
For Erma Rozeboom
after Stolz grounded out and
the Toledo Blade and other Ohio the welfare act; favored the bill to'
came the bride of Floyd Cook, daughter’s wedding a champagne- Flags Means to Me,” students in Mulder and Marjorie Weller.
authorize the licensing of hawkthird after Bramble was retired Jr., in a double ring ceremony
publications.
The Missionarieswere In charge
colored ensemble- with brown ac- all tile local junior high and senior
Three pre-nuptialshowers were
ers, peddlers and pawnbrokers.
third to first. Garrett also ground- Friday evening in Sixteenth Street
The
course
may
be
taken
for
of
the
program
with
Mrs.
Howcessories. Her corsage was of Hib- high schoolsparticipated.
given last week in honor of Miss
The committee also voiced ap-'
ed to third, but the third baseman Christian Reformed Church. The
either undergraduateor graduate
ard Van Egmond presiding.Carlebard roses. Mrs. Cook, the groom’s
threw wiki to first, petmitting groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. mother, wore a navy dress, navy In the senior high division, Vince ton Kelch, violinist, played ‘‘Sou- Erma Rozeboom, who will be mar- credit. Those interestedin taking proval of the bill that would exVander Werp of ChirstianHigh won
ried April 25 to Austin Walker.
tend deer hunting season from the*
Lambet to score and Garret to go Floyd Cook of Grand Rapids.
and white accessories and a cor- first and Marilyn Poest of Holland venir’' and Rubenstein’s ’'RomOn Saturday afternoon, Miss the course without credit are in first Saturday preceding Nov. 15.'
to second. Gadzinski got in the
The Rev. William Haverkamp sage of red roses and white car- High won second. In the Junior ance,” accompaniedby Miss Bar- Helene Pelgrim and Mrs. Kathryn vited. The course should have
Attending the meeting were
second run with a long single
read the rites before a setting of nations.
High division, John Steenblik won bara Lampen.
Meeusen of 197 West 12th St. special appeal for church groups Robert Notier, LaVerne Dalman,
left, but made the third out when
palms, ferns, candelabra and bouMrs. B. Kruithof introduced the were hostesses at a luncheon and since Dr. Smucker is active in the
At the reception for 90 guests first and Heidi Bekius,second. Both
Gilbert VandeWater, Robert Barhe tried to stretch it to a double. quets of white stock and snapin the church parlors, Mr. and are studentsat Holland Junior speaker of the evening. Miss Jean pantry shower honoring the bride- work of Peoples Church in East ber, Russell Klaasen and Harry
Rink pitched all the way for dragons. White ribbons marked
Lansing
and
at
present
is
presi
Mrs. R. E. Van Ess presided at High.
Kamp, a police woman from the elect. Luncheon tables were atHope, giving up 8 hits and striking
Jackson of Saugatuck; W. H. Vanthe pews. Stuart Noordyk,organ- the punch bowl, Miss Jane Yonker
Winning essays now are being juvenile division of the Grand tractively decorated with daffodils dent of the Board of Trustees of deWater, secretary - manager of
out five and walking two. Bramble
Peoples
Church.
ist, played traditionalwedding and Donald Baker arranged the entered in fifth districtcompeti- Rapids Police Department,who and ivy and gifts were placed bealso went the distance for Alma,
The course also should be of in the Chamber, and McClintock.
marches and Mrs. Duncan K. Bak- gifts and Misses Arvilla Mosterd tion, including contestants from told of her work with delinquent neath a large sprinkling can with
giving up only six hits and strikAbsent were Bertal Slagh, Gerterest
to the group which took the
er sang ‘The Lord’s Prayer” and and Orlina Shoemaker assisted Kent and Ottawa Counties.
children. She said 1,641 cases of ribbons extending from the spout.
ing out 12 and walking five. York
ald Telgenhofand Don Thomas.
Mental
Health
course
offered
un"Seek Ye the Lord.”
about the rooms. During the reJudges were Mrs. Jay Den Her- children under 17 passed through The guest list included the Mescaught for Hope and Maru for
Miss MargueriteYonker attend- ception, Mrs. Baker sang “My der, Mrs. George Pelgrim and Mrs. the division in one year. She de- dames John Mills, Jack Barendse, der the Adult Educationprogram
Atom.
ed the bride as- maid of honor and Hero” and “I’m Falling in Love John Kobes, along with Mrs. Stan- scribed cases and the homes of Ed Slooter, A. E. Van Lente, H. Further information may be obMiss Jacqueline Cook and Mrs. With Someone.”
away, who reported that many fine these cases. ,
Stanaway, Henry Klomparens, tained by calling Gerrit H. Wieg
Ernest Walters were bridesmaids. For their southern wedding trip essays were entered and judging
To answer the motion “What Wilson Diekema, Alfred Jolders- erink, directorof adult education,
Frank Loll was best man and Nic- the bride changed to a pink wool was close in both divisions.
can we do?” she said we should ma, Peter Machiele, George Pel- at 6-6676.
The course opened last week,
holas and Peter Yonker served as tweed suit with brown and pink
understandwhy the child got in- grim, Martin Japinga, John Kobes,
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
ushers. Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. De accessories and a corsage of pink
to trouble, recognizewrong as George Brisbin, Gunnar Ander- but enrollements are still being
On Wednesday, April 22 the Jor
bnge as master and mistress of roses. The newlyweds will be at
wrong, recognize that your child son, John Kamps, Neal .Tiesenga, taken and any persons interested
PTA of the Zeeland Christian Cerremonies -completed the wedding home in Grand Rapids as soon as
are asked to report Thursday at '
HAMILTON (Special)- A diesel
is a potentialdelinquent and then Henry Oonk, Ed Boer, John RozeDriver
Schools will meet at the Third' party.
p.m. in room 102.
their new house is completed.
watch for little things, as knowing boom, Arthur Mills, Ben Rptgers,
tractor was pressed into service
Christian Reformed church. This
The bride’s gown of skinner satThe bride, who came here from
early Saturday to put thi»e
where your children are and who Guy Kelly and Paul Rich and
will be the annual spring meeting in was styled with fitted bodice
the Netherlandsfour years ago,
derailed cars back onto the trade
they are with and have an agree- Miss Rose Slooter.
and the Rev. William Kok, former appliqued
After
embroidered attended high school and a busiafter the cars jumped a broken
ment
as
to how late they should
On
Wednesday
evening, a mispastor of the First Christian Re- French Alencon lace, a mandarin ness school there. She also atCriminal
rail at 8 a.m. Friday.
stay out. In closing she said, “We cellaneous shower was given by
formed church, now of Grand collar, long tapered sleeves and a tended Holland Business Institute GRAND HAVEN (Special)
No one was injured to the deshould remember that God plan- Mrs. Peter Kamps, Mrs. Clarence
Rapids, has been secured as guest full skirt extending into a chapel- and has been employed as a
Pete Jinenez, 28, St. Louis, Mo., ned our lives. We so often lose J. Rozeboom and Mrs. Marinus
railment involving a 14-car freight
speaker. The annual election of of length train. Her veil of English stenographer at 7-Up Bottling Co.
was attempting to raise funds to sight of the contrast of living and Rozeboom at the latter’shome. Listed
train of which Everett Boyle of
ficers will take place at this meet- silk illusion was secured by a The groom, a graduate of Grand
pay fine and costs of $78.45 rather we should thank God that He gave Decorations in yellow and green
Holland was engineer. A broken
ing. Parents will be given an op pointed shell cap of lace with Rapids Ottawa Hills High School,
than serve 60 days in the county us what we have and try to find featured a parasol with streamers.
ALLEGAN, (Special) — Twelve rati was believed to have caused
portunity to interview the various satin piping and tiny seed pearls. attendedCalvin College for two
jail, the result of a wild chase with
something to do to show we are Duplicateprb.es for games were criminal cases have been listed, on the accident sending two gravel
teachers.
She carried a bouquet of white years and is employedas cost esti- police Thursday night.
won by Mrs. Clayton Wilson, Mrs. the calender for the May term of cars and a tanker off the tracks
The annual social gatheringof roses, hyacinths and snapdragons. mator at Grand Rapids Metal Jinenez and his wife had come thankful.”
Mrs. Henry Mollema closed the Arend Veldhoen, and Mrs. Henry the Allegan Circuit Court which into an embankment.
the “Search the Scriptures” Men’j
Bridal attendants wore identical Craft Corp.
to Grand Haven to attend funeral meeting with prayer. The Mis- Rozeboom. A two-course lunch
The two gravel cars left the
will open May 4, according to
society of First Christian Reform gowns of reseda green taffeta,
Pre-nuptialparties for the bride services for the latter’sbrother
tracks
completely but remained
was
served.
sionary
Society
and
the
Mission
County Clerk Esther Hettinger.
ed church was held last Monday with fitted bodices and full skirts were given by Mrs. Eugene Sneischeduled Friday. About 8:45
evening in the chapel with wives of net over taffeta. They wore der and Mrs. Ernest Walters, p. m. Thursday, Jinenez was Guild had charge of refreshments. Invited were the Mesdames James Sewers, 31, Saugatuck upright and the gravel was unloadof members as guests. Dick brief net boleros covering the Misses Margueriteand Jane Yon- spotted speeding about 50 miles an Mrs. Bert De Haan and Mrs. H. Fred Rozeboom. Frank Rozeboom, commercial fisherman, faces trial ed before attempts wetp made to
James Rozeboom, Henry Roze- on two separate felonious assault put the cars back onto the track.
Hop poured.
Huizenga opened the meeting with shoulders. Their bouquets were ker, and Mrs. Louis De Jonge and
hour through city streets, going the
boom, Henry De Visser, Arend charges. Sewers is charged with The third car, the tanker,was half
a devotionalserveice. Mr. and cascades of daisiesand they wore Miss Jaqueline Cook.
wrong way on one-way streets, runVeldhoen,
Julius Lamer, Joe Roze- assaulting two conservation offi- off the track and was put back
Mrs. Herman Vredevejd sang
ning stop streets and engaging in
boom, Clayton Wilson, John Roze- cers when they attemptedto into place today after two hours
duet after which Mr. and Mrs.
boom, Paul Rich, Carl Rozeboom, board his fishing tug, Dec. 5 to of work.
other debris which had been clut- other infractions of the traffic law.
Dick Huizenga presenteda diaOfficers lost Jinenez several
The derailment occurred near
tering
the
sands
during
the
winter.
John
Rozeboom, Tom Winchester, search for illegal whitefish,Proselogue. A short address was given
All debris was hauled away by times, and finally apprehended him
Carlton Rozeboom and Leon Os- cutor Dwight Cheever said. Bert the north crossing on Overisel road
by Mr. Nieumeyer of Calvin Colconservation department trucks. at Zig’s Bar-B-Q.
trander and the Misses Claribelle Rastall, 25, another fisherman, is as the train was approaching
lege, who has been instructor of
The retail committee of the The driver was arraigned Friday
Veldhoen,Esther De Jonge and also charged with felonious as- Hamilton from Holland. This parthe group the past season. A film,
ticuiar C and O line is known more
Chamber of Commerce served 1,- before Justice Truman A. Husted
Marie Rozeboom.
sault as a result of the incident.
“The Sugar’ Plum Tree,” was
Holland American Legion Band 500 hot dogs, soft drinks ,and ice on a charge of reckless driving, ' A nine-year-oldHolland boy reMrs. George Jacobs of 109 West
Another criminal case on the popularly as “the Allegan tracks”
shown by Elmer Hoeksema. Mr.
had its 33rd annual spring ban- cream to the Boy Scouts, Girl plus several other charges. He was ceived multiple bruises when his 30th St. entertained about 20 calendar is that of Gus Row, and operates freight trains on
Nieumeyer was presented a gift in
quet Friday evening at the Mar- Scouts and others who participat- assessed $73 fine, $5.45 costs or bicycle was struck by an automo- friends and neighbors of the bride- Saugatuck bartender, charged Tuesdays and Fridays between
appreciationfor his services. A soquee for members, wives and ed in the community work which serve 60 days jn the county jail. bile on M-40, three miles south of elect at a party Monday evening. with assault and battery on a 12- Holland and Allegan. Passenger
cial hour with refreshmentsfolguests. Spring flowers decorated started at 4 p.m. Monday and was
Holland, at 10.30 a.m. Saturday. Games were played and refresh- year-old girl. Cheever said the in- service was eliminated many
lowed the program. The pastor
the tables and all the women climaxed by a display of fireThe youth, John Robinson, route ments were served. A gaily-trim- cident occurred m a Saugatuck years ago.
the Rev. A. Rozendaal, closed the
Henry
F. Roelofs Diet
guests were presented yellow rose works.
It was expected the broken rail
5, was taken to Holland hospital med parasol was used .for decora- rooming house.
meeting with prayer.
corsages.
would
be repaired by Tuesday.
In
Zeeland
Hospital
for
treatment
where
he
was
schedCounty
firemen
are
watching
\tion.
A
gift
was
presented
from
At a meeting of the Sunshine
H. C. McClintock, city manager,
for the outcome of charges made
uled to undergo x-rays Saturday. the group.
Circle held at North Street
extended greetings from the city
ZEELAND (Special) — Henry According to Allegan Deputy
against Floyd Loew, another
Christian Reformed church on
of Moose Hove
•and Franklin Van Ry of the LeF. Roelofs, 71, of 130 Harrison Earle Tellman, the youth was ridSaugatuck resident.Saugatuck
Tuesday evening the annual elecgion post gave greetings from that
Ave.,
died
Friday
at
Zee- ing his bicycle on M-40 going Giving Liquor to Minors
fire police charge that Loew vio- Routine Business Meet
tion of officers resulted in the
organization.Ray Knooihuizen
land Hospital where he had been north. A car driven by Edward
lated their fire lines by driving
Results in Arrest Here
following: Mrs. Alvin Johnson,
was toastmaster for the evening.
taken Monday. He retired four Hieftje,78, Battle Creek, also
through in spite of their orders to
Twenty-sixmembers were prefirst vice president to replace Mrs.
Will
Be
Several awards were made by
years ago from the Mead-John- headed north, swerved to avoid
A boer party, Friday afternoon, stop. ProsecutorCheever said it sent at a meeting of the Women
John Dornbos; Mrs. George De
the band president,Carl Carlson.
son Co. of Zeeland where he had striking the youth when the bike involving four Holland minora re- was in the nature of a test case of the Moose Wednesday evenVries, second vice-presidentto reAwards for outstanding service Longfellow school will be repre- been employed several years.
turned around on the road.
sulted in the arrest of a 31-year- "to establishthe authority of fire ing.
place Mrs. Joe Sail; Mrs. William
were given to Mart Languis and sented in a 25,000-boy safety patrol
Surviving
are
six
sons,
Frederold man charged with furnishing police.”
The
car
clipped
the
youth
with
A letter was read from Wesley
Weatherbee, secretary to replace
Clarence Kieft. A gift from the parade in Washington, D.C., May ick., Bernard, Jacob, Clarence and its front fender, hit a ditch and intoxicatingbeverages to the
Louis La Fountain, 20, of Otse- Leinweber, superintendent of
Mrs. Elmer Bos; Mrs. Henry Walentire band was presented to
go, who pleaded guilty to statu- Moose Haven, thanking the local
Gilbert, all of Zeeland;Stanley rolled over. Hieftje was uninjured. youths.
cott, secretary-treasurer in place
9.
Harold J. Karsten for his many
of Holland; five daughters, Mrs. His wife Kate, 65, sustained head
In an appearance before Munici- tory charges, was scheduled to be group for towels presented by
of Mrs. Herbert Schout. Mrs. AlThis
became
apparent
Friday
years of service to the group. He
pal Court Judge Cornelius vander sentenced during the May term. the Moose Haven committee.
Marvin Meengs and Mrs. Evert and left leg injuries.
win Stephensonis president of the
served
the band as president for when the Automobile Club of Pli’cb- Plooster of Holland; Mrs. Alvin
Mculen Saturday, Clyde McNeely, Cheever said the case probably
Damages
to
the
’48
model
car
group and Mrs. Cleo Huizenga is
Mrs. Sena Lannii^; was asked to
years. During the program, igan announcedthat because of ex- Wahl and Mrs. John Kornoelje was estimated at $500 by police. 31, of 2681 West 14th St„ pleaded will be disposed of with a token
treasurer.The Circle meets regube in the receiving line for the
Karsten
gace
a
resume
of high- cellence of safety work at Long- of Zeeland and Mrs. Herman The bicycle was demolished.
not
guilty
when
arraigned
on
a
sentence
since
LaFountain
is
now
larly on Tuesday evenings for
Academy of Friendshipmeeting
lights during the years of his ser- fellow school, it has invited a patrol Dornbos of Jenison; 14 grandliquor to minor charge. Trial was in the Army.*
Bible discussion. \Lunch was servto be held May 3 m Battle Creek.
vice.
representativeto attend the 17th children; two brothers, Ralph of
set for 10 a.m. April 22 in Municied and a social time enjoyed.
Announcementwas made that
Driver
Slightly
Injured,
AAA
National
Safety
Patrol
Aspal Court.
Grand Rapids and Steven of ForMiss Arlene Zylman, bride-elect Mjisic includednumbers by a
Rear-End Collision
the Women of the Moose bowPsembly
as a guest of the club.
dannet
duet,
Norman
Overway
The
four
minors
will
be
cited
to
est Grove; four sisters, Mrs. John But Car It Total Loss
of Ernie Van Der Hulst, was
ing team ha* placed second in the
mid Glenn Williams, accompanied Selection of the local delegate Jelsema and Mrs. Steven Miller of
Probate Court for action.
Damages Two Trucks
guest of honor at a miscellaneous
city tournament and will take
Jeannie Zeidler.Arthur C. will be approved and announced Byron Center and Mrs. Gerrit
In other court business, Jack
Allen Slagh, 24, route 2, was
shower with Mrs. John Van Der
part in a state tournament at
Doornbos,
21,
of
265
West
12th
Hills, band director, played a clar- within 10 days.
Two
trucks
were
damaged
MonVanden Berg of Moline and Mrs. slightly injured and his car badBrand and Miss 'Viola Van Der
Ionia Me week-end.On the team
inet
solo,
“Danse
Negri,”
by
St.,
pleaded
guilty
to
allowing
a
day
afternoon
when
they
came
toThe Holland delegate will join 100 Charley Hughey of Decatur, ly damaged when he failed to
Hulst as hostesses.The party
are t\\W Mesdames Florine Bermake the curve on M-21 in front minor to use his automobileli- gether in a rear-end collision at key, Ruth Rummler, Julia Woldwas held at the Van Der Hulst Scott, with Miss Zeidler as ac- other Michigan patrollfrs on a train Mich.
companist.
cense. Sentence was deferred until the intersectionof North River
for
Washington
May
7.
After
meethome, 33 West Central Ave.
of Russ’s Sandwich shop and ran
ring, Mark* Huff, Maxine Den
April 21.
After the program, movies were ing government officials, touring
Ave. and Lakewood Blvd. —
Games were played and dupliinto a telephone pole early SatUyl and Kay Miller.
3
New
Members
Picked
shown
and
games
were
played.
the
capital,
marching
down
ConThe
mishap
occurred
when
Edurday.
cate prizes were won by Mrs.
Prizes for cards went to the
Among guests at the affair stitution Ave., and sightseeing,he
ward Laughlin, 33, Sturgis,failed
John Staat and Mrs. Lawrence
Slagh said another car forced Methodist Class Meets
For
Ttx
Allocation
Board
were
members
of
the
American
will
return
from
Washington
to stop his ’52 model two-ton truck Mesdames Millie Streur, Marie
Holgeerts. The hostesses were ashim to swing wide on the curve as
At Mrs. Kenned/s Home
and collided with a ’48 model two- Botsis, Irene Howard, Lydia
sisted by Mrs. Fred and Mrs. Al- Legion music committee. John train May 10.
ALLEGAN
(Special)-Three he headed east on M-21. He was
and-a-halfton truck driven by Hayes, Lucy Fisher and Betty
fred Van Der Hulst. Others pres- Rozeboom, Ed Slooter and Franknew members have been named to treated at Holland Hospital for
lyn Van Ry, and their wives.
The
Ladies Bible Class of First Floyd Miller, 49, New Troy, who Handwerg.
ent were Mesdames William Van
the Allegan county tax allocation right knee and face lacerations
Refreshments were served by
Methodist Church met at the home had stopped for a red light, police
Committees in charge of ar- Judge Defers Hearing
Der Hulst, Albert Van. Der Hulst,
board by Probate Judge Harold and released. The ’49 model car
the Homemaking committee inof Mrs. L. Kennedy, 19 West 29th said.
rangements
for
the
event
were
On
Ordinance
Violation
Ben Van Der Hulst, Henry Van
Weston. R. E. Myers, Blood Bro- was judged a total loss by invesSt., Friday night. Mrs. Earl WorkLaughlin told police he had cluding the Mesdames Leila
Der Hulst, George Van Der GrandvilleCutler, Kent Thompthers official, Allegan; Walter tigating Holland police.
son
and
William
Meengs,
program;
ing presided over the meeting, glanced away from the road a Stoke*, Jean Kuhlman, Virginia
George Kotman, TS’ East Fifth Wightman, Feruwilie fanner, and
Hulst, Jake Van Der Hulst, GerRay Knpoihuizen, H. Boudreau St., was arraingedm Municipal Ernest Hofadter,Otsego store
which began with devotions by second, looked back, and was un- Wallace,,.Clara Essebagger and
rit Van Der Hulst, William Cnosand Harold J. Karsten, banquet, Court Friday and charged with beMrs* Peter Raffenaud.
able to stop his truck in time to Hattie Victor.
sen, Jim Driesenga, George Derks,
owner, were appointed this week. Marinus Meeusen, 77,
A
highlightof the evening was avoid the collision. He was ticketGerson Douma, Ralph Amoldink, and Harold Woltman and Leslie ing in violation -of city ordinance
Accordingto statute,the board Succumbs in Zeeland
a talk by Mrs. M. Shackson on the ed for failureto keep an assured
358 amended.
John Wabeke, Carol Japink, Har- Woltman, ehtertainment.
is made up of the county clerk,
Royal Neighbors Meet
Band
officersare Carl Carlson,
The warrant charged Kotman the county treasurer, the chair- ZEELAND Special — Marinus interestingplaces she visiteddur- clear distance ahead.
vard Jekel, Dick Van Den Heuvol,
Damage to Laughlin’s truck was :or Convention Practice
Peter Lookerse, Henry Steenwyk, president;Leslie Woltman, vice with using his premises for stor- man of the finance committee of Meeuwsen, 77, of route 1, Zeeland, ing a recent trip to the West.
president;Kent Thompson, second age of scrap bottles, iron, rags,
Fred Zylman, and the Misser Marthe Board of Supervisors,the died Sunday evening at Huizinga Mrs. Kennedy, Mrs. Frank Eby, estimated at $125 and at $5 to
vice president; Ray Knooihuizen, leaky garden hoses, short pieces
Royal Neighborsmet Thursday
ilyn Van Der Hulst and’ Ann Zylcounty superintendent of schools, Memorial Hospital following a Mrs. W. ftendrick and Mrs. A. Miller’s vehicle.
secretary treasurer,and Bert Ja- of wire, broken baby buggies,
man.
Ottawa County Deputy Nelson night at their hall to practice for
one member representing a school short illness. He had been con- Keverin served refreshments to
cobs, librarian.
the 25 members present. “Happy Lucas investigated.
broken carts, broken bicycles, board, one a municipality and anthe convention in Whitehall April
fined to the hospital since last
?>!
Birthday”was sung for six who
29. There will he afternoon and
worn-out
metal
containers,
metal
Joshua Puaey took out a patent
other with no connections with Monday.
evening
session*.
Mira
Wilma
bed
rails,
broken
rakes
broken
Had
birthdays
in
March
and
April.
schools .or municipalities.
on paper book matches to 1092, 400 Youngsters Clean
Surviving are three step-aonk,
Babies, Cats Cry Alike
furniture and scrq> lumber.
Bronkhoret,oracle, presided.
Myers will represent the school Marinus and William Scheele of
He was a Philadelphiapatent
Holland police hurried to the
Refreshment* were served by
A
hearing
on
the
charge
was
Grand
Htrai
State
Park
attorney
boards, Hof acker the municipality Zeeland Mid Herman Scheele of Marriage Licen»e$
rescue Thursday night following Miss Bronkhoret and her comdeferred until April 23.
and Wightman will serve as mem- Holland; two grandchildren; five
Ottawa County
a telephone report that a baby mittee.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ber-at-large.
The plant which grows corn on
Roger Kraak, 19, and Vonda was crying in a back yard near
Tte beach at the Grand Haven Color blindness is inherited The board wiM meet this spring brothers, Dan, Lewis, Sam and
the coh has been cultivated in
oval looks much dearer today through mothers only, but is five to divide taxes, by mills, between Gerrit, all of Zeeland and John of Salisbury, 20, both of Holland; 16th St. and Central Ave. After
South and Central America since after 400 youngsters in 30 dif
Bauer; two sisters,. Mrs. Henry Anthony Oleck, 23, wd Nina thorough investigationpolice con- Mrs.:
times more common among boys the schools, counties,
VeJderman and Mrs. Getrit Van- Goldberg. 17, both of rout* 1, eluded the crying sounds w«
from two fightingcato.
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Essay Contest

WM-m

About 125 women attended the
annual spring coffee of First Reformed Church Wednesday night
sponsoredby the four missionary
groups of the Church.
Devotions were in charge of
the Girl’s League for Service. They

Winners

r

*

Cars Derailed

Zeeland

Near Hamilton

Arrested

Wild Chase

with

12

Cases
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on Docket

Legion Band
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Engaged

Sunday School

Couple Married

In

East

Saugatuck

Lesson
April 36, W66
P««l Face* Opposition
Acts 18:1, 4-16
.
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By Hewy OeerUng*

It is likely th*t the apostle
Paul never spent more discouraging days than those he was obliged to pass in Athens. There is
every reason to believe that he
was thoroughly disheartened. If
he ever looked upon his Ufe m a
failure it was taken. When he
preached on Mars' Hill he made
some friends,and they said that
they would be glad to hear Mm
again, but they never got the

Entered an «econd class matter at chance.
the poet office at Holland. Mich.,
He left as promptly as possible
under the Act of Congress, March A
for an importantcity fifty miles
MTO.
to the west— Corinth. We cannot
Business Manager
help wonderingif he did not have
Telephone— News Items 3193
the Atheniaas in mind, when in
Advertisingand Subscription^3191

Miu Eunice Hopsman
Mi*. Edythe Hapeman of 420
West 16th St., announces the engagement of her daughter, Eunice
Elizabeth, to Junior D. Cook, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cook of De-

writing to the Corinthians he
The publishershall not be liable said "Not many wise men after
tor any error or errors In printing the flesh, not many mighty, not
any advertisingunless a proof of
such advertisementshall have been many noble, are cailed.”
obtained by advertiser and returned
After he had labored in Corby him In time for corrections with
such errors or corrections noted inth a year and a half. Paul
plainly thereon;and In such case If hurried to Jerusalem to observe
any error so noted Is not corrected,
publishersliabilityshall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire space
occupied by the error bear* to the
whole space occupiedby such adver-

catur, Mich.

in connection with the feast of the

Passover, a vow he had taken upon himself. A little later he went
to Ephesus in western Asia Minor where he labored for almost
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
three years. While there word
One year |3.00; Six months 12.00; came to him of factions in the
three months, 11.00; Single copy 10c.
Subscriptions payable in advance and church at Corinth, as well as
will be promptly discontinuedif not gross sins. He was distressedover
renewed.
the situation. He wrote a letter to
Subscribers will confer a favor by
•portingpromptly any Irregularity the troubledand distraught beIn delivery. Write or Phone 319L
livers, hoping to show them a
more excellent way.
An interestingsideline of study
fOGI ABILITY IN POLITICS
The announcementthat Gov- would be to call a list of Paul’s
friends and co-workers,acknowernor Williams has again accepted

Bagby Speaks
At Van Raalte
Scott Bagby, city planning consultant, spoke to a capacity

AttorneyGenerol/ John B. Mortin Chots With Group ot Accountants'Banquet

(Penno-Sasphoto) at the

crowd

Van Raalte School PTA

meeting Tuesday evening.While
major interest centered on the
school situation and the proposed

Accoun tan

ts

Hear A bou

Financial

State

ledged in his writings through the
’s
Holland's invitationto attend the
storm-tossed years of his minisTulip Time festival will be gratitry’. Aquila and Priscillahave a
Attorney General John B. Marfying to the community. The govprominent place among these, tin, Jr., of Michigan attempted to
ernor’s presence is a big drawing
when he wrote his epistleto the
card, both because he is personRomans some five years or more explain "Michigan’sFinancial
ally popular and easy to take, and
large crowd of
after the event of this lesson. No Muddle" to
because his office adds dignity to
doubt
they were outstanding women accountants in the Warm
the occasion.
Christian workers. The account Friend Tavern Tuesday evening,
Governor WilHams is
good
example of the hifluence of so- in the Acts implies that they be- and while he failed to come up
longed in Rome, but for the time,
ciability in politics. It was fortunwith a nice solution to state tax
because of a prejudice against the
ate for him that he was bom not
problem, he did succeed in exonly with a silver spoon in his Jews fostered by Calaudius, they
had
decided
to
move
to
Corinth.
plainingthe confusing financial
mouth but also with the glad hand.
Evidently
they
made
R
back
to
aituationwhich should be of paraWithout the latter the former
mount interest to every citizen.
would not have done him much Rome a little later.
This same couple have a v«y
The occasion was the fourth angood in Ms political career.
From the start the governor has prominent mention in connection nual Public Relationsdinner of
built Ms political structureon per- with some spiritual assistance Holland Chapter of the American
sonal relations. He obviously likes they gave the eloquent Apollos Society of Women Accountants.
people— such things cannot easily when he came to Emphesus. They About 175 persons were present in-

a

a

Dutch Costume

t

Muddle

Exchange Will

Is

'The things that will make
Holland a good place to live in
depends on the people who are

Mr. and Mrs. Gradus Lubbers
(Bui

ford photo)

After a honeymoon to Niagara Rev.

Simon Vroon. The bride is
Open Next
Falls, Mr. and Mrs Gradus Lub- the former Florence Mciste,
aware of the problems, aware of
bers are now at home at 1701 daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
For the fifth consecutive year, the solution and who* will work West Ninth St. They were mar- G. Meiste, route 5, Holland. The
for it," Mr. Bagby said. “The
the Newcomers Club of Holland crucial problem of the schools in ried April 2 in East Saugatuck groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Henry G. Lubbers of route 4,

Week

Douglas Brunette

addition to the present Van Raalte School, a comprehensive picture of work being done by the
city planning commission was given by Mr. Bagby.

will operate the Dutch costume Holland, not just elementary but Christian Reformed Church by the
Holland.
exchangewhich will open Monday. also junior high and high school,
all worthArpil 27, in the Lduiee shop at 14 mast be solved
Miss Katherine Ver
Hope Evening School
brownEast Eighth St. The center will while organizations,including the
Carol Van Lente,

Pancake Queen

GLENN

(Special)

—

by

A

haired. brown-eyed Douglas girl

PTAs. Holland cannot afford to
abandon any existing facilityfor
education, all must be used."
In leading up to the school
problem, the speaker explained
that practical economics suggest
that a lot of outlying areas will
need to come into the city as their
need for city services grows.
Thus, these areas must be included in any projected enrollment.

Hage, Mrs.
Mrs. Wilma

Has Social Gathering

Bouman and David Scovie.
The social hour was concluded
To this center will come perhaps
The Hope College Evening with coffee and cake. Mrs. Irwin
Glenn Pancake festivalat a con300 Dutch costume# which chiltest Tuesday night *in South Haven
School held a social Tuesday eve- J. Lubbers and Miss Suzanne
dren have outgrown. Each cosHigh School.
ning in Durfee lounge. Prof. J. J. Jacobussepoured.
Seventeen-year-old Bonnie Mc- tume will be priced and mothers
Vcr Beek is director of the
Voy was the final choice of three in search of other costumes will
Evening School.
Mothers Entertained
judges at competition for wearing keep a ready eye on supplies.
The program included group
In the strict sense, the Dutch
the crown at the annual Pancake
singing led by Wayne Olson with By Camp Fire Group
be faked-and that spirit begets an expounded unto him the way of cluding members of the local
Festival which will be observed in codtume exchange is not an “exMrs. Jeanne Ritsema at the piansweringfriendlinessin the peo- God more perfectly.Judging from chapter, their employers and Glenn June 26. 27 and 28. Runners- change’’ at ail. but is called such
Members of the Cantewa#t»
ano. President Irwin J. Lubbers
ple. K R had not been for die the fact that the writer of the tfives, speakers of the past year,
up of the 14 'Contenders were for lack of a better term. All gar- In explaining overall picture of greeted the guests with a talk in Camp Fire group of I-ong/eHow
Acts
wrote
only
a
few
more
lines,
21
members
of
the
Grand
Rapids
young governor’s intimate touch
Luann Bryand and Helen Kluck, ments are tagged with prices the work done by the city plan- which he challenged the Evening
on a personal basis with all sorts until he mentioned a dozen dis- chapter and 22 members of the Fennville brunettes.
which the owners determine, and ning commission, Mr. Bagby College to join Hope College in re- School entertained their mothers
of people aD over the state he ciples who were led to receive the Muskegon chapter.
Pancake festivalscopimemorate all transactions are made on the showed chart* which suggested covering and maintaining,the val- at a party Monday afternoon *t
A special guest was Marguerite an experience back in' December, basis of such valuation.
would almost certainlynot be baptism of the Holy Spirit, we
urban service areas, proposed ues upon which our nation was the home of their assistantleader,
governor today. Quite surely he may assume that this was the Gibb of Seattle,Wash., national
The Newcomers Club keeps school locations, parks and recre- built.
1937, when heavy ‘snow-falls blockMrs. R. E, Barber, Columbia Ave.
would not have won the election promise to which the bu*y Roman president of the American Society
ed highways and stranded a large track of all the bookkeeping. No ation areas and recommended zonDirector Ver Beek presided and Mrs. Henry Van Kampe* is leadlast November if he had not done couple introduced Apollos. It is of of Women Accountants. Miss Gibb,
tees
go
to
the
club
or
Tulip
Time.
ing patterns. "Careful planning
number of truckers in the small
such things on a wide scale special interest to note that they a certified public accountant who village of Glenn which lies on US- Inc. The whole operation is one now means Holland can meet its pointed out the increasing enroll- er of the group.
ment in the Evening College proRefreshments were terved and
throughout Michigan as scrubbing entertained Paul when he came operates her own office in Seattle,
31 midway between Saugatuckand of the club's contributionsto Tulip need at the right time and at the gram, both on a credit and nongay party favors decoratedeach
Holland’s streets, appearing at the to Oorinth, and apparently having brought greetings from the naTime.
lowest cost," he said.
South Haven. Food supplies ran
credit basis. This year about 100
/
Queen Juliana visit here last learned the trade of tentmaker, tional society and pointed out that low and the menu was reduced to In adition to costumes, the ex- Jay De Koning, school board students have been enrolledin one
A program included two Camp
spring, attending festivals and he helped them some with their the local chapter is in the smallest pancakes.
change also handles used wooden president,introduced the speaker. or more classes.
Fire songs sung by the group, repicnics aM over the state. The work. Paul was practical in life city that has an ASWA chapter in
The first festivalwas observed shoes, adult costumes and will take Also present were members of the
Some of the students reported citation of the Camp Fire Law
the United States.
personal friends he made by such and democratic in spirit.
orders for new costume* made city planning commission,Marvin
in 1938 and from then on were held
on work now being done in their
Attorney General Martin's suba campaign of sociability provided
by the H. L. Friedlen Co. of Lindeman, Mrs. William Winter, classes and offered suggstions for and Trail Seeker's Desire by Ann
The renewed opposition to Paul
each year until World War II canhim with the slender margin of and the gospel came when Gallic ject was^ of particular interestto celled all such activities. The fes- Holland. All new costumes are the Willard Withers, Jacob Zuidema, future promotion and develop- Sheridan and Kathy McBride, a
clarinet duet by Candy Barber
votes that returned him to office was deputy of AchaU. This means Tuesday night’s audience. He said
Volendam type.
tival was resumed in 1952.
Harry Harringtonand Robert ment of the program.
and Betsy Becker, piano solo by
his
office
runs
through
some
200,It may be asumed that he will that he was proconsul. That title
Mrs. E. J. Pelletier, chairman of
One of the main attractionsat
Visscher, and City Manager H. C.
A nominatingcommite4 of evebe coming to the Tulip Time Fes- was given to men who were at 000 bills each month and pays out the coming festival will be the the committee, emphasized that McClintock. The board of educa- ning students selected the follow- Karen Daniels, a toe dance by
Callie Zuverink and a tap dance
tival because he hkes to come. He the ‘bead of senatorial provinces. 5650,000,000through the course of
all costumes must be laundered.
public wedding of last year's pantion was represented by Mrs. Ken- ing committee to work with the by Mary Allis Van Karnpen. Two
a
year.
Size and prices must be included on
so obviously enjoys himself when It seems as if Sosthenes had succake queen, Marjorie Graham, to
neth De Pree, Vernon Ten Cate, college director in setting up next games were played by the group.
"Unfortunately,
money ^doesn't
here that it seems reasonableto ceeded Crispus as chief ruler of
Ray Knor of Chicago. There also the tag. Others on the committee Dr. Lester Kuyper, Ernest Hart- year’s program and activities: A special guest at the event was
come
in
on
an
even
flow,
or
go
out
are
Mrs.
Padl
Taber,
Mrs.
James
assume he would like to come the synagogueand led the Jews in
will be an amateur program, and
man, James Hallan and Alvin Peter Van Dommqlen. Sr., Mrs.
even if no votes* were involved. bringing suit gainst Paul. Crie- in an even flow, and lately we’ve of course, plenty of pancakes serv- Lacey and Mrs. Norman Gibson. Cook. Administrative assistant Angie Van Hoven, Lester Walker. Mrs. Andries Steketee, local Camp
Fire Executivedirector.
He is like that, and because of it pus may have lost his office be- been paying out more than we get ed in a big tent on the grounds Phone number at the exchange
Edward
Donivan also was introin,"
he
said.
will
be,
2145.
he is politically
'
cause he became a Christian.The
of the Glenn Recreation Club.
W.
The exchange will open Monday duced. Superintendent
He traced the problem back to
But votes are of course involved. charge brought against Paul was
Proceeds of last year’s festival
Scott was unable to attend beRites
at
1:30
p.m.
and
will
operate
the
days
of
the
depression
when
For the governor does not consider one of which the Jews themselves
went toward the purchase of a 12through Thursday from 1:30 to cause of illness in his family.
himself at the top of the poUtical should have been ashamed, for the bulk of the tax load in Michiacre plot for recreational purpos- 4:30 p.m. On Friday, May 1, the
Music included selectionsby the
gan was bn the people owning real
ladder. He will probablynot run
they claimed Paul taught men to
es. Profits this year will go toward
Van
Raalte orchestra, under diexchange
will
be
open
until
9
p.m.
for governor again, but there is worship God contrary to the Ro- property. Adoption of the 15-mill erecting buildingson the property.
The following week, the ex- rection of Carleton Kokh, with
limitation in 1932-33 forced the
the United States senatorship.And
ma a law. Of course they could not
W. Clare talker of Holland was
he was mentioned for the presi- invoke the law of Moses, because spreading of taxes in other direc- one of the judges at Tuesday change will operate Monday Gail' Van Raalte as accompanist.
through Thursday from 1:30 to Karen Kraai and Linda Lucas
tions, and in many cases wrought
dentialnomination in Chicago. The
night’sfestivities.
that would not have affected the
4:30 p.m. and will be open the last played a flute duet accompaniedbysevere hardshipson cities and
same qualities of poliUcal know
Dr. Fred Graho is Pancake fes- day on Friday May 8, until 9 Paul Lucas. John Crozier and
proconsul in any way. So they schools.
how and sociability that made for
tival chairman this year and MVs.
based their suit on ‘he claims of
p.m. The last day will be for the Roger Mulder played a saxophone
The "illusory’’surplus in 1946success in Lansing are valuable
what they knew to be a'falsereli- 47. which Martin said existed only Graho is chairman of the queen’s convenience of persoas to pick up duet, accompaniedby Mrs. James
qualities in national politics
committee.Mrs. Eddie Kuban is their unsold costumes or call for Crozier. The two boys received
gious system.
well.
because Michigancould not buy the
Gallic was the brother of Sen- things it needed during the war. chairman of the entertainment their money.
a first rating in Junior High comeca. He was quite a different was the signal for all types of de- committee.
petitionin Grand Rapids and Ann
Airs. Haddtn. Discusses
man from those who ruled in mands. Martin said 550.000,000 was
Arbor.
Four Ottawa Students
Philippi and also different from turned over to a veterans’ fund
During the business session,anChild Welfare Work
those who ruled in Tliessalonica. and the sales tax diversion amendnual election of offkers resulted
Will Receive Honors
in the naming of Hans SuzenProblems and aims of the Bu- For this reason his name finds a ment turned over a full third of
Four Ottawa County students aar as president;Mrs. Loon Kleis,
reau of Social Aid in Child Wel- place in the sacred record and all sales tax monies to schools and
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
will be among 640 outstanding vice president; Mrs. Fred Kobes,
fare work were brought out in a their names do not.
cities. "A surplus can be as danAdmitted
to Holland Hospital students recognizedat the Uni- secretary, and Ra> Souter, treaPaul
was
about
to
make
a
formgerous
as
a
deficit,"
he
added.
talk presented at the April meet
big of the Montello Park Parent- al reply to the charge brought
Those developments, coupled Tuesday were Mrs. Earl Prins. 563 versity of Michigan's 30th annual surer.
Refreshments were served by
TeachersAssociationTuesday eve- against him. but the proconsul with inflation, caught the state Howard Ave.; Freddie Kramer, Honors ConvocationApril 24 at
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Baker, Mr.
ning In the school. Speaker was himself addressed the Jews. If short and that’s why deficits have 602 Crescent Dr.; Mrs. Simon 11 a.m. in Hill Auditorium.
Two Holland students in the and Mrs. Dennis Ende, Mr. and
Mrs. Mayo Hadden, representative it were a question of morals, he been creeping up. he explained. Paauwe, 302 West 20th St.; Carol
Laarman, 367 Gordon St.; Linda college of engineeringwill re- Mrs. Ray Souter and Mr. and
said, he would as a matter of
of the Bureau.
Martin said state legislators are
Devotions were conducted by sound reason listen to their economy minded and have genu- Van Karnpen, 732 Ottawa Beach ceive freshman honors. They are Mrs. M. Bouwman.
Dwight A. Kraai, Route 2, and
Chester Kramer who also led charge and institute a trial of the inely tried to solve the problem, Rd.
group singing. Musical selections accused. But. since, in his esti- but they just can’t make enough Discharged Tuesday were Danny John F. Meyer, 608 Lawndale
were given by the Tulip City Four mation, it was a mere matter of cuts to cover the gap, and current- Scholten, 290 East 12th St.; Mrs. Court. John C. Angus, 710 Lake Prful Robbert Wins First
and John Swierenga explained names, whether the name of Jesus ly are consideringnew tuxes. Andrew Busscher and baby, route Ave., Grand Haven, will also re- Place in Art Exhibition
and demonstrated the chord or- was identical with the name of What they’re really looking for is 2, Hamilton:Mrs. Wallace Kemp- ceive freshmanhonors in engineer- Paul Robbert, son of Mr. and
gan. The program committee in- Christ, he would have nothing to a tax with a broad base and a low kers and baby, route 1, Hamilton: ing. Jocelyn Murray, 67 Madison
Mrs. Melvin Groteler, 685 South St., Coopereville,gets junior hon- Mrs. E. Robbert of 11 West 27th
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Clare Walk- do with it.
rate, but that’s hard to find,"
St. recently was awarded first
er, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meyer
This gives the cue to the Martin said. He said legislators Shore Dr.; Mrs. Richard Race, ors in the college of literature, prize for his futuristic lithograph
and Mr. and Mrs. William Topp. Greeks, who in their inveterate are aware the situation has run too 432,ii Central Ave.; Carol Laar- science and arts.
Speaker at the convocation will in a contest held in connection with
Refreshments were served by hatred of the Jews, now fall upon far and must be corrected, and man. 367 Gordon St.; Freddie Kramer.
602
Crescent
Dr.
be
T. Keith Glennan, president of the Western Michigan Art ExhibiMrs. John Moeller and her com- and beat the ruler of the synago- corrected this session.
Hospital births Tuesday include Case Institute of Technology at tion in the Grand Rapids Art Galmittee. Mrs. Ray Riksen and Mrs gue, evidently the leaders in thg
With consideration now in proa son. James E., bom to Mr. and Cleveland, and his topic is "This lery. Robbert received $50 as his
W. Van Kampea
suit against Paul. But Gallic gress on personalincome taxes,
Mrs. Edgar Van Huis, 592 Maple Age of Opportunity.’’The familie# prize and dso was given honorable
does not interfere.He may have corporate profitstax and over-all
Ave.; a son. David Lynn, bom to of the honored student* have been mention for his water color mural
thought that Sosthenesdeserved income and business profits taxes.
• Mrs. Kamphouse Speaks
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Stegink, 81 invitedto attend the event and an painting entitled "Extra Muros.”
Martin predicted a reasonably adewhat he got.
afternoon tea at the home of The prize winning lithograph was
West 17th St.
; To Friendship Circle
• Many of the Corinthians heard quate solution by the end of the
Michigan’s President Harlan Hat- entitled "Gothic Spirit."
the message and believed.This, is term.
Robbert was advised of his wincher.
Mrs. Harvey E. Von Dyk*
Members of the Friendship CirMiss Irma K. Borland,chapter Birthday Party Given
ning
Saturday. The exhibition
the fniit of long, hard, patient toil
\ de of Beechwood Reformed!
president,
presided
and
the
Rev.
The bride cl lose a gown of Brusopened April 13 and will continue In a ceremony Saturday afterfor God. These believers were bap. Church heard Mrs. Henry KampVanda Salisbury Feted
John O. Hagans of First Methodist For Judy Ann Kornoelje
through May 2. It is sponsored by noon, April 18, in FountainStreet sels lace, fashioned with lacetird as a testimony that they had
• house tell of work done at the local
Church gave the Invocation. Miss
the Friends of Art ^f Grand Church, Grand Rapids, Mias
Mrs. Johnnie Kornoelje enter- At Bridal Shower
l CRy Mission, when they met Tues- died to heathenism. It was a pub- Ida Storing introduced the speakedged sweetheart neckline, long
Rapids.
lic
announcement
of
separation
tained
Saturday
afternoon
at
a
• day evening in the church baseElaine
Ruth
Coding
became
the
er. Organ music was provided by
tapered sleeves and fitted bodice
Robbert. a student at Michigan
Mis* Vonda Salisbury was guest
surprise birthday party honoring
• ment. Also speaking was Mrs. from the old life, and of their John Swieringa.
bride of Harvey E. Van Dyke. fashionedwith shirred tulle. An
State
College,
is
majoring
in
art.
of
honor
at
a
miscellaneous
showglorious
union
with
Christ.
This
her daughter, Judy Ann, who cele’ John Benes who told of the life of
Parents of the couple arq Mr.
(In above picture.Attorney Gencluster of saints constituted the
brated her fifth birthday.The er given at the home of Mrs. Paul
accordion-pleated tulle panel ac> missionaries.
eral John B. Martin, left, chats
and Mrs. John Coeling of Grand
Kraak.
Assisting hostesseswere
nucleus
around
which
the
Corinp*rty
was
held
pt
her
home,
1162
Mrs. John Kammeraad played
cented
the front of the full lace
Bids
OB
$500,000
Bold
with Marguerite Gibb, national
Rapids and Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Mrs. Peter Kraak and Mrs. Carl
prelude music and also accompan- thian church was built. The foun- ASWA president, seated center, 96th Ave., Zeeland.
skirt. A pearl crown held her elVan
Dyke,
336
West
30th
St.,
Issue Asked by City
Gifts were presented to the Johnson.
' led the Misses Unda and Carol dation of Christ was laid in their and local persons. Standing with
bow-length veil and she carried
A mock auction was held, the Bids for toe $500,000bond issue Holland.
l Riemersma who sang. Mrs. F. hearts by the faithful ministry of Martin, loft to right, are Henry S. guest of honor. Games were playThe Rev. Thomas Yff perform- a bouquet of white carnations.
highest bidder presenting the gift for the municipal recreation build• Shereil conducteddevotions and the apostle, and numbered among Maeirtz, Ida Storing, William De ed and each child received a prize.
ed the service before the altar Mrs. Terpstra wore a strapto the bride.
ing will be accepted on May 20 un; Mrs. Gerrit De Ruiter, president. this group of believers was Cri«- Long and Irma Hoeland. Seated at Pictures were taken of the group.
decorated with greens and gladioli. less -gown of orchid taffeta with
Invited
were
the
Mesdames
Refreshmentsfeaturing a decorattil 7:30 p.m. in City Manager Ha, was in charge of the business pus, the chief ruler of the syna- right is Corinne Pool.)
Prof. Janies De Jonge sang ‘T matching jacket and carried a
Harry
Salisbury,T. Kruithof,Tom rold C; McClintock’soffice.
ed
birthday
cake,
were
served
by
gogue.
• meeting. The closing prayer was
Love
Thee," ‘The Pledge" and bouquet of white carnations. She
the
hostess,
assisted
by
Mrs.
Bill
Smeenge,
Gerrit
Bouman,
Ann
McClintock said today he had
The passion of Paul s Me was to
• Mfered by Mrs. John Voea.
Walt Whitman, American poet Van Asfielt.
Wegers,
Nella Kraak. Bert Kraak, received aproval for the 15-year "Benediction Hymn.”
wore a matching floral headpiece.
bring
men
to
Christ
through
the
Mr*. C. Israels. Mr*. F. De
aino was a carpenter,printer, I Guest* were Judy and Karen Gary Kruithof,Eugene King, J.
Miss Teena Van Delian, Adele
bond issue from the Municipal Mrs. Simon Terpstra attended
• Vries, Bins. G. Elhart and Mn. M. preachingof the gospel. The teacher and newspaperman.
Timmer, Beverly Ann Roekrfs, Stryker, Nelford Kraak, John Huy- Finanoe Commission.Under state the bride a* matron of honor. Hart ger ink and Ethel Van Hait; Wolff served refreshments.
knowledge of Christ, tor which
Peggy and Nancy Mulder, Peggy ser, Kenneth Palmer, Wilbert law all issues must be approved Jay Volkers* was best man and sma assisted at the reception In
he had counted all things but loss,
Naber, Betty and Barbara De Kraak, Wayne Cash, Donald Bou- by the Commission.
William Bareman and Willard the church parlors.
in the Red sea aotti- he desired to impart to all people was, were channeledinto this one
Jonge, Mchra Waiters, all of Zee- man, David Bouman, Ray Kraak
Followingthe May 30 deadline Skippers were ushers. Complet- After a southernwedding trip,
eff and chew up chunks everywhere.His intellect, his phy- passion. He was willir^ to be
rock while feasting on afcal strength, his tone, his pos- counted all thing* to aU men if by land, and Sharlene and Johnnie and Lloyd Kraak and the Misses the bids will be opened and pre- ing the wedding party as master the couple will live in Merrill,
Prince and Ralph Kohnee, Jr., of Minnie Kraak, Marilyn Kraak, sented to city fathers meeting in' and mistress of ceremonieswere where Mr. Van Djvke is the school
stastas and aM that he had sad •ny means be might save some.
.
Joyce Kraak and Mildred He cocks. regular session that evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Borgman. music teacher.
was

operate two weeks.

selected queen of the 1953
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Driver Safety

Week

Recreation Building
Boosts Weekly Value

Up

$522,079

to

Nine buildihg permits were is*
sued this week including one for
the Municipal Recreationbuild*
ing, Building Inspector Joseph
Shashaguay and city Clerk Clarence Grevengoed reported. The

*

David Bennett

Awards

A safe driving award dinner was
held at the Tara on Friday, April
10 for 16 employes of the Michigan Bell Telephone Company who
have driven five years or more
without being involved in an automobile accident
Total years credited to the
drivers in the Holland area is 230
year* of driving without an accident. This group will average approximately 200,000 miles of driving each year.
Special awards were given to
Jacob Van Hoven for 23 years;
Orville Stridden for 22 years,
Peter Slenk for 18 years and Albert Lucas for 15 years.

One of 9 Issued
During Past

1M

Hidiif u Bell Present!

«

*

THURSDAY, AftIL M,

'

value of the permits, exclusive of
the recreation building,was $20,731.

They

_____
^
horee power with aqulmatlc twlat ehlft and revers* without shifting. They also are dealers for
Champion and Sportsman Boat trailers. Don Hartgerink and Herman Blok operate the H 4 B Super
Service Station.

The H A B Super Service, 125 Wert Eighth »t,
are dealere for Martin OutboardMotor*. They Invite you to come and ae* the new 1953 mot6r« on
display. Martin motor* have a full year factory
guarantee. Thy have all sizes from 2 1/3 to 20

include:

Morley Tilton, 326 West 14th
St., remodel kitchen, $100; self,
contractor.

John Mokma, 184 East Seventh
erect a 22 by 24 foot two

St.,

stall garage, $500; self, .contractor.

Ottawa Savings and Loan

Ottawa County

Pt. Lot 29, 30, 31

Twp.

Russell Boyce, 271 East Ninth
St., construct and enclose a rear
porch, $100; self, contractor.

Real Estate

Assn.

Lake View Add.

Park.

Charles Dykstra and wife

St., apply imitationbrick siding to

Transfers

John V. Fredenburgand wife to

house. $175; self, qontractor.
John Franzburg.Lot 48 and pt.
Loyal Order of Moose, 106 River
49 Oak Lawn Park Twp. Holland.
Ave., construct a rear entrance, a
Edward Peters and wife to Osrest room and. an office,$3,000
car F. Beyer Jr. and wife. Lot 14
self, contractor.
Peters Plat City of Grand Hav-

City of Holland. 144 West

Eighth St., erect 208 by 149 foot
Municipal Recreation building,

em

»

William' C. DeRoo and wife et
$501,348; Elzinga and Volkers, al to John Franzburg Pt. Lot 1
Blk. 62 City of Holland.
contractor.
John W. Van Schelven and wife
to Charlotte Van Hall. Pt. Lot 165
Eagle Auxiliary Plans
City of Grand Haven.
John Lampe to Wesley DeYoung
26th AnniversaryDinner
and wife. Lots 7, 8 Blk. B. John
At a meeting of the Ladies Aux- W. VerHoeks Add. City of Grand

35 City of Holland.
Dena Dykhouse to St. Patricks
Church Lot 40 Rycenga s Plat No.
1 City of Grand Haven.
• Jacob Cook and wf. to Dena
Dykhouse Pt. Lot 7 Blk 1 Albee's
Add. City of Grand Haven.

Arthur Reenders and wf.

to

Westley A. Horton and wi. Lot 11

wife to John E. Makin and wife.
Lots 11, 12 Blk. 18 Borck's Plat
No. 1 Twp. Grand Haven.

and

MACHINERY

Arie Versendaal and wife

to

Peter Sloothaak. Lots 58, 59 and
Pt. 60
* id. City of Hol-

Steam Cleaning
Motors and Tractors

Rivr

land.

Bessie Spear to Harlan L. Spear
and wife. Pt. NEt SEi 1-8-16
Twp. Spring Lake.

AVE.

GARAGE
*31 Lincoln

new

third class
school districtplan, which local
voters favored at the last election, elections are held in June instead of July and call for a seven-member board with four-year
terras iastead of a nine-member
board with three year terms.
Consequently. Holland voters
w-ill elect two trustees this year
instead of three. Jay L. De Koning. third member whose term
expires this year, announced last
week he would not seek re-election. The traasition from threeyear terms lo four-year terms
has been figured out by Attorney
Peter S. Boter whom the board

Abraham Faultersack and

posi-

tions must file petitionscontaining 50 to 75 signatures of qualified school electors with Mrs. De
Pree, secretary of the board, not
later than 4 p m. on May 9. This
deadline is 30 days before the

Edward C. Murphy and wf. to election.
Murphy’s Liquor Bar Pt. NWVi School electioas in Holland are
NE^i 22-7-16 Twp. Grand Haven. open to all qualified voters. There
Einar Eskildsen and wf. to Sidney Dobson and wf. Pt. Lot 15 and
vacated Oak Ave. Plat of Willows
Twp. Spring Lake.
William Gustav Johnson and wf.
to Lynn E. Kuck and wf. Lot 11

is

no need for separateregistra-

tioas.

Mrs. De Pree and De Koning
have been trustees for three
terms or nine years. Dr. Kuyper
has served for one three-year

Grand Forest Resort Sub. Twp.

term.

Grand Haven.
John Mulder and wf. to John
Baar Pt. SWVi 14-6-13 Twp.

Norman Bredeweg

Georgetown.

Jason Woldring and wf.

The Wyngarden Farms and
Hatchery to John Wyngarden. Pt.
Lot 8 Aling’s Add. City of Zee-

„

Phone 9210

land.

-

WALL PAPER

trained heating experts.

You’ll select

At Your

Service

Day or Night

Papers for niches,

'

borders, dadoes!

Koop Heating

ESSENBUR6

HEATING IS OUR BUSINESS

—NOT
120 River

A SIDELINE

Ave.

ELECTRIC COi

PH. 6-5828

50 Wert

8th

Rhone 4811

Sold With A Bonafido
Written Guarantee
LARGC SCLCCTtON TO CHOOSl

FROM

UNITED MOTOR SALES
723-33 Michigan Avenu*

Phone 7225

short

musical program

Weds

Miss Whisler

to

of Chicago, died of a heart condition Sunday morning at his home

on the Kalamazoo River

near

Saugatuck. He was 63 years old.
Bennett, who was bom in Chicago July 5, 1889, figured prominently in the 1949 Senate "five percenter” inquiry and investigation
of gift home freezers to White
House intimates,especiallyinvolv-

ing Maj. Gen. Harry Vaughan,
President Truman's military aide.
Bennett was willing to testify before the investigating committee
at that time but was never called.
He was in ill health then and was
under care of two physicians because of a heart conditionand
case of chronic pneumonia.
Survivors Include the wife, Eva;
a daughter, Mrs. Muriel Williams;
three grandchildren,' Valerie Valentine. Vyron David Tull and Deborah Tull of Chicago; a sister,
Mrs. Helena Anderson of Laketown township, and two brothers,
Arthur of Lake Villa, 111., and
Frank of Chicago.

ing.

Motorists Prepare

Mr. and Mrs. Faye Keene have
returned from Chicago and are
getting their home, “the Acorn”,
in readiness for summer tourists.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Force returned from Thermal, Calf., last
week and will soon have their gift
shop open for the season.
A new sidewalk has been laid in
front of Funk’s newsstand on
Butler St.

For Future Travel

Mr. and Mrs. Preston have returned from Sarasota,Fla., and
are at their home in Baldhcad
Park.'

Mrs. Mayvne Force, who has
been visitingDr. and Mrs. Walter Good and children in Bethesda,
Maryland,returned home last
Wednesday. Mrs. Good is the former Joyce Force.
The Elms Hotel on Butler St.
has been purchased by Mr. and
Mrs. Henry R.
Chicago.
They expect to take possession
about May 1. Mr. Gorz is1 a brother of William Gorz, who purchased the Beadjyay Hotel from
August Pfaender last fall. The
former owners of the Elms, Mr.
and Mrs. Al Lee and children,are
moving to Holland where. Mr. Lee

Gorz

operates a sporting goods shop.
Russell and Dorothy Simmons
opened their eighth year in Saugatuck by holding open house at
their restaurant Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Peasley of
Chicago were in Saugatuck for
many years, anchoring their cruiser in the harbor for the entire
season each year.

take possession May 1.
Jerry Bale, who is stationed at

There is a new feeling in the air
these days. Gone are the dhys of
gray winter months, frosty mornings and bitterly cold nights. The
warming days remind us of new
life. The budding of the trees, the
chirp of the robin, the whistle of
the meadowlark,and the flow of
the brook reminds us of springtime and nature in all Its beauty.
The coming of spring makes us
want to do things and go places.
We depend on our cars to do this.
At S. A. Dagen, Inc., old cars are
budding into new life by the skilled hands of experienced mechanics. Engines are being rebuilt and
tuned up; the whistle of exhaust
leaks are no longer heard; the
cooling systems no longer steam,
but are being drained, flushed and
refilled.Oils are being changed to
summer; brakes are inspected and
repaired; and front end alignments are being made to help you
steer in safety and stop at the old
places you have longed for.
The look of new life again appears when dented fenders and
rust spots are touched up and the
colors of spring time are repainted
in the beauty of your car.
Dagen says, “You owe It to
yourself to have your car inspected and conditioned for the long
months of driving ahead."
At S. A. Dagen. Inc., your local
Dodge and Plymouth dealer, you
will find the all-new American car

Three Michigan truck driver* eelected ae MDrlv*rt of the Month,,
for the first quarter of 1953 received ciUtione and 850 checks
from Jamee A. Hoye, Director of traffic, Detroit Police Department, at a dinner given In ther honor by the Safety Dlvlelon of
Michigan Trucking Association in Detroit The' driver* (left to
right) Earl T. Roae, Melvlndale,employed by the Associated Truck
Lines, has driven a tractor-trailerIn heavy Detroit traffic over nine
years without an accident; John Ratsrlnk of Holland, employed by
Holland Motor Express, Inc., has a 19 year safe driving record;
Jamee Haslam who has not had an accidentIn the five year* ha has
been on the payroll of Brada Cartage Company, and Director of
Traffic Hoye. Haslam alao was cited for having saved the eyeelght
of a company mechanic whose eyee were filled with acid when a
battery exploded.

Hope Senior Receives
Regents Scholarship

A University of Michigan Regents scholarship for the year
1953-54 has been received by Miss

CatherineChristie, Hope College
senior from New York City, according to anouncement today by
Dr. John W. Hollenbach, dean of

Hope

John Alting and wf. to West
SW>4 and ed by the Lutheran Laymen’s As Car Rolls Over
League in co-operationwith Misspt. WH SW*4 24-5-15 Twp. Holland
ouri Synod Lutheran church of A 16-year-old Hamilton youth
Grand Rapids area The event was narrowly escaped serious injury
Bering strait is named for Vitus
when his car rolled over three
held at Civic Auditorium.
Bering, a Russian explorer, who
The
local
choir
traveled
to times on Adams St., three miles
discovered it in 1728.
Grand Rapids in a bus chartered east of Holland Monday night,
completelydemolishingthe vehiThe cardinal is one of the com- by the congregation.
The
Rev. Armin C. Oldsen, suc- cle.
parativelyfew birds species whose
David P. Wolbert, 16, route 2,
cessor to the late Dr. Walter Maifemales can sing.
er, delivereda sermon on "Victory Hamilton was treated at Holland
Til rough Christ.”The Rev. Martin Hospital for right eye bruises and
Brauer of Immanuel Church and cuts and released. According to
the Rev. Edward I^ing of St. police, Wolbert told them he hit
James Church. Grand Rapids, led a broken patch in the road throwdevotions.Martin Luebke conduct- ing his car out of control.
ed a hymn sing preceding the
Ottawa County Deputies Clayrally and Fred Peterson played ton Forty and Nelson Lucas in-

Pt.

fishes.

HEEDTheirWorningf

A

The doctor recommends OUR

LET

US

CHECK,

YOUR BRAKES

Ul:

WHEEL
A

gasolineand oil . . . ond he also

BALANCE

NO TIRES

YOU CAN ROAD TEST

RIVER at 9TH STREET

during the week-end as the result of two propertydamage accidents.

John M. Burgees was charged
for permitting an unlicensed person to drive his car after an accident Saturday at 7:45 p.m. He
was teachinghis wife, Dorothy,
to drive and when she attempted
to make a left turn at the State
and Washington traffic light, she
didn't turn sharply enough. She
went through a gas stationlot and
into a guy wire. Burgess received
ctits on the fprehead and head
bruises when he crashed into the
windshield. His wife has a bump
on the head and bruised knees.
The car was damaged to the extent of $300. Burgess avoided a
more serious accident by managing to steer the car away from
the gas station.
The other accident Sunday at
4:45 p.m, involved cars driven by
Dick Yskos, 88 East 21st St., Holland, and Erma Van Dyke, 29
South Wall St., Zeeland.Yskes
tried to pass the Van Dyke car
at the intersectionof Fairview Rd.
and 16th St. Miss Van Dyke had
stopped and was attempting to
turn left. Yskes was charged with
passing at an intersection, causing
a property damage accident.
ZeelamJ officers Lawrence Veldheer and Sid Schaap investigated
the first crash and Ken De Jonge,'
deputy, and Veldheer investigated
the accident on Sunday.

at S. A. Dagen, Inc.

ROOFING CO.
S. I. DAGEN, he.
S W. 7th

St.

batteiy, tires ond water. For what the

H. & B.
SUPER SERVICE

Inc.
2316
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IIS
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3&..A

•

W

—

Hartfertak
SHi

SI.

-4,

COMPLETE SERVICE

us.

Hem 8k*
Mm*. 7777

_

AIIMaku

for

28 W. 9th

Street Phone

__

7242

PHONE 3G26

Demon.
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{ Louis Padnoi Iron

&

Metal Co. salvages and

processes its share of the scrap that repreynts
half of industry'smetolic raw products.

always buying

SCRAP

materials

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
Holland, Mich.

STATE FARM MUTUAL
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE CO.
Pays a Claim
On Tha Average

Every 15 Seconds
Of

Ivsry Working Day.

BIN VAN UNTi, Agent
177 CollegeAvenu*

Phono 7133

3!^
TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
384

CENTRAL

AVE.

Welding

*

2677

*

Annoancements

Bong sheets FREE with aeeh
order of Wadding Stationary.

Special

PRINTING

Prilling

•arvleea for your pltaaur*.
bottlatf bear* and wine*

CeanMrcial

and

ohampagnea.Alae, sandwiches and snacka. All

Printing

eervsd by tralnad smployeea.

and

open

WARM FRIERS

ACROSS FROM. POSTOFFICI

ZEELAND

PHONE

Let us do all your printing!Quality presswortt, dependable
service,

prompt delivery .

.

• satisfaction guaranteed!

Roolte,

Props.

Haan Motor Saloo

29 East 6th Street

Phone 6-6S7S

Make Appointment

/

noon until midnight

Mr. and Mn. Paul Von

Autnortsed
Chrysler-Plymouth Dealer

RUBBROID PRODUCTS

.

Alr-condltlonsd

f

PHONE

SERVICE

MOOI

tkii most talked about car

The best In draught and

recommends"regular" check-ups on

Doctor ordered — drive in ond see

Decker Chevrolet

ROAD

quality

GEO

active Americans

ZEELAND — Two summonses
were issued by Zeeland officers

The Bier Keldsr offer* many

AT HOME AND AT

TAVERN

.

Hi* active car far

120 River Ava.

TWO GOOD PLACES
TO EAT
THE

part as* of cerburetor-itus.

W*'ll recover old roof*
lifce new — install new
one* reasonably. Estimate* furnished prompt-

Dodge Rod Ram

vestigated.
organ selections.
Mass children and adult choirs
of 400 voices from Lutheran
In 1919 it took a British dirigchurches were directed by Arnold ible 108 hours to fly across the
Stoppenhagen and Gerhard Bode. Atlantic.
The stage was set with an altar
and candelabra banked with palms,
white gladioli and calla lilieswith
a subdued lavender light over all.

first part of their lives atu parasites of
>

Kinda

life to

After Crashes

National Geographic Society has purchaseda 15-foot Lyman boat equipped with outboard
motor from Bob MacArthur of the
West Shore Marine Co. The boat
will be rigged and equippedhere
and delivered by June 7. it will
be used in a two months expedition to Iflle Royale this summer.
Mabel and Frank Blocker expect to open Indian Inn May 10

turning home. Gregory Hoffman

Fresh wtoter clams spend the

All

The

Shore Realty Co. SE^ SW* 20-5- In Rally at Grand Rapids and Mrs. Hiram Brackenridge are
14 Twp. Zeeland.
Funk's news stand
The choir of Zion Lutheran operating
Arthur Vos et al to Martin Slvkduring their absence.
Church
went
to
Grand
Rapids
house and wf. Lots 44, 45, 46 VosSunday afternoon to take part in
Koster Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
the Lutheran Hour Rally sponsor- Youth Slightly Injured

DIAMOND SIGNS ARE WARNING SIGNS

Repair

Of Leaky Roofs!

MAKE MINE D0DRE

Two

quet with her.

Wa

College. ,

with the famois Red-Ram V-8
Engine; and modern equipment

and facilities to bring new
Anchorage, Alaska, phoned his the old.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Bale, from Anchorage last Wednesday, that being his birthday.
Mrs. Edward Force, Jr./ of
Ticfceted
South Haven visited Mrs. Force,
Sr., Saturday evening and attended the OES mother-daughterban-

rose corsage.
A family reception was held at
the Bredeweg home.
The bride is a graduate of Paw tor the 1953 season.
Paw High ^School and the groom, Mrs. Eda Brackenridgearrived
a Holland High graduate,is a Friday from Pasadena, Calif.,
student at Western Michigan where she spent the winter; she
College. After a brief northern stopped over at Albuquerque, New
wedding trip, they are at home Mexico, to visit friends on her trip
home.
at 35 W T 2, on the college camHudsonville.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Funk are
pus in Kalamazoo.
Roelof Doornbos to Henry S.
visiting their daughter,Frances,
Dombush and wf. Pt. NEk 23-6-13
at Norfolk, Va., and also expect to
Twp. Georgetown.
Local Choir Takes Part
visit Washington,D. C., before re-

John D. Wyngarden to West

David A. Bennett, owner of the
perfume company

Albert Verley

are invited to attend this meet-

purchased the cottage on
Holland St. formerly owned by the
late Bessie Plain. They plan to

Lots
Miss Thelma Whisler and Nor7, 8 Vredeveldt's Sub. Twp. Park. day, April 17. in a single ring
Franklin and Gladys Kieft to ceremony at First Methodist
Donald R. Kamp and wf. Lot 85 Church. The Rev. John O. Hagans
Kieft Sub. Twp. Grand Haven.
performed the rites in the preJoe Roerink and wf. to Walter sence of the immediate families.
John Kimball and wf. Pt. SE!4
The bride is the daughter of
18-5-15Twp. Holland. .
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Whisler of Paw
Lewis Vanden Bosch and wf. to Paw and the groom is the son of
Gerrit Idema and wf. Pt. NW»4 Mrs. Gerrit Bredeweg, 383 Maple
NW54 6-6-14 Twp. Blendon.
Ave., Holland, and the late Mr.
May Kooyers to John Kortering Bredeweg.
and wf. Lot 2 Harrington's Second Attendingthe couple were Mr.
Add. Macatawa Park Grove, Twp. and Mrs. Palmer of Kalamazoo.
Park.
The bride wore a light blue suit
Albert Timmerman and wf. lo with white accessoriesand a
Harold F. Yonker and wf. Lot 73 white rose corsage. Her attendant
Hubbards Add. Village of Hudson- wore a navy suit and had a pink

Shore Realty Co.

TROPHY USED CARS

a

Home

will be presented. All music lovers

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Maas

Herman Sail to Harold Sail and
wife. Pt. NEfrli NEfrlt 3-6-14
Twp. Blendon.
ville.
Harley H. LaVercombe to WesHenry De Vries and wf. to Harrv
HEATING t AIR CONDITIONING ley DeWitt. Lot 19 RoselandSub.
Meyer
and wf. Pt. NW* 15-6-13
Twp. Spring Lake
The Lennox Furnace ComTwp. Georgetown.
Five
Star
Lumber
Company
to
pany, worlds largest manuNicholas Dykema and wf. to
facturing engineers of warm
Albert N. Dykema and wf. Pt.
a i
heating equipment
NE!4 33-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Fin* Selectionof
makes a heating system' to
Albert N, Dykema and wf. to
fit your Individual requireRalph Flokstra and wf. Pt. Lots
ments for gas, oil, or cool.
1, 2 Blk 4 Wilbur's Add. Village of
Lennox dealers are factory-

r

25-minute sound movie, "Symphony of the Arts"* wiH be shown,
depicting the departmentsof
music, art, dance and speech as

have

George Edwin Hickman and Joseph A. Hoffman and wf.

FARM TRACTORS

UNCOLN

Mrs. Kenneth De Pree and Dr.
Lester J. Kuyper, whose terms as
members of the Board of Education expire this year, said today
they would be candidates for reelection in the annual school
election which will be held June
8 this year.

Under the

The Douglas Music Study Club
will hold its annual Gueet Night
Thursday, April 23, at the
Congregational Church parlors.A

they co-operate in the production
of dramatic, operatic and ballet
performances. Following the movie

For Re-Election

Reender’s Add. City of Grand
Haven.
Richard Teunis and wf. et al to
Harry Ordway and wf. Lot 45
Otto's Sub. City of Grand Haven. coasulted on the matter.
Isaac Kouw Realty Co., Ltd. to
Candidates for the two

wf. Lots
26, 27 Blk 6 Howard’s Second Add.
Haven.
TVp. Holland.
Albert P. Schultz and wife to
Benjamin F. Slater to Donald E.
Walter O. Deremo and wife. Pt. Slater and wf. Lois 57, 58 Second
SI SI NE1 34-8-16 Twp. Grand Sub. Twp. Spring Lake.

iliary of Eagles Friday evening
with Mrs. Dorothy Weller presiding, plans were made for the 26th
anniversary dinner which will be
held ^pril 29 at 6:30. Members and Haven.
Oscar F. Beyer Jr. and wife
husbands are invited. It is requested that they bring their own to Thomas R. Knisniak Jr. and
wife. Lot 10 Peters Plat City of
table service.
Past presidents and charter Grand Haven.
Benjamin Speet and wife to
members were guests of honor at
Frank R. Klann and wife. Lot 13
a party during the meeting.
Memorial services will be held McBride’s Add. City of Holland.
Katherine Francik to Antoni
at the next meeting Friday, May
1. Officers taking part in the ser- Krol and wife. NE1 SEI 5-7-15
vices are requested to wear white Twp. Robinson.
dresses.
Donald L. Gleason and wife to
Bruce L. Thompson and wife. Lot
63 and pt. 62 Evergreen Park Sub.
Qood Selection — Used
Twp. Spring Lake.

Running

to

Marvin D. Holleman and wife. Pt.
NEfrli
3-5-13 Twp. Jamestown.
22nd St., convert garage house inJohn F. Meerman et al to Marto residence,$1,500; Vandcr Bie
George Smit et al Albert W.
Brothers, contractor. •
Kremers and wife. Lot 14 isenga's lin K. Boersma and wife. Lot 9
John D. Plewes, 124 East 20th
Gunneman*s Sub. Coopersville.
Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
St., erect 60 by 30 foot house and
Harold Koopman to Marvin D.
Cora
Moll
to
William
Wiersma
20 by 22 foot garagev $13,900; Five
and wife. Lot 17 Wolbrink-Ken- Vamier Molen and wife. Pt. SWi
Star Lumber Co., contractor.
NEi 14-6-13 and Lot 37 Steele
Dick Zwiep, 622 Washington nedy Sub. Twp. Allendale.
James N. Black and wife to Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
Ave., construct24 by 22 foot
Dirk Isenga to LaurenceTimmer
plexiglassgreenhouse, $1,458;Pet- Carmen W. Dunton. Lot 22 West
and wf. Lot 16 Isenga's Sub. Twp.
er Vander Leek, contractor. Michigan Park Twp. Park.
(Hearing scheduledfor April 27
Henry Mellema and wife to Georgetown.
by Board of Appeals.)
William Westrate and wf. to
Gerrit Brink and wife. Pt. El
James Welch, 174 East Seventh SEi SW1 17-5-14 Twp. Zeeland. Warren K. Westrate Pt. Lot 4 Blk

Ed Michmershuizen,280 West

Trustees

Saugatuck

Dies at His

STEKETEE-VAN HUiS
COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE
9 East 10th Street

Guards Doubled

Potent Zeetanl

At Jackson Prison

For Anniversary

Visitm? Sparta

Costly Mutiny Began
Just

At

Zeeland High school’s track team

Ago

One Year

continued its winning ways Friday afternoon as the Chix experienced little difficulty in tramping
Sparta 65* to 38*7
Cold weather and a Arongjvind
combined to make it a bad day for
a track meet, but still some goot
times were recorded. Don Burgett
for Sparta was the individualstar
of the meet as he won three firsts
including a blazing 10.3 in the 100
yard dash. He also ran the 220 in
24.5 and tossed the shot 43 feet
nine and a half inches.
For Zeeland John Walters copped scoring honors with* 9i
Meyers had nine.

Waded Structure

JACKSON, Mich. (UP)-Southern
Michigan Prison guard forces were

doubled today as grim

officials

tensely awaited the first anniversary of the nation’sbiggest prison
riot of 1952.

Maximum

security precautions

were ordered and double shifts of
guards were scheduled to be on
duty around-the-clockfor the next
few days.

, Monday will mark the

A

Hueys Swamp

riot

“birthday” and prison authorities
said they would not risk premature
“celebration” of the four - day
mutiny which left scores of inmates
bloodied and the nation’s largest
walled prison in shambles.
Officials admitted the vast walled
penitentiary where nearly 6,000

inmates are confined in tiered
has become tense.
"We aren’t looking for any
trouble but at the same time

Event results:
120 high hurdles — Kuyers (Z)
Bob Vollink (Z), tie, Tremble (S)
18.2.

This qroup toured the Bell TelephoneCo. at Its aaaignment for the
annual Busineaa, Industry and Education Day which was observed'
in Holland Thursday afternoon.Thl» photo was taken In the traffic

•ells

we’re taking no chances,” declared
Earnest C. Brooks, Michigan’s
correctionscommissioner.

Unlike a year ago when more
than 2,000 inmates broke loose
and roved the prison yard with

*

•100

Free (Z), Bruursma (S), 10.3.
Medley— not run.
Mile run— Bradford (S), Carol!
(S), Vander Kooi (Z), 5:19.1

operations room where the row of operators at the right handle
thousands of long distance calls every day. At left are Ken Hewitt,
plant chief; Mrs. Cora Foote, chief operator,and A.G. Sail, manager.

*

(Sentinelphoto)

Teachers and Ministers

T

Share

Annual
_____

in

Local industries were host to
impunity, Warden William
about 250 teachers and clergyBarman and his staff now have
men for the anual Business, Inmore gun turrets and a "flying dustry and Education day, sponsquad” of heavily-armedguards sored by the Chamber of Comready to quell any disturbance.
merce, in co-operation with local
Twice, the "flying squad” has industries.

_Day

BIE
_

»
Chamber of Commerce industrial

committee,explained that groups
were to tour the firms to which
they had been assigned and then
would confer together at the firm
and hash over events of the visit.

Local firms co-operating in the
been used to end disturbances that
Such BIE days have proved popcould have burst into a second ular in Holland, and local teach- venture were Holland Furnace
Co., furnaces; Holland Hitch Co.,
vinajorriot.
ers .have been visitinga different
Although the anniversary of’ the industry each year. This year, the fifth wheels and hitches; Scott’s,
Inc., die cast products; Chris
start of the riot is Monday, prison
program was enlargedto include Craft Corp., boats; H. J. Heinz
officials believe any “celebration” the clergy. On some occasions,
may come Sunday because it was schools entertainrepresentatives Co., pickles and vinegar; Buss
Machine Works, woodwork, maon a Sunday evening at 6:10 p.m of business and industry.
chinery; Parke, Davis & Co.,
that guard Thomas Elliott, l
Schools were dismissed for the drugs; Crampton Mfg. Co., die
rookie, walked into a prisoner's afternoon, and events started out
eeU to get a package and was with a luncheon in Durfee hali cast and hardward; Baker Furniture Co., furniture.
overpowered.
with teachers and ministers guests
Bell Telephone Co., telephone
Within minutes, hardened con- of the firms they were scheduled
operations;H. E. Morse Co., founvicts in cell block 15 were in to visit. Clarence Kiaasen, presitain pen parts; Charles R. Sligh
control and 12 other guards were dent of the Chamber of Commerce,
Co., furniture; Wire Products Co.
held hostage. At first, Warden presidedand the Rev. Christian
springs and mattresses; De Pree
Julian N. Frisbie believed his Walvoord, pastor of Third* ReCo., drugs and cosmetics; HoUandfuards could handle the disturb- formed Church, gave the invocaRacine Shoes, Inc., shoes; Hart &
ance but at breakfastthe next tion.
Cooley Mfg. Co., funmee accessormorning an inmate yelled "there’s Henry Weyenberg,
the ies.
•alt in the coffee” to touch off the
orgy that cost Michigan taxpayers

Fennville

yard dash-Burgett (S), De

440 run — Shangle (S), Langquist
(S), Walters (Z) tied, 57.8.

the week at their cottage on M-89

180 low hurdles— Weber (Z), Berens (Z), Barber (S), 23.4.
Mrs. Russell Galbreathand son
Mr. -and Mrs. Hugh Simpson,
220 run - Burgett (S), De Pree
David and Michael, spent his va- of Detroit came Monday for her (Z), Whitehouse(S), 24.15. •
cation last week with relativesat mother, Mrs. Mrytle Shann who
880 run— Datema (Z), Bradford
will visit in Detroit and Flint for (S). Plumber (S), 2:19.2.
Battle Creek.
Mr. and Mrs. William Sexton an extended time.
880 relay— Zeeland, 1:45.
Dr. and Mrs. Manley Ellis of
and three daughters spent the
Shot puf— Burgett (S), Kraai (Z)
week-end visiting at Bellaire.His Kalamazoo were Sunday guests of Meyers (Z), 43’9*”
mother, Mrs. Mary Sexton, re- Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hutchins.
Pole vault - Meyers (Z), KuySupt Wayne Woodby took his ers (Z), tied, Barber (S), Schipper
turned with them to spend a week
biology class out to the school (Z). tied 8 feet.
here.
Mrs. Wayne Harris and daugh- forest east of the village TuesHigh jump-Meyers (Z), Kraai
ter Sonja went to Kalamazoo day and they planted 2,000 pine (Z), tied, 8 feet.
east.

Mr. and Mrs. Willlom Vender Zee

Zeeland Residents Will
Mark 60th Anniversary
On Tuesday, April 21. Mr. and
Mrs. William Vander Zee of 249
South Maple St., Zeeland celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary. They held an open
house that day at the home of
their daughter, Mrs. L. De Zwaan,
of 256 South Maple St., Zeeland.
Friends and relatives are invited
to call from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
The Vander Zees have seven
children,Mrs. Arthur Schipper of
Holland, Mrs. Lyn De Zwaan of
Zeeland, Mrs. George Deur, Nick
and Charles of Grand Rapids,
Mrs. Marinus Moerman of Kalamazoo and Mrs. Willard Brouwer

Netherlands,and left there im*
mediatelyfor America. They arrived in Jamestown, Mich., m
May, and lived there five years.
Relatives urged them to come to
New York to work in the mills,
but this was not satisfactory,and
after six months, they returned to
their home in Jamestown.
In 1915, they purchased the
general store at

New

Groningen,

which they operated until 1919.
At that time they lived in Zeeland.

In

1922,

they moved back

to

Jamestown, where they remained
until 1940. That year, they built
their present home in Zeeland.
Mr. Vanddr Zee was a painter
and decorator for many years and
operated a small farm in Jamestown. They are Members of First
Reformed Church of Zeeland.

Thursday for medical consultation seedlings.
Broad jump— Walters (Z), Ber- of Big Rapids. There are 20 grandMr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hutch- ens (Z), Guiless (S), 18'4*”.
children and 19 great grandchilfor Sonja.
dren.
Mrs. Chester Keag and son, ins have rented the house of O.
Mr. and Mrs. Vander Zee were
James Pedersen,returned home Wells on M-89 south and plan to
Hospital Notes
married in 1893 in Joume, the
Tuesday from Holland Hospital. move there soon from E. Main
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Mrs. Keith Hutchins and Mrs. St.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Mrs.
Ben
Marfia
and
Mrs.
John
Robert Stevensonentertained the
Friday were Mrs. Henry Vande
8 and 40 club Monday evening at Krammin will entertain 20 guests Water, 297 Lincoln Ave.; Mrs
Thurday
evening
in
the
former’s
the Hospitality House. Mrs. Hut
Charles Harris. 135 West 10th St.
chins is presidentof the club home honoring Mrs. Charles James Bagiadi H, 125 Howard
Heavilin
at
a
sunshine
shower.
which includes Fennville,BuchanAve. ; Barbara VandenBosch,route
an, Cassopolis, Berrien Springs, Our Restaurant was closed a 4; Kathleen De Witt, route 1; Clint
Benton Harbor, Edwardsburg and couple of days this week whijp Hallquist,route 1.
"Prince Fairyfoot” will be prethey moved to their new quarters
Appearingin the cast are Jerry
St. Joseph.
Discharged Friday were Mrs sented for the children of Hol- Redeker of Waupun, . Wis., aa
Word has been received of the next to the drug store.
Radient Rebekah lodge was host James Franks, 23 West 31st St., land on Friday and Saturday by Prince Stumpingham; Ernestine
death of Mrs. Clara Peschman, 87,
to
the 29th district meeting Mon- Mrs. Alvin Van Dyke and baby, Hope College Palette and Masque, Brummeler of Redlands, Calif., as
at Crispe hospital,Plainwell. She
107* West 14th St.; Carol Tim- dramatic society.
the princess,and Carl Van Farwas the widow of the Rev. Joseph day afternoonand evening. More
mer, route 6; Mrs. Albertus De
than
100
guests
were
present
at
Miss Helen Harton, director of owe, of Randolph,Wis., as StiffPeschman, a former pastor here
Boe, 1558 Ottawa Beach Rd.; Mary dramatics, said that children of
step. The supporting cast includes
of the Methodist church. Burial each session. Several assemblyofficers were present including the Ellen Hemmeke, West Olive; Mrs. grades one, two, three and four Frances Frye of Chicago,, Dick
$31500,000,
was
in Martin.
Donald R. Brink to
Henry Pas, route 2, Zeeland; Clint
The Immanuel Baptist church president, Mrs. Genevieve Bailey Hallquist, route 1; KathleenDe will be especiallydelighted by Steiner of North Bergen, N. J.,
The riot ended on the afternoon
Travelers
of Flint.
"Prince Fairyfoot” in which they Emily Vinstra and Barbara Slagh
Miss Sally Anne Moore
has been improved by the addition
of the fourth day but only after
Mrs. Wilda Thomas, noble Witt, route 1.
will see a magic robin and people of Holland, Jane Knapp of North
of three new front doors.
Deputy warden Vernon Fox
Admitted Saturday were Mrs
Miss Sally Anne Moore will becongratulated” the prisoners in a
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Keag re- grand, opened the meeting, then Stella Thias, 275 Lakewood Blvd.; with 32-inch feet. A real fairy Bergen, N.J., Celeste Tigelaar of
Mrs.
Connie
Collins
of
Fennville,
Officers
tale ia created when Prince Hudsonville, J£rry Kruyf of Chibroadcast over a prison radio netcome the bride of Donald Robert turned home Saturday from Tucpresident of the district presided. John Robinson, route 5; Kenneth Stumpingham, who is to marry
work. Fox, who teld inmates that
son,
Ariz.,
where
they
spent
more
cago and Lee Fasce of HastingsBrink of Holland on April 25, it
In the election of officers Mrs. Troost, route 4; Carl Lee Heet- the beautiful princess from the on-Hudson, N. Y.
riot leader "Earl Ward is a natural
Willard Haan was electedpresi- was revealed recently in an an- than two months with their son
derks,
route
6;
David
Meek,
54
leader" and "this (riot) may dent' of Post H of the Travelers
and daughter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. Julia Dieke of Saugatuck was
Little Footed Kingdom, is thwartThe set is being designed by
chosen as president, Mrs. Leola East 12th St.; Michael Oosterbaan, ed by the evil Stiff-step.
nouncement of her engagement by Robert Keag Jr.
Presage a new era.
later was
Robert Benson of Bronx, N. Y.,
118
East
25th
St.;
Bonnie
Walters,
Protective Association of AmerDred for his actions.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Peters and Henning, Moline, vice president;
Three performancesare sched- and his crew. Other crews a«e
442 West 20th St.; John Lemmen,
As soon as the riot ended, priso- ica, Michigan division,at an an- E. Moore of Ontanagan,Mich. Mr. two sons of Riverdale, 111. spent Mrs. Hilda Tanner, Wayland, sec- 33 Cherry St.
uled in the Little Theatre in the making big shoes and big feet,
retary;
Mrs.
Daisy
Cooley,
Otners sat down to a steak and ice nual meeting at the American Le- Brink is the sorf of Mr. and Mrs. the week-end with her parents,
college Science Building.The first arranging the sun and looking for
Discharged Friday were Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. John Weston. They sego, treasurer. The district acgion Memorial Club House last
Carroll,244 Lincoln Ave.; Mrs. presentation will be Friday at 4 a magic robin.
Rudolph Brink of 116 East 23rd
presented their parents a tele- cepted the invitationof Saugatuck
pjn. There will be two performJane Noxon of Tenafly, N.J., is
Thursday.
St., Holland.
to be their guests in 1954. Among Marvin Hoeve, 53 East 22nd St
vision set for an anniversary gift.
ances, at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m., on directing the play under superviOther officers named were Fred
former Fennville residentspresent Carol Dobbertin, 267 West 16th
The wedding will take place at
Mr. and Mrs. James Smeed
Saturday.
sion of Miss Harton.
Stokes, vice president; C. W. Ben- the home of Miss Moore’s grandwere Mr. and Mrs. William Van St.; Mrs. Ernest Bedell, 221 West
spent Sunday in Kalamazoo visit16th
St.;
Mrs.
Reinder
Kars
and
nett of Zeeland, secretary and mother, Mrs. Amos Messner of
ing their son, George, wife and Blois and daughter,Mrs. Justin
Mn, Willis Bo« entertained treasurer;A1 Timmer, state direc- Benton Harbor.
Branderhorst of Holland. Mrs. baby, 858 Columbia Ave.; Mrs.
Rev. F. Handlogten, pastor of
son Stanley.
ywnbers 0f the North Holland tor; Charles V. Miller and Don De
Alvin Overbeek and baby, route 2,
Montello Park Church, closed the
Miss Moore was graduated from
The senior class play, "Gabriel, May McCarn of the I.O.O.F. home
East
Home Economics Club at her Pree, directors for one one year; St. Joseph High School in 1950 Come Blow Your Horn” will be in Jackson. Mrs. Lorraine Van Hamilton; Mary Prins,
meeting with prayer.
borne last week Tuesday evening. Joe Ver Plank of Zeeland and Les and has been employed by the
Liere of Kalamazoo. Gifts were 18th St.; Bonnie Walters, 442 West
presented this week Thursday and
20th St.; Kenneth Troost, route 4;
president,Mrs. Marvin Nien- Poole, directorsfor two years, and Anderson-Cheme Company at OnFriday evenings. William Sexton presented to all the assembly ofSpring Lake Finn Buys
Carl Lee Heetderks, route 6;
huia, conducted the meeting. Mrs. A1 Joldersma and Art Prigge, dir- tanagan.
ficers
and
the
retiring
president,
is director.
Members of the Women’s MisGrace Vander Kolk, Ottawa ectors for three years.
Michael
Oosterbaan,
118
East
25th
Mrs.
Collins.
Mr. Brink, a Holland High Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Weerd
Grand Haven Factory
sionary Union of Classis Holland,
Preceding the business meeting School graduate, attended Hope
County agent, gave a book review.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wadsworth St; Mrs. Richard D’Amour, 240
and Mr. and Mrs. John De Weerd
Christian Reformed Churches Grand Haven (Special) — The
On May 6 a number of the mem- 64 members enjoyed a chicken College and was graduated from and family of Pullman were Mon- returned home Wednesday from West Ninth St.
ber* are planning to attend a dinner. Visiting guests from Grand Michigan College of Mining and day evening visitorsof Mr. and spending the winter in their home Admitted Sunday were Mrs. gathered in Ninth Street Christ- building occupied by the Kiddie
David Plasman, 318 East Lincoln, ian Reformed Church Thursday
in Melbourne, Fla.
wwwich tea in Allendale. Mrs. Rapids were Andrew W. Powell, Technology at Houghton, where Mrs. John Tucker.
Kover Mfg. Co. located at the end
LuAnn Bryant, Barbara Erle- Zeeland;Blaine Timmer, Sr., 323 afternoon and evening for their of North Sixth St. has been sold
P. Bauman and the hostess served state president, and State Direc- he was a member of Delta Sigma
Mr. and Mrs. James Krammin
tors Walter C. Carey, Bea N. Gue- Phi fraternity.He was in the U.
refreshments.
have sold their home, the former wein and Helen Kluck, seniors West 17th St.; Walter Freestone, annual spring meeting.
to the B and B Engineering Co.
Speakersin the afternoon were and the ASP and Mfg. Co. of
Mrs. Harm Nienhuis was the dry and Peter T. Hendricks. State S. Navy for two years, serving in Hawley home, on W. Main St. to have entered the Glenn pancake 236 West 20th St.
President
Powell
addressed
the
queen contest to be held in the
Discharged Sunday were Thomas Miss W. Tuit of the Hebrew Misthe Canal Zone. He now is em- Mr. and Mrs. Roy Kee Jr.
honored guest at the home of
Spring Lake, it was announced toployed as a civil engineer for FitzMr, and Mrs. Hero Nienhuis on group.
The Baptist Union met at the South Haven high school auditor- Masuga, 1748 South Shore Dr.; sion in Paterson, N. J. and Mrs. day.
Through efforts of A1 Timmer, Simons and Connell Dredge and
Alice Jipping, route 4; Mrs. Char- Edgar Smith of Nigeria, West Afher birthday anniversary last
home of Mrs. Nora Barrington ium tonight.
The plant was built in 1925 by
les Hopkins and baby, route 6; rica. Evening speakerswere John
week. Those attending were Mr Post H state director,and with Dock Company, Chicago.
last Thursday afternoonwith 18
the former Homel Shirt Co. and
co-operationof members,
Mrs. .Frank Brummel and baby Boonstra of South America, now i
•nd Mrs. Albert Nienhuis and
members present. Mrs. John Tuck- Shirley De Vries Feted
was idle from 1928 to 1930 when it
route 3, Zeeland;Mrs. Neil Exo, student at Calvin College, and the
family, Mr. and Mrs. Russell membership has increased in the
er,
president,
presided
and
Mrs.
was taken over by the Kiddie
Gerrit
Aldus
Succumbs
pi West 22nd St.; Connie Speet, Rev. Frank De Jong of California. Kover Co. which operated in DeNewhouse and family and Mr. and past two years from 54 to a preDeters had charge of devotions. By Missionary Society
624 Michigan Ave.; David Tripp,
Mrs. M. Vander Werp presided troit 11 years.
Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis and family. sent 254. Post H is comprisedof At County Infirmary
Mrs. Glenn Ridlington was the reMiss Shirley De Vries. May 231 Lakewood Blvd.; John Lem- at both sessions. Mrs. David Boyd
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Sas and Mr. members from the Holland and
cipient of a baby gift for her son.
The B and B and the ASP operhad charge of devotions in the ate jointly in Spring Lake. The
ZEELAND (Special) — Gerrit Refreshments were served by the bride-electof the Rev. Earl Dan- men, 33 Cherry St.
*nd Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis were Zeeland areas.
Announcement
was
made
that Aldus, 65, of North Franklin St.,
Hospital births include a son afternoon and Mrs. Harry Jaars- B and B was organized in January
guests Saturday night at the home
hostess assistedby her sister,Mrs. nenberg of Holland, was guest of
at the present time the Travelers died unexpectedlyat the Ottawa
James Alan, bom Friday to Mr! ma, accompanied by Mrs. Bert 1947, by two brothers, Howard
Mrytle Shann, and by her daughof Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Zwiers in
honor at a miscellaneousshower and Mrs. William LaBarge, 111 Bos, sang "De Hellige Stad,” and
ProtectiveAssociationis taking County Infirmary Thursday morn- ter, Mrs. Lionel Becher.
Grandville.
and Robert Broersma, and in
part in the nation-wide Blood Do- ing, although he had been sufferMrs. Anna Morse entertained Tuesday evening at the home of East 31st St.; a son, James, bom •Hold Thou My Hand.’’
March, 1948, it was combined with
The Veterans chorus from Im- nor Campaign which started April
manuel Reformed church of 13 and will continue through May ing of a heart condition.He lived Sunday her brothresand sisters Mrs. Paul King. The party was Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Willis In the evening the Rev. J. Hek- the ASP into a three-way partnerVander Zwaag, route 2; a son, man, pastor of Noordeloos Church, ship with Paul Droppers of Muskalone in his trailer home until six aid families, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Grand Rapids furnishedspecial
given by the Women’s Missionary
Michael Kent, bom Friday to Mr. led devotions and the Temple egon. The firm now employs 54
weeks ago and had planned to re- Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
music Sunday evening in the Reand Mrs. Larry CoUins, 80 West Singers directed by Mrs. G. Keun- persons, including 36 in the enturn to it soon. He was formerly Dickinson. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Society of First Baptist Church.
formed church.
The University of California employed at the Colonial Mfg. Co. Walter,
After devotionsby Mrs. L J. 11th St.; a daughter, Vicki Amelia, ing accompanied by Mrs. D.
all of Fennville,and Shergineering department ond 18 in
Mr. and Mrs. Hero Nienhuis medical center, San Francisco, is
bom Saturday to Mr., and Mrs. Branderhorstsang "Blessing” by the plating division. The Spring
in Zeeland.
iff and Mrs. L. A. Johnson of Alle- Mannes, the bride-elect was seated
Tisited their son Harlan, last investigatingthe possibility of usPeter
Botsis,
107
East
16th
St.
Pearl Curran, "H?re Am I, Send Lake firms will take over on June
Surviving are one sister in the gan.
under a decorated umbrella with
week. He is stationed at Breck- ing fluorides in table salt as a proA daughter, Lucinda,bom Sat- Me,” by Gabriel,and ”0, God 0«r 1. The first floor will be used for
Netherlands and a few nephews
Mr. and Mrs. George Coomber streamers tied to Bible texts re•nridge, Ky.
tection against tooth decay.
urday to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest El- Help in Ages Past” by Meuller. plating and the second for enginand nieces.
of Chicago spent the fore part of
A movie, "The Return of Rusvealing where her gifts were hid- lert, 121 West 12th St.; a son, Organist was Kay Cnossen.
eering. The factory has 19,000
ty," was given in the local school
den.
bteven Jay, bom Saturdayto Mr/ The song service was directed square feet of floor space.
last Friday night, April 17. A
Assisting the hostess were Mrs. and Mrs. Howard Millard, 10467 by Mrs. G. Keuning and Miss
lunch was served. On April 9 a
G. Banks, Mrs. A. Banks, Mrs. G. Melvin st. (mounted route), Zee- Mary Keen and Miss Joan WestLares and Penates were house•oup supper was served and the
Bauman and Mrs. Mannes. Serving
® s°n, David James, bom enbroek were trumpeters. The hold gods of ancient Romans.
d-ITers had an exhibit of all the
were the Misses GeorgiannaBanks,
S Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
articles which had been completPearl Mannes and Polly Bauman. LaGrand, 23 East 35th St.; a son,
ed during the .winter projects.
Invited were the Mesdames A. Dennis Wayne, bom Saturday to
Certificates and pins were preLubbers, H. Nieboer, A. Cliffman, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Kempkers
•ented to the club members. The
J. Sietsema, K. De Feyter, J. Dan- route 1, Hamilton/
club had six county honor memnenberg, R. Dannenberg, J. MurA son. Ward Arden, bom Saturbers, two members who received
ray, Sr., J. Murray, Jr., O. Pal- day to Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Nypins from Consumers Power Co.
mer, W. Masselink, T. Venhuizen,
j™* 1. HamUton; a son born
and a member who won second
C. De Jong, P. Dogger, J. Dzicdzic, Saturday, to Mr. and Mrs. Lure
place in the talent contest.Sylvia
M. Lower, G. Boerigter, A. Van Magellan, 37s North Division; a
Slagh may eater the contest at
Slooten,J. Kaiser, J. Schwartz, K.
pnJ!2rn»uLnday t0 Mr- and Mrs.
East Lansing in August
Wiley, M. Bryan, L. Gullett. E. Robert Robertson, route 4; a
Davis, B. Lubbers, E. Boeve, L. daughter bom today to MfT and
Interbitzen, C. Mannes and S. Tur- Mrs. Floyd Johnson, 272 East
Emblem Club Plans
ner and Misses Johanna Van Dyke, Ninth St.

of

Hope Students

to

Stage

Fairy Tale for Children

,

Wed

Post

fets

.

,

MrbyX.hadbWnProm-

•

North Holland

%

Missionary Union

Has Annual Meet

|

.

l

Plan Open House on Anniversary

Banquet Next Friday
Members of the Emblem Club
met Thursday evening at the Elks
club. Mrs. Marie Botsis, retiring
president,conducted her last meeting. She gave her farewell speech
and presented appreciationgifts to
all the officers.

Final arrangementswere made
tor a banquet Friday, April 24, at
9 p.m. in the Tulip Room, Warm
Mend Tavern, All members and
husbands are invited. Reservations
may be made by calling Mrs. Mary

Wezenberg.
Prizes for the evening were
awarded to the Mesdames June
Blanche Skorski, Marie
Heavyweignt champion Rocky will begin public workouts at the ing the boxing game Friday night
Dorothy Lowry and Leila Marciano and his party now are Holland Furnace Oo. picnic
Refreshmentswere served back in Holland ready to resume grounds next Tuesday at 3:30 (left to right) are: A1 Colombo,
assistant trainer; Chef A1 RebiApril committee, with Mrs. workouts for his rescheduled May
P-m. He will do roadwork and auer; Pete Marchegiano,Rocky’s
e Blake and Mrs. Millicent 15 bout with Jersey Joe Walcott
some bag punching until then. father; Rocky, and trainer Charin charge.
in Chicago Stadium. The champ Seated around the table dUcuulie Goldman.

mi

_

Beverly Lubbers, Betty S t e 1 1 e r,
- Zeeland
Norene Palmer and Joyce and Lois
*n1Iiui*toga Memorial
Cliffman;also Rev. Dannenberg. Hospital include a son, Daniel
Henry, bom Tuesday to Mr. and

Spring Lake

Bank

Mand;

President Injured

GRAND HAVEN

06 Jonge- ^te 1,
a son, Mark Allen, bom

Sed!S!2K £ Mr- *** Mra- Jay

-

M.

Vredeveld,route 1, Hudson-

(Special)
vUte; • daughter, Diane Ruth, bora
Paul F. Markoff, 89-year-oldpresi- Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Chesdent of the Spring Lake State Bank, ter De Frell, route 2, Holland; a
was treated in Municipal Hospital daughter,Gloria, bom Thursday
Thursday night for injuries receiv- to Mr. and Mrs. Jose Ramirez,
ed when his car left the road and
Th!i«H2’ fwIand: * son bom
struck i tree.
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Lester

The accident occurred on Coun-

Kamp^

route 3. Zeeland;' a son,
try Club road about 560 feet south Richard, bora Friday to Mr. and

of Bowen bridge. Markoff was
headed north. He received cuts,

and lacerations and will
remain in the hospital several
bruises

HoTlan^Ve™ Umpe"' rou“ »

Mr. ond
In observanceof the 50th anniversary of their marriage,Mr.
and Mrs. CorneliusZeedyk are
holding open house today for
relatives and friends at their

clude Rudy and Conrad Zeedyk,
Mrs. Arthur Neerken of GrandviHe, Mrs. Lester Knoll, Mrs.
James De Pree, Mrs. Joe Wiersma
and Mrs. W. F. Hedges of Indiana-

Prehistory’s Pueblo Indian’s home, 568 HillcrestDr.
polis, Ind.
like today’s Navajos, prized turThe Zeedyk* have seven childThe car was badly damaged. quoise above all other gem stones. ren, two sons aqd five daughters, Mr. Zeedyk was bom in Laketown township and Mrs. Zeedyk in
Markoff lives on route 2, Spring Paper napkins are excellent for
38 grand-children and three great
Era township. They are
Lake.
cleaning windows.
Ibt children in«f Central Park Church.
days.

New

A

TMIMOULANDCVTYMWl TWMDAY,

Is

Newest

FeteAttractiou
‘Holland

Full

«*cltlng

But Coach Visions

Electionof officers featured
the business meeting of the Guid-

Week

new feature wee

13 through 16.
Hie new attraction k known at

tent to house the sports cars,
boats and trailers.

away.

One of the big factors in the
Maroon defeat was that It was
the locale first meet of the sea»on, whereas Grand Haven has
had several so far this season.
Coach Bud Elve of the locals was
far from disappointedwith the
form displayed by his squad. He
feels that the times of several
of the boys will improve a great
deal in succeeding meets. He also pointed out that several of the

house.

ALWAYS READY TO HELP
YOU FINANCIALLY
Whenever money
_ gets

to be a
problem,the wise thing to do is
to let us help you with a cash
loan.

Up

Devotions were ted by Mrs.
Gerrit Bruursma. Mrs. Margaret
Plaggemars was pianist
Mrs. Lawrence Prina closed the
business meeting with prayer after which games were played. In
charge were Mia. Harvey De
Vree, Mrs. Elbert Van Kampen
and Mrs. Paul Brouwer. Prizes
were awarded to Mrs. Van Til,
Mrs. Oosterbaan and Mrs. Veldman.
A potluck lunch was in charge
of Mrs. Veldman, Mrs. Fannie
Bennett and Mrs. Hamstra.

events, particularlythe relays,
were exceptionallyclose, and
could have gone either way, reducing the point difference.
The Maroon mentor singled out
several of his freshmenfor special
praise following the meet. Mentioned were Marve Timmer in the
880. Ken Vander Veen in the hurdles, Dave Vander Hill in the 440
and Rich Hertel In the dash. He Set (or
also was pleased with Earl SchipA tractor plowing contest for
per s 5’ 8” in the high jump, and
said he has done better in some Ottawa County 4-H club members

Mr, and Mrs. Ralph, Ksrkstra, Byron Centar,
happily look at a picture of their 23-yeaiM>ld son
Louis, and wonder how many days will pass before
he will be safely home again. Louie wae releaeed
from a Red prisoner of war camp late Monday
after spending nearly two years behind barbed

wire. Sixteen-yearold Geraldinelooks on and
agrees It will be wonderful to have her brother
home again. Louia It one of 10 Kerketra children.
One eon, 19-year-oldBenjamin, was killed in
Germany juat before the war ended in Europe.
(Sentinelphoto)

Plowing Contest

Saturday

practice sessions.

News

HoM

of Son's Release

Christian

will take place on Saturday, April

Christiangarnered only three
firsts,but piled up die points with
seven seconds. Winnii* the local
firsts were Ron Reinink in the
mile, Schlpperin the high jump
and Howard Voss in the broad
jump.
Hie meet’s biggest point getter was Grand 'Haven’s Zysk. He
was a triple winner and also ran

on the Elmer Hop farm on
Greenly St., two miles east otf
25,

to $500 advanced on

liberal

terms. Take as long as 20 months
to pay.

Come

in, phone 9050 or write..*

_

today.

dent.

4-HQub Tractor

As an added attraction,the Hol-

land Horsemen’s Association will
arrange some practice trotting at
the track which adjoins the club

want-ads

Officers

ing Light Sunday School Gass
of Beech wood Reformed Church
Monday evening in the church
basement. Elected were Mrs. Russell Van Til, president;Mrs. John

Hie meet was Christian’s only
home affair this season, all of the
remaining meets are scheduled

al May

the "Holland Spelvermaak,1* looce>y translated as Holland sports
show, and will be staged at the
* North Shore Community Qub opposite the local airport under the
direction of Ray Metiger, who
has supervised home shows here
for the last five years.
Sports cars, both domestic and
foreign, luxury boats, trailers,
and sports equipment will be exhibited all week from, May 11
through 16, not just during the
four days of Tulip Time, Metzger
said. The show will open at 10
• am. and close at 11 pm. There
is adequate parking facilities, it
was pointed out.
Most exhibits will be displayed
on the main floor of the club house,
but arrangementsare being made
to put up a 210 by 60 foot circus

New

Holland Christian’strack squad Veldman, vice president; Mrs.
its 1953 debut on the 22nd Reka Hamstra, secretary; Miss
St. track Wednesday afternoon Lorraine Hansen, treasurer; Mrs.
Gordon Tencklnck,assistant secand bowed to an improved retary and treasurer.Mrs. Gerdt
Grand Haven aggregation, 67-42 Oosterbaan is the retiring presi-

•dded today to the program of
Holland'# 1933 Tulip Time feetJ-

v

Elects

made

At Nortk Shore Grovnds
An

Maroons Defeated,

Bright Prospects

Spehremaak’

To Bo Staged

Ml

Guiding Light Class

Dutch Sports

Show

APtfL 23,

Holland Loan Association
10 W. 8th, Holland
Across from Center Theater

Coach John Ham’s

David Boa

Student at

Team Displays

HHS

Improved Caier

Wins Scholarship
A

Adv.

George F. Baker

scholar-

Holland Christian’sbaseball

ship at Grinnell College in Iowa squad dropped its second game of
has been swarded to David Bos the season Friday at Muskegon,
bowing to Muskegon Christian,8-7
Holland High School senior. An- in a thriller.Earlier this week, the
nouncement of the honor was Hollanders lost to a potent MUsmade during chapel exercises at kegon Heights outfit.
Coach John Ham’s club showed
Holland High Monday by Prind
marked improvement in their play
pal J. J. Riemersma.
Bos Is the son of Mr. and Mrs Friday afternoon,and nearly turnAlvin D. Bos of 183 West 15th St. ed the tables on the host nine. In
The scholarship,in the sum of their first game this season, the
9750, is offered under a $50,000 Holland pitchers coudn't get the
grant from the George F. Baker ball over the plate, but It was a
trust. Bos was one of 24 high differentstory Friday. They gave
school senior boys from seven up Just two walks to the Warriors,
states selected to compete,as a while striking out four batters and
finalist in the scholarship compe- permitting nine safeties.
tition on April 11. He was notified Wayne Alofs started on the
last week that he had won the mound for the locals and turned
in a creditable performance,behonor.
Six sophomores and 10 fresh fore giving way to Tom Mating in
men at Grinnellcurrently hold the sixth frame. Some fielding
Baker scholarships, which cover errors got Alofs into difficulty,and
the four-year college period. Un- Mating came in with the pressure
on to snuff out the rally.
der the scholarship set-up, recipThe locals showed more power
ients accept employment of tlx to

The Michigan State Highway
Jamestown. Event begins at 12:30
departmentwill arrange a display
p.m.
of a roadside picnic table. ManuTennis
Also on the program will be
facturers of leather goods and
A Byron Center home was a routine every day. Well no more
sports equipment also are aran operator'sdrivingcontest when
ranging booths.
each driver will attempt to manbedlam of happiness and wild acti- news so I’ll sign off for now. May Third Straight
Plans are under way to have vity Monday and Tuesday after the God bless you all till we meet a*
euver trailingequipment through
a scries of obstacles, both forward
some of the foreign cans appear parents were informed their son gain. Love L.K.”
Holland Christian’stennis squad in the relay to pick up 16)4 points. and in reverse.
In other letters Louis told of
in Saturday's big Parade of had been released from a CommuBands.
Adults also may enter the
nist prisoner of war camp in marching several days to a POW stroked its way to its third Hie Buc’s Bob Dirkae was second
camp further north in Korea. He straight win of the season Tues- with 13 markers, getting two drivers contest and other 12 hours t week and are paid at the (date as they connected tor
Meanwhile, printers were turn- Korea.
ing out a good share of the 190,000
And when a farm family didn’t told of receiving three meals day afternoonon the 22nd St firsts. Christian’s Voss was the operating skill events. Each accordingly,to supplement the eight safeties. Shortstop Bill Vry% official Tulip Time programs have time to get around to break- instead of two in the first camp. courts by stopping a highly rated biggest winner for the locals with should bring his own tractor. scholarship.Recipientsare not hof and CenterfielderBob Venema
which will be available in lim- fast until 9:30 a.m. Tuesday-that’s In other letters Louis described Kalamazoo State High, 4-3. It was 11 points, with a first *id two Other equipment will be supplied. employed during the first semes- pac%d the attack with three hits
seconds.
The 4-H plowing contest is ter of their freshman year, how •piGbe.
the meals with rice as the main
ited numbers at Chamber of Com- something.
the second straight victory for the
The downfall of the Maroons was
open only to club members enrollComplete results include:
merce headquarters Wednesday. The uproar startedMonday night dish and potatoes as a side dish. Maroons by a one match margin.
ever.
in the defense, as the locals again
Once
a
week
or
so
the
prisoners
ed
in
tractor
maintenance
work.
High
hurdles—
Dirkse,
(GH);
The colorful programs this year when Mr. and Mrs. Ralph KerkThe Dutch, continuing to show
committedsix errors. The Mg blow
Winner will be eligible to compete
picture an attractive tulip spray stra, received word their 23-year- received pork, Louis wrote.
improvement,played their best Voss, (HO; Slenk, (CH); time
Delta
Phi
Sorority
came in the third inning when five
in
the
state
plowing
contest
at
One
brief
note
said
they
had
-20.6.
old
son,
IxHiis,
passed
through
design on the cover, and a new
tennis of the season to take two
Dutch fielding misplays paved the
Medley— Won by Grand Haven MichiganState College in August.
format of sketches inside, em- "Freedom Gate’’ with the second been issued some clothing and a singles and two doubles matches
Has Dessert Bridge
way for five big Muskie tallies.
phasizingtulip faims, parades, batch of allied POWS released by blanket to keep warm In the cool Playing five singles matches and (Arbogast, Eggert, Boerma, Chit- Judges will score each contestant
After the clubs had played two
acording to abilitiy to plow at the
evenings. "So you can see they
the
Reds
in
Korea.
tenden);
time—
2:58.3.
klompen dancers, street scrubtwo doubles, the Hollanders capAbout 75 alumnae and active
100 yd. dash-Zysk, (GH); Van- prescribed depth, make straight members of Delta Phi Sorority of scoreless innings, the winners
Mrs. Kerkstra said she was sur- (the Reds) are treating us as tured the No. 1 and No. 3 singles
bers, tulip lanes, flower show,
furrows, evenness of crowns,
broke the Ice with the five-run
Dutch costume show, Dutch Fan- prised to learn that Louis had well as they can,” Louis wrote.
and both doubles events. Most o^ de Wege, (HO; Gray (GH); time mulch covering, neatness and pul- Hope College attendeda "green third inning. Besides the five erEarly Tuesday a telegram was
tasies, Hope Chapel Choir, School been released because she had’nt
back
dessert bridge” Friday evethe matches were of the close -10.9.
Mite— Relnlnk, (HC); Duster- verization of soil. Unsafe opera- ning in the Juliana Room of Dur- rors, the Muskegon club bunched
muslcales, wooden shoe carver, received any word that her son received from the Department of variety. Two of the matches went
tion equipment will disqualify a
three hits at crucial spots to send
Defense
officially
advising
the
had
been
sick
or
wounded.
Sh6
winkle. (GH); Keech, (GH); time
Netherlands Museum, Little Neththree sets.
fee Hall.
contestant
the five runs across the plate.
Kerkstra’s that Louis was safe.
-5:25.7.
erlands, and pa***rfo of Quartets. was hopeful and had been home
Mrs. Irwin J. Lubbers and Miss
Dave Schreur met his toughest
Awards for both 4-H and adult
Holland came through with a
The wire said a complete descripalone
listening
to
the
radio
most
440
_
Fricaro,
(GH);
Vanden
Larry Wade, Tulip Time manDoris Brower poured at the desfoe of the season in the No. 1 sintests will be supplied by farm
lone marker in the fourth Inning
tion of Louis’ condition would
ager, said the Junior Chamber of of the evening as the names of
gles slot, but managed to subdue Berge (HC); Barber, (GH); time equipment dealers. A lunch stand sert table which was decorated
on a double by Venema and a pair
arrive in the next few days.
In the sororitycolors, blue and yel
Commeroe is taking charge of the released prisoners were read.
young Larry Littig in straight -59.7.
will be operated by the Bell School
The joyous news interrupted
Along
about
8
p.m.
Mrs.
Kerklow. A centerpiece of daffodils of infield outs. The locals knotted
Low Hurdles—Dirkse, (GH) 4-H girls.
street scrubbingand volk parade
sets, 6-4, 7-5. In the No. 2 singles
the game at five all In the fifth
spring house cleaning and Mrs.
stra
turned
off
the
radio
and
startVoss,
(HO;
Warner
and
Ourow
and iris was flanked by tall blue
on Wednesday, Russell Welch is
post, Christian’s Paul Dykema
Arrangements for the program
inning when they came through
Kerkstra said she didn’t know
ed
to
read
a
book.
A
few
minutes
tapers.
(QH); time-22.7.
chairman for the children’s cosare in charge of the Bell School
with four tallies. Three hits, two
when they could get back to it. staged a great fight before going
Guests were welcomed by alum
220— Zysk, (GH); Vande Wege, Tractor club under the leadership
t tume parade on Thursday and J. later the phone rang. It was Mrs.
down
to Pat Ryan, 6-1, 1-6, 6-3.
None of the family seemed to
nae president, Mrs. Carl C. Van walks and an error accounted for
Ryan, who played No. 1 last year, (HC); Gray, (GH); time-24.7.
J. Riemersma and the American Lawrence Shields,a Byron Center
of Albert Vredeveld. Entries may
the four -runs.
mind the interruption.
post
office
clerk,
saying
she
had
got off to a good start against a
880— Bowen, (GH); Essenburg be made with Eugene F. Dice, Raalte. Active members presentLegion are arranging for the
Muskegon came back with two
just heard Louis’ name announced
ed
the
program
under
chairman
jittery
Dykema,
and
managed
to
(HO; Timmer, (HO; time
parade of bands on Saturday.
County 4-H Club agent, Court
more in their half of the fifth to
among
the
released
prisoners.
ship
of
Marge
Dykema
and
BarGrand Haven Man Diet
capture the final set. Jim Teer- 2:22.6.
Harold Karsten will be largely
House, in Grand Haven before
From then on, Mrs. Kerkstra
bara Mocssner who were intro- all but sew up the contest. Two
man took the second singles win
Relay— Won by Grand Haven April 23.
responsible for the big band resaid, she was unable to move from At Nunica Rett Home
duced
by active president,Louise doubles, a single and a hit batsfor the Dutch in fairly easy fash- (Chittenden, Gray, Fricano,
view Saturday afternoon and the
the
phone
until nearly midnight.
McDowell. Featuring the theme man did the damage for the Holion by stopping Don Flowers, 6-3, Zysk); time-1 :45.1.
Tulip Time Varieties Saturday
landers.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Elect
Delegates
Calls poured in from relatives, and
"At a Glance,”the program in
6-4.
Playing
No.
4
for
the
Hoi
Shot
Zysk, (GH); Gray,
night. The Holland Tulip Garden
John Ellis Pardo, 80, of 818
The winners added the game
radio and newspapermen througheluded
devotions
by
Nande
Car
Club Is taking charge of the FlowWoodlawn Ave., died Monday landers, Warren Boer, a ninth (GH); Holtrust, (HC); distance- At Grace Church Meet
winning tally in the sixth frame
out the Midwest.
penter;
a
paper,
"Backward
grader,
put
on
a
surprising
battle
er Show and the Woman’s Liter39' 3%’’.
Meanwhile, her husband was night at the Little Village Rest before bowing to John Sebaly, 7-5,
Glance,” by Myra Saunders who when they coUected two doubles to
Pole Vault — Barger, (GH);
ary Club of the Dutdh Costume
Delegatesto the convention of reviewed highlights in the history push across the lone marker. It
attending a meeting at Byron Home at Nunica where he was 6-4. Lewis Stegink bowed in the
show.
Holtrust, (HC); Bulthuis, (HC); the Women of the Diocese of
taken Saturday folowinga fourCenter ChristianReformed Church.
of Delta Phi; a vocal solo by Miss proved to be the big one, as the
final singlesevent to State High’s height-9’9".
Robert Cavanaugh is arrangweek
illness. He was born in DeWestern Michigan were elected at Eleanor Casper, and the humor Hollanders rallied to score twice
Midway
through the services a
Peter Platt, 6-2, 6-1.
ing the Hope Chapel Choir proHigh Jump— Schipper, (HC); Grace Episcopal Church Tuesday
in the seventh inning and nearly
came in with the news of troit April 26, 1872. and had
In the No. 1 doubles encounter, Keech, (GH); Van Dyke, (HC); in the parish house. The election paper, "Peering Around," by Max
gram and Willard Fast and man
lived
in
Grand
Haven
for
five
tied up the game. Christian had
Louis’ release.
ine
Mulder
Miller.
Miss
Sandra
George Lumsden are arranging
followed the corporatecommunyears, coming from Muskegon. He Christian’sRich Sharda and Norm height— 5’ 8".
Banning, alumnae member, served another runner in scoring position
After the joyful cheers and conthe "Moods in Melody" program
Broad
Jump — Voss, (HC); ion, presentation of the United as "critic” for the program.Miss when the game ended.
was
a
member
of
Nazar ene Lokker outlasted Al Wise and Don
gratulationsto Ralph had quieted
Neal,
6-2,
11-9.
Christian’s
second
Church.
Dirkse, (GH); Bulthuis,(HC); Thank Offering and communion Marge De Neut led group singing. Wolfiss went all the way on the
^ in Holland High School. Margan*
down the group stilled, the minisbreakfast.
Van Vyven is taking charge of ter, Dr. William Hendriksen,led On Dec. 15, 1951, he was mar doubles combinationof Ken Vol- distance-18’6V\
Prizes for bridge and canasta hill for the Muskegon crew, showThe convention will be held May
the children’s program, "Mr. the congregationin prayer for ried in Grand Haven to Mrs. May kema and Warren Nykamp rallied
were
awarded to Mrs. Harold ing just enough in the clutches to
19 and 20 at St. Paul’s Church,
Snyder, who survives him as do to play some fine tennis in a weird
Netherlands Visits Holland.”
Hospital Notes
take the decision.
Louis’ safe return.
Klaasen
and Mrs. S. Dudley.
St. Joseph. Delegates named were
four sons, Leland and Norman of three set match. The locals lost
Mrs William Nies, Mrs. Joseph
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
During the evening, alumnae Christian meets Zeeland here
A
daughter,16-year-old Geralthe first set 6-3, and then went on
Bergman and Wilhemine Haber - dine, had gone to Grand Rapids Detroit, Carl of Chicago. Howard
Admitted to Holland Hospital Mrs. Warren Townsend, Mrs. Dale members contributed a sum of next Thursday.
land are lining up scrubbersfor during the evening to shop. She of Garden City, Mich., four daugh- to whip Joe Gillis .md John Sim- Thursday were David Tripp, 231 Van Oosterhout, Mrs. Robert Linn money which will be used to purcox, 6-0, 6-0.
Lakewood Blvd.; Dale Knoll, 193 and Mrs. Rudolph Eriksen; alterthe opening ceremonies on May heard the news on the car radio ters, Mrs. Calvin Spooner and
Christian meets another tough Elm Lane; Thomas Masuga, 1748 nates are Mrs. Earl K. Miller, chase a gift for the sororityroom.
Mrs.
George
Prescott
of
Detroit,
13. The Holland chapter of on the return trip to Byron CenArrangementsfor the party
Mrs. Allan Ayers, Mrs. Kenneth
Mrs. George Ortwein of Roseville foe this afternoon on the 22nd St. South Shore Dr.
SPEBSQSA is planning the Par- ter.
Guilty
were made by members of the excourts
when
the
locals
tackle
the
and Mrs. Gordon Brockingtonof
DischargedThursday were Mrs. Steggerda and Mrs. Richard ecutive committee and several
ade of Quartetsfeaturing nationAs Mr. and Mrs. Kerkstra sat Royal Oak township; seven step- Muskegon Big Reds.
Donald Van Kampen and baby, Kearns.
ally known quartets and the Windwith Geraldine Tuesday they tried
Mrs. William Collins,president local alumnae.
439 Washington Blvd.; Mrs. Lemill Chorus of Holland. Joyce to sort out their happy thoughts sons includingHarvey Barrows of
Tipsy
Roy Brookhouse and baby, route of the Women’s Council, presided
Keller is trainingthe klompen for the future as they answered Grand Haven; six stepdaughters, MissionaryUnion Has
at
the
annual
meeting.
Reports
Two
Cart
Collide
3; Douglas Texer, 68 West 27th
dancers and Lavina Cappon is still more questions from visiting including Mrs. Edward Szloneck,
NorbertH. Gauthier,31, WeukeGrand Haven; a sister and two Two Sessions in Zeeland
St.; Judy Klunder, 437 Geveland were read by Mrs. Miller,secresupervising the dancers’ cos newsmen and telephone calls.
In Intersection
gan, 111., pleaded guilty to driviiw
brothers
in
Seattle,
Wash.;
12
Ave.; Linda Jean Kooiman, 40 tary, and Mrs. Paul Meeske, treatumes.
Returning from still another
Large audiences attendedeach North Elm St.; Marie Harsevoort, surer. Mrs. Minnie Rose, United
grandchildren, and 62 step grandTwo cars were damaged In an while under the influence of inphone call in between answering children.
of two sessions of the Women’s route 2; Mrs. John Kool, route 4; Thank Offering custodian, and
toxicants and was ordered to pay
intersection collisionat 19th St.
questions by two newsmen, Mrs.
$109.70 or serve 30 days in jail
Missionary Union of Christian Re- Mrs. Mary Miller, 126 East 39th Mrs. Ralph Oldenburger,supply
and
Central
Ave.
at
7:10
p.m.
Kerkstra totaledup the number of
by Municipal Court Judge Corneformed Churches of Classis Zee- St.; Dale Knoll, 193 Elm Lane; box chairman, were re-elected.
Slippery
Tuesday night.
calla received since Monday night.
St. Anne’s Guild served breaklius vander Meulen Monday.
land last Thursday in Firet Chris- Linda Mae Compagner, route 3.
Police report a ’39 model car
By 9:30 a.m. Tuesdays? different
fast. The Rev. William C. Warner
Paying fines Monday and Saturtian Reformed Church of Zeeland.
Hospital births includea daughdriven
by
Lois
Leford,
25,
South
persons had called.
Sessionswere conducted by ter, Judith Ann, born Thursday to celebrated at the communion ser- Haven, heading east on 19th St. day were Henry S. Teusink, 29,
This number did not include the
vice.
route 1, speeding, $10; Otto Wahl,
Mrs. J. Guichelaar, president.Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Geerts, 824
and a '52 model car driven by
countless persona who had called
75 East Ninth St., speeding, $5;
R. Pool led devotions. Afternoon Pine Ave.; a son, Craig Alan, born
Marinus Bos, 50, of 152 Central
in person nor reporters and photo- Of Port
Neal Sterns, 31, 287 Haye# AveGRAND HAVEN (Special)
speakers were Mrs. Edgar Smith, Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Marriage Licenses
Ave., heading south on Central
graphers. Mrs. Kerkstrahad kept
speeding,$7; Herman H. Gruppen,
State police report two accidents
on furlough from Lupwe, Nigeria, Borgman, 476 Beeline Rd.; a son,
Ottawa
County
Ave.,
were
involved
in
the
mishap.
a neat list of the names of each
Reactivation of the Port of Hol- who told of progress there, and
217 Franklin Ave., Zeeland, illegal
Monday. At 5 am. on US-31 caller.
Randall E., born Thursday to
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Damage to the front of Ledbft turn, $5; Marvin Wilson, 17, of
land Authoritywas approved by Miss Wilhelmina Tuit of Pater- Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Busscher,
in Spring Lake township, near
Glen
L.
Moe,
23,
route
1, Ra- ford’s car was estimated at $100
Thinking back over the past
North Shore cabins, a car driven
the board of directors of the son Hebrew Mission, who plead- route 2, Hamilton; a daughter venna, and Ruth Metten, 22, and to the right rear of Bos’ car 287 Columbia Ave., apeeding, $5;
two years that Louis had been a
Jamea D. Meyer, 17, of 201 East
by Robert L. Dixon, 34, Muskegon,
ed for more prayer in behalf of born Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Coopersville.
at $150, police said.
prisoner,the parents both agreed Chamber of Commerce at its
16th St., imprudent speed, $10:
and a truck driven by Albert W.
Jewish
evangelization.Mrs. Nel- Charles Hopkins, route 6; a
they always had faith their son monthly meeting Monday night.
Dale Altena, 131 West 18th StBisard, 54, route 2, Muskegon,
son Gemmen and Mrs. Harry AM- daughter, Elaine Dawn, born
would some day return safe and Approval followed a recommenda
illegal license plates, $10; Henry
were involved in an accident. sound.
erink accompanied by Mrs. H. Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
B. Miller, Benton Harbor, violattion of the harbor and lakes com- Lemmen sang several selections. Brummel, route 3, Zeeland.
Dixon, traveling north, skidded on
The quiet spoken grey-haired
ing truck route signs, $2.
a curve and as his car spun alMrs. J. Naberhula and Mrs. C.
Mrs. Kerkstra told of two other mittee that Chamber representaPaying $1 parting tickets were
most completelyaround, it was
Hospital Note#
sons who had served their coun- tives discuss such reactivation Karsten presided at the organ
Marvin Lindemre, route 4; Lawrstruck in the rear by the truck
(From
Tneaday's
Sentinel)
try in World War II. One, Benja- with the proper officials and speed and piano during the afternoon
ence Brink, route 2, Hamilton;
i with seni-trailer and four-wheel
Admitted to Holland Hospital
jnin, 19, was killed in Germany up the process before new laws session, and Miss Harriet GrupIrene Ten Brink, 40 West 17th St.;
trailer loaded with cement. The
Monday were Mrs. Clarence Veenpen
and
Mrs.
B.
Sharpe,
at
the
Jtist a few days before peace was regulating inland waters go Into
Mrs. Gerald Stryker, Zeeland and
truck driver took to the shoulder
stra, 054 Lugers Rd.; Mrs. Marlon
evening meeting.
declared.His picture aits atop the effect R. C. Bosch and Henry
Bernard Timmerman, Holland who
of the road in an attempt to avoid
The evening session was preced- Groteler, 685 South Shore Dr.;
paid $2.
piano between Louis' photograph Geerds are Chamber appointees to
the crash.
Audrey
Ash,
route
1;
Mrs.
Harold
ed by a song service led by Bernand one of Fred, 30, who served the Port Authority.
Ernest Billingsley, 34, Muskeard Sharpe. Devotions were led Ketchum, 265 West 22nd St.;
two years with the Army Air
Clarence
Grevengoed
explained
gon, a passenger in the Dixon car, Force.
Danny Scholten, 290 East 12th
inters Guilty Plea
the proposednew safety program by the Rev. J. Kenbeek and selecreceived face lacerationsand posSt.; Ronald Vander Kolk, 44 West
Mrs. Kerkstra read through the advocating a school court for ju- tions were sung by the adult choir
To Dairy Law Violation
18th St.; Thelma Sternberg, route
sible chest injuriesand was taken
nine letters received from Louis venile offenders and promoting to of First Christian Reformed
to Hackley Hospital by ambulance.
Church.
from three North Korean prisonClyde McKellips, route 1, Fen*,
DischargedMonday were Mrs.
Dixon was charged with excessive er of war camps. The well thumb- a greater degree the driver trainHie Rev. F. De Jong, home misville, pleaded guilty to a violation
ing program
speed— failure to have his car uned single page letters described Henry Weyenberg, chairman of sionary in southern California, diaries Harris,136 West 10th St.;
of the state dairy laws and paid
Mrs. George Mennlng, 382 Washiter control.
In general terms conditions in the industrialcommittee, reported spoke on "Our Home Mission
fine and cost of $16.90 in Alleington
Blvd.;
John
Riemersma,
At 6:25 a.m., an accident oc- camps.
gan MunicipalCourt during the
that Business, Industry and Edu- Program in Such a. Time as This.”
201 North River Ave.; Marion
curred on the swing bridge on In the last letter received
past week.
cation day staged on April 16 Was He emphasized the tremendous Blake, 61 West 12th St.; John
US-31 involving cars driven by Sept. 21, 1952, Louis said:
an outstandingsuccess. He also responsibilityand task Christians Robinson, route .5; Mrs. Glen
McKellips,producing milk for
George Elmer Coon, 24, Pentwater,
“It’s rather cool here at night reported on the arrival of the are facing and the need for immea licensed Holland milk distribu- Geerts and baby, 824 Pine Ave.
a student at Western Michigan now. In the mornings we get up
Pent-ElectncCo. to Holland, now diate action. A film, ’The Wittor, was found in violation of «
Hospital births include a son,
College, and Kenneth Rasktewicr, before the sun and it sure is
ness,” with the Rev. J. Schaal as
occupyingthe Rollarena.
aw requiring adequate washing
Dan
Alan,
born
Monday
to
Mr.
32, Grai
" Hkven. Because of icy
•rand
chilly. Tomorrow we start on - Percy Taylor, chairman of the narrator, was shown. Offering for
equipment in the milk room and
and Mrs. Donald Kotean, 61 West
conditionson the bridge, Raskiew- wood details to get in wood to heat
retail merchants’ division, report- the day amounted to 91,061.99.
keeping hogs in the dairy portion
First St; a son, William Ray,
icz, going north, went into a spin the houses this winter. It’ll take
New officersof the union are born Monday to Mr. and Mrs.
ed many retailers had clerks enof the barn.
and skidded broadsidedown the about a month to get in enough
rolled in a sales refresher course Mrs. E. Van Halsema, first vice Raymond Sterken, 530 West 21st
Arrest was made by representa. pavement into the path of the wood to heat the houses this winHeavyweightchampion Rocky Marciano did the cake cutting honors
which is operating under the adult president; Mrs. W. Karsten, sec- St.; a son born Monday to Mr.
tives of the State Bureau of *
Coon. car. Both cars were consid- ter.
at his trainingcamp site In Holland Monday as the champion and
evening school. The course will be retary, and Mrs. Rufus Van and Mrs. Donald Caauwe, 119
Dairying in co-operation with
erably damaged. RasWewicx, who
his party observed "Pop” Marciano's birthday. Six candles, each
*Tm going to have to wash held four Mondays.
Noord, assistant treasurer.Retir- East 39th St.; s daughter, Julie
Holland Health Department in- ’
representing10 years, were atop the tastily decorated birthdaycake.
was taken to Municipal Hospital some clothes too again today. It's Th eboard approved plans for a
ing officersare Mrs. G. Veenboer Ann, bora Monday to Mr. and
;
Rocky's father Is one of hie son’s most avid fans and follows him
with scalp lacerations and neck getting tpo cold to wash up at Chamber cruise, provided arand Mrs. H. Visser.
Mrs. Donald Plasman, 606 West
on all his fights and In trainingsessions.From left to right are:
bruises, was charged with exces- the creek so we wash them in a
rangements can be made with the
29th St; a son bom today to
Pete “Pop” Marciano;Chef Al Relnauer, aetlng chef Rocky and
The state of Maryland was thS
sive speed-failure to have hit car wash pan. There isn’t any news
Chicago, Duluth and Georgian The United States acquired Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Donnelly,
trainerCharlie Goldman. Rocky had a light workout at the pavilion center of population at th* time •
around hem. Just the same old Baylines.
Alaska in 1867 from Russia.
80 West 24th St
Monday.
of the Revolutionary war.
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hsanity Petition

Holland Netters

Filed on Behalf

(Special)

Holland High School’s netters
took their second' victory In two
days Tuesday afternoon on the
22nd St. courts when they captured ah easy 5-2 decision from
the Benton Harbor Tigers. The
local stopped South Haven on
Monday.
In winning the match, Coach
Joe Moran’s club captured three
singles matches and two of the
three doubles. Only one of the
matches,the No. 1 doubles event
which the locals lost, went three
sets. Holland’s front line men,
playing the No. 1 and 2 slots, had
no difficulty in posting their victories. The Holland mentor used

physicians appointed to determine
the state of sanity of the respondent.

In his "petitionfor determina
tion of insanity,”Fant also filed
a notice that he intends to have
Gregory plead insanity, in view of
the latter’s commitments to the
Traverse City State Hospital on
occasions.

It Is expected

Judge Smith

will

appoint or designate physiciansfor
the examinationin a week or 10
days.
Gregory was apprehendeda few
hours after he allegedlyshot and
killed Andrew Kuntz and stabbed
to death the latter’s wife, Ethel,
in a double murder Friday, April
10, at the

Kuntz home

This ones badly Injured doe was probably a little confuaed laat
Saturdayby the onlookera and her freedom. A few aeconda later
she bounded away from the Peter Dykman barn, on the corner of
Lakewood Blvd. and Divlalon Ave., which aerved as her hospital the
past three montha. She was brought there three months ago by Ken

^

Robinson

in

Performed

On Local Courts

—

Attorney Howard W. Fant, who
was appointed last week by Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith as
counsel for Harold Gregory, 25year- old accused murderer of
Andrew and Ethel Kuntz, Monday
afternoon petitionedCircuit Court
to have at least two reputable

two

Rites

Beat Harborites

Of Accused Killer
GRAND HAVEN

Wabeke-Zuidema

township. He readilyconfessed the
crimes, on questioning of Sheriff
Jerry Vanderbeek,state police
Prosecutor Wendell A. Miles and
others.

Gregory was arraigned in Hoi
land Municipal Court April 13 and
returned two days later for exam
ination which was requested
ProsecutorMiles. When he appeared in Circuit Court April 16,
toe court appointedFant as his
counsel. Gregory has been held
in Ottawa county jail all the
while.
In his “petition for determination
of insanity,”Fant saysthe respondent was heretofore declared
be insane through proper proceed
ings in Muskegon Probate Court
and was admitted to the Traverse
City hospital Aug. 2, 1943. The
writ also points out that Gregory
was last admittedto the hospital
Feb. 11, 1950, and escaped Aug. 16,
1950, and was discharged Aug. 16
1951, by reason of having been an
escapee for a year.
The petition states toe belief
that Gregory had never been reatored to mental competency by
any court or proceedings. Because
of Gregory's commitmentto the
state hospital, his history and

Doe Released From Barn;
Stricken 3 Months
At 9:30 a.m. last Saturday,a
doe left the barn of Peter Dykman, Lakewood Blvd.

Observers
noticed only a slight limp as she
hesitatingly walked toward the
boulevard.
Three months before, they

would

have noticed two men
carrying a doe from the trunk of
a car to this same barn, a doe
which was alive but not kicking—

Ago

Topp and Chuck DeFeytar when they noticed that her left hind leg
wae fractured.She was reluctantto be dlacharged from the hoepital.
Topp and DeFeyter had to eject her by force. They said It was for
her own good, however, since a prolonged stay In the barn might
tarniah her equipment for life in the

Zeeland
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
Mrs. Ben Veneklasen was the scene of a meeting of the Zeeland Garden Club

wild.

« (Penna-Saa photo)

Allegan Sheriff

The home of

a slightly shuffled lineup in winning the Tiger match.
Playing in the No. 1 singles
berth, Henry Visscher, a 10th
grader, tok his third win of the
still young season, by whipping
BUI Groll, 6-1, 6-3. Paul Mack, in
the NoN. 2 spot, dupUcated Visseller's feat by also winning his
third match. He stopped Dick
Vroodley in straight sets, 6-3, 6-3.

Holland’sonly loss in singles
came when Dave Bosch bowed to
Gordon Boettcher, 6-3, 6-3. Duane
Grissen

Asks for Funds

on

Friday, April 17, when 16
Cook, could do nothing but com- members were entertained. Mrs.
pliment the men for a wonderful Leonard Van Hoven was co-hostjob. Conservation Officer Elmer ess. Miss Anne Huizenga told how
Boerman also came to the barn. to care for house plants. Mrs.
ALLEGAN (Special) -Sheriff
He told the men that the frac- Henry Thrall told how to grow
ture was probably the result of mums and delphinians.Miss Hui- L. A. Johnson officially asked the
being struck by a car.
zenga also read an articlenamed Board of Supervisors Monday for
funds to finance a one-car highDespite her hesitancy Saturday “God’s Gardener.’’
about leaving the bam for free- Mr. and Mrs. Paul R. Ter Ave^t way patrol with two uniformed ofdom and the company of other and four children,Paulette, Don- ficers on a trial basis, for six
deer, the doe did not become es- aid, Dorothy and David, recently^ >monfhs starting June 1.
Sheriff Johnson said the patrol
pecially domesticated during her moved from Zeeland to Ripon,
three
convalescence. Calif. Mr. Ter Avest served as would not only curb the county’s
Throughout the convalescence,she assistantsales manager of the mounting traffic death toll, but
had a very healthy appetite, so Big Dutchman Automatic Poultry would also provide police protectlocal merchants contributed con- Feeder of Zeeland the last two ion for smaller communitieswhich
siderable quantity of greens to ap- years and previous to that was do not have such service.
The board tabled an equalizapease it.
teacher in Zeeland Public Schools.

To Finance Patrol

gles

won

Holland’s fourth sin-

match when he outlasted BiU

Gerty, 7-5, 6-3.
Holland’s No. 1 doubles squad
of Dave Bos and Duane Carlson
lost a three set macch to John
Stewart and Dan Biggs, 6-1, 4-6,
6-2 In the second doubles tussle,
Norm Scheerhornand Phil Boersma had no difficulty with Bruce
Bush and Boyd Anderson, beating
them, 6-4, 6-2. The final doubles
match also went to the locals as

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wabeke,

Jr.

(Herfst photo)
In a double ring ceremony per- with seed pearls. Her bouquet was
Mark De Velder and Dwayne formed in the chapel of First of white carnations centered with
Teusink stopped Larry Sax and Christian Reformed Church of an orchid. She wore a single
at least not with her hind legs.
Zeeland Friday evening, Miss strand of pearls, gift of the
Steve Findlay, 7-5, 6-1.
The two men, Ken Topp and
Anna Mae Zuidema became the groom.
Holland is idle today but travChuck DeFeyter,observeda doe
bride of Edward Wabeke, Jr. The
The maid of honor wore a yelels to Muskegon Heights Thursin a clump of trees while riding
Rev. William Haverkamp, pastor low gown featuring a lace bolero
day and entertainsKalamazoo
near Pr*! Sheldon. They stopped
of Central Avenue Christian Re- and nylon net skirt over taffeta.
Central on Friday.
and decided to have a look at h£r.
formed Church, performed the Her cap was made ot matching
ceremony, at 8 p.m.
What they saw wasn’t very pretty
net trimmed with rhinestones.She
— a left hind leg badly fractured, The doe’s recovery was by leaps He moved to Californiato assume tion committee ' report which
The bride is the daughter of Mr. carried a bouquet of yellow and
the Dykman barn and put a splint and bounds, as were her strides new duties as new manager of the would raise the county’s assessed
and Mrs. Gerrit Zuidema, 143 East green carnations.
on the leg. Despite the fierce re- Saturdayonce she got a full taste Big Dutchman Western Supply valuation from $67,095,355 to $80
17th St., and the groom’s parents
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
A reception for 110 guests Vvas **
sistance she put up to being put of freedom. Boerman and Bill Co. of Ripon.
million.This would be a $9 milThe Beaverdam Home Econo- are Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wa- held in toe church basement. Serin the trunk of the car, her bene- Wenzel, president of the Rod and
A meeting of the Priscillaand lion increase over last year’s mics Club members met Wednes- beke, Sr., of 117 Harrison Ave., ving as master and mistress of
Zeeland.
factors did not give her much Gun club, followed her in cars for
ceremonieswere Mr. and Mrs.
Aquila Society was held at the equalized valuation of $71,000,000. day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
chance to live.
A tentative budget of $568,000 M. Huyser. Eight members were Wedding atfendants were Miss Marvin Wabeke. Mrs. Martin Miltwo miles. When she reached an Second Reformed Church FellowTopp and DeFeyter were so area in which other deer have ship Hall on Monday evening for county functions has been ap- present. Miss Grace Vander Kolk Sadie Zuidema.sister of the bride, ler and Miss Joyce Vander Ploeg
skillful in administering the been seen recently, they turned April 20. Miss Rebecca Brown of proved by the board, pending ac- was their guest for the afternoon maid of honor; James Wabeke, arranged the gifts. A short prosplint that the veterinarian the back. The only souvenir of her Grand Rapids discussed her teach- tion of the tax allocation board. and gave a message on the book best man, and Donald Bronkema gram followed. Guests were presbackground,and the manner
ent from Chicago, Holland and
the latest crime, the petition Tulip City Rod and Gun club dis- stay with human beings is a tag- ing methods with deaf and dumb This represents a $71,000 increase "Beyond the Himalayas". The and Delwyn Machieli, ushers.
patched to the bam, Dr. James ged right ear.
over the current budget.
Appropriate wedding music was Zeeland.
next meeting will be held at the
children. Music was provided by
states "it would appear that the
The board also approved a reso- home of Mrs. George Ohlman on played by Miss Harriet Gruppen, Mrs. Zuidema, mother of the
trio from the Hudsonville Reformsaid respondent is insane.”
ed Church. Refreshments were lution establishingthe $65,000 May 20. Each member is asked to organist.She also accompanied bride, wore a teal dress, and Mrs.
voted last fall for renovation of respond to roll call by giving a Everett Vanden Brink who sang Wabeke. the groom’s mother,
served.
^’Because” and ‘The Lord’s Pray- wore navy. Both had red rose corThe Ladies Aid Soceity of the the court house as a court house favoriterecipe.
The church membership papers er." The room was decorated with sages.
Second Reformed Church will repair fund.
County Clerk Esther Warner of Mrs. Robert Van Huis. the for- ferns, white pomnnijis and white
The bride, a graduate of Holsponsor a Father-Sonbanquet in
the FellowshipRoom May 8 at Hettinger reported that an insur- mer Margaret De Boer, have been mums and seven-branch cande- land High School, is employed in
ance company had offered to set- transferred to Central Park Re- labra.
6:30 p.m. All men and boys of the
the office of Holland Furnace Co.
Hope College Fraternal Society the background for Act 3, called
tle for $200 damage done to the formed Church upon request,
The bride, escorted to the altar The groom was graduated from
church are invited.
will stage its popular variety "Strictlyfor the Birds.” The comA regular meeting of the Ladies court house Dec. 30, 1951. Mrs. from the local Reformed church. by her father,chose for her wed- Zeeland High School and is emZEELAND (Special)
Paying show, "Frater Frolics,”this week bo, under direction of Herm Nien- Aid Society will be held at Second Hettinger said contractors have
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Van Til ding a gown of imported Chantilly ployed at Mead Johnson Co.
fines recently in Justice Egbert J. at the Woman’s Literary club huis, will play circus music in Act Reformed Church next Thursday estimatedthe cost of repairs at and son Bruce came to the Re- lace over traditionalsatin. It feaA weding trip to Niagara Falls ,
Boes’ court were John Van Huis house. The annual show, which 4, called "Sweet Sousa.” During afternoon at 2:30 in charge of the $216.
formed Church by transfer of tured a tiny self-scallopedcollar and Washington,D.C., was chosen
each
year
provides
hilarious
enA petition signed by 40 resi- church letter from the Maple Hill abobve tftlle forming an illusion by the couple. For traveling,the
intermission,the combo will play president,Mrs. G. J. Van Hoven.
20, of 115 West 16th St., Holland
dents of Otsego township request*
imprudentdriving, $7; Robert tertainment for large audiences of Dixie Land jazz.
Evangelical United Brethren neckline and a bodice trimmed bride wore a pink dress, white
The
devotional service on the
In Act 5, "Clown Dream,” an topic "The Heavens Declare the ed the board to prohibit parking Church of Montcalm County.
with seed pearls at the base of coat and navy accessoriesand an
Van Dyke, IS, of 559 Lake Drive college students and local resiHolland, improper passing at in- dents, will open at 8 p.m. Thurs- innocent clown is investigated by Wonders of God” will be in charge on the Pine Creek fill west of
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Knap, Bob the illusion and on the collar. The orchid corsage.
tersection, $12; William Payne, 33 day and will be repeated Friday a Senate committee in one of his of Mrs. Jack Boonstra. Hostesses Otsego. The petition was referred and Ellen from Grand Rapids skirt terminated in a chapel train.
After April 25, the couple will
of 881 West Eighth St, Holland and Saturday evenings. Thursday bad dreams, and in Act 6, "Blind are Mrs. Herman Tyink and Mrs. to committee.
were Sunday visitors with Mr. and The fingertipveil of bridal illusion make their home at 111J East
night
has
been
designated
as
Date," Tom Carlson and Glen Dwight Wyngarden. Mrs. Donald Board Chairman Levi Knobloch Mrs. Marvin Knap and family.
was secured by a net cap trimmed 18th St.
racing and driving without due
Alumni Night.
Straatsma will appear in panto- Voorhorst will be in charge of the reported that James Smead had
caution, $18.
John
Zwagerman
has
been takTheme of this year’s show, the mime. "Real Music" is featured in
asked to be relieved as ChairAlice Veneklassen, 28, of 597
nursery. '
en from the Lament Convalescent
ninth
annual presentation, is the 8th act when Tom Keizer will
man of the judiciary committee. Home
Butternut Dr., Holland, driving
Committees
for •
Jerry Bloemsma and Ruth Ann
Ferguson Hospital,
Sideshow,”
and
the
entire pro- play a piano minuet the chorus will
Knobloch
said
he
has
appointed
with expired license,$8; Page
Grand Rapids, last Monday.
Berghorst were leaders at a meetduction
is an interpretation of sing "Battle Hymn of the RepubPercy Hodgman, of Lee township,
Christian Senior Play
Hulst, 18, Vriesland,improper
Laurence Bauder, son of Mr.
what might be seen in a carnival lic.” They will be introduced by ing of the Junior Christian Endea- to fill the vacancy.
driving. $7; Elmer Nienhuis, 35,
Committees for the Holland
vor
meeting
at the First Reformed
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Bauder.
left last
sideshow. Tom Moore will act as Monte Dyer. In the final act,
Year end reports of the county week for Induction into the armed
Christian High School senior play
route 1, Zeeland, imprudent drivbarker,” providing continuity be- Fratere will give their impression Church on Sunday afternoon.
road and parks commissionswere service.
ing, $7; Arthur Pater, 19, route 2,
which will begin next Tuesday,
Yvonne Dams was in charge of
tween acts.
of the Academy Award winning the IntermediateCE meeting on also fhade at Monday's session.
Hudsonville, speeding 50 in 25
Wednesday and Thursday nights,
The
basement
of
the
Reformed
In Act 1, "Vocal Discord and movie, when Gene Westerhoff
Sidney Dykstra, principalof the April 28, 29 and 30, were announzone, $18; Arthur Campbell, 38, of
Sunday
evening.
The
Senior
CE
Church,
which
was
remodeled
two
Patter,"Monte Dyer and Dave stars in "High at Noon.” Grand
208 Grand St, Coldwater, stop
years ago, has now been com- West Side Christian grade school, ced this week by Miss Ervina Van v
Kempker will appear in a take-off fiqale will feature the entire fra- meeting in the evening was a mis- Mrs. Anna Wycoff Dies
, light, $7.
pleted by some men of the has accepted an appointmentto Dyke, director The play "Curtain
on popular songs. In Act 2, "The ternity singing "There’s No Busi- sionary meeting. Mrs. Harvey
Going Up,” will be given in the
In Grand Rapids Hospital
Martin Meyer, 18. of 62 West 18th
Calsbeek
showed
slides
of
missionchurch, with knotty pine, a prodSheik of Araby,” the Frater com- ness Like Show Business.”
the National Union of Christian Woman’s Literary club house, beSt., Holland, stop light, $7; Maude
ary
work
at
the
Mescalaro,
N.M.,
uct
from
the
church
grounds,
abo and chorus will appear in a
Carl Jordan is general chairman
HOPKINS (Special) Mrs.
Schools, it was announced Monday ginning at 8 p m.
Schroder, 67, route 2, Caledonia,
joint musical and dramaticnum- of the production;Don Hide- reservation for Indians. The song Anna Wycoff, 61, Salem Township, gainst the walls. The ceilingwas
The makeup committee lists
running three stop lights, $18;
by Henry Kuiper, secretary of the
given
a
coat
of
paint.
service
preceding
the
evening
serber with the songs, "Rich MaharWilliam Browma, 5$, route 2, aja of Magador,” "The Sheik" and brands, business chairman; Jack vice was led by Earl Laman. Mrs. died Sunday in St. Mary’s HospiKeneth
Avink
from
the
First Union. He was offered the appoint- Alyce Smith and Carol Lambers,
Miller, tickets; Dave Huff, protal, Grand Rapids.
co-chairmen: Dorothy Genzink,
Coversville,past middle intersecReformed Church of Zeeland play‘The Desert Song.”
gram; Bob Dethmers, publicity; John Boeve was soloist in the anSurviving are the husband. ed trumpet solos at the local Re- ment about 10 days ago, Kuiper Elaine Duimstra, Donna Ver Beck
tion, $7; Harold Dannenberg, 44,
them
"Let
Not
Your
Heart
be
said.
A
combinationof Shakespeare Ron Bos, head usher, and Jim
John: two daughters, Mrs. Agnes formed Church at the evening serand Jeanne Ter Haar. Elaine D«
route 5, Holland, attempting to
and Greek tragedy mixed with Harrington and Don Lubbers, Troubled," Speaks.
Dykstra will be working as an
Schaendorfand Mrs. Laura Scha- vice Sunday.
Weerd is chairman of the cospass (Mi intersectioncausing an Hope College student life provides make
At
the
We-Two
Club
meeting
up.
assistant in education, the secreaccident,$6; Wayne Elgersma,19,
held at the First Reformed endorf of Dorr; three sons, Harry,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Knap, tary reported, with much of his tume committee.Other members
Grand
Rapids;
Henr>’,
Byron
Cenof 167 East 37th St, Holland, imChurch on Monday evening. Prof.
who have returned from their work dealing with the Christian are Joyce Grasman, Donna Haveter and Lilton of Dorr; 19 grandman, and Gladys Wedeven.
proper driving, $3.
L.
Granberg
of
Hope
College
wedding
trip to Florida, are living
Chamber Host School
school textbook program and
children; two sisters, Mrs. Mamie
The properties committee inAllen Kraal, 19, route 1. Zeeland,
spoke on "Parent and Child Relain the upper apartment of Mr. course of study revisions.
Cook, Holland and Mrs. Catherine
cludes Maria Van Faasen, chair•peeding 35 in 25 zone, $10; Char- s Poorly Attended
tionships.” A brass quartet furand Mrs. William Barnes In the
He is the second new man man, Barbara Bos and Joyce
Molenaar, Kalamazoo and one bro- burg.
lotte Nykerk, 21, route 5. Holland,
nished special music.
appointed to the office of the Dorn bos.
The
Chamber
of Commerce host
ther, Frank Kunard. Dorr.
•peeding 40 in 25 zone, $12; Glenn
A Father and Son banquet will
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman National Union at Grand Rapids
school Monday was poorly atArendsen,17, 110 East 32nd St.,
be held at the First Reformed Friends may call at the home entertainedtheir children and in recent weeks. A short time ago, Heading the business committee
tended but in spite of the small
are Ken Mokma and Don SchroHolland, speeding 40 in 25 zone,
Church Friday evening at 6:45. It until Wednesday noon.
grandchlidren, last Wednesday
number present the hour-long sesJohn Vander Ark, principal of tenboer. Other members are Paul /
H2; Roger Ver Strate, 18, route
is sponsoredby the Men’s Brothnight for the birthdays of Bonnie
sion was considered a success,acWestern Christian high school at
Commencement exerciseswill erhood and members of the Ladies
1, Grandville, speeding 40 in 25
and Marcia Kuyers and the wed- Hull, la., was named director of Vroon, Wayne Postma, Nellie Aucording to C. C. Wood, chairman be held May 20 at Western Theokeman and Agalene Lubbers.
Aid Society will serve.
zone, $12; La verne Ver Hage, 18,
ding anniversary.Those present
the Union, succeedingDr. John
of the tourist and resort commitTrudy Dykema is chairman of
logical Seminary,according to anof 105 West Cherry St., Zeeland,
were Mr. .and Mrs. Alfred Bowtee which arranged the meetings.
Van Bruggen who accepted a posi- the ushers for the three night
•peeding 45 in 25 zone, $16.
man
and
Mr.
and
Mrs. Gerben tion at Calvin college.
nouncement
today by Dr. John R.
Another session was held
performance.
Robert Steinart, 18. route 1, HolKuyers and daughters, Bonnie and
from 9 to 10 a.m. Tuesday In the Mulder, seminary president. SerDykstra has been connected with
land, speeding 40 in 25 zone, $12;
Marcia.
Tulip Room of the Warm Friend vices will be held at 8 p.m. in
the 'ocal Christian schools for
William Lee De Went, 28, Paw
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Berens and
three years, serving as principal Scout Troop 10 Has
Paw Dr., racing and driving with- Tavern. The host school is ar- Hope Memorial Chapel.
Mr. and Mrs. John Berens from
ranged so that local employes Speaker will be Dr. Henry Poptwo
years and teaching one year
out due caution, $18; Jacob SchripBentheim visited with Mr. and
Overnight Camping
to
meeting the public may be well pen, president of General Synod
in the junior high school. He also
•ema, 42, route 2, Hudsonville,
Mrs. Fred Berens last Tuesday
Members of Troop 10 enjoyed an
Informed on what Holland has to of the Reformed Church in Ameritaught one year at Grand Rapids
disobeyed traffic light and threatafternoon.
The
overnightcamping trip last Frioffer in the way of entertainment ca and former missionary to
Christian
high
school.
He
graduatened officer, $10; Robert Elzinga,
The men’s quartet from the
Men’s Golf committeeof Berrien
day at "Eighty Acres," located in
for touristsand resorters.
China. He was graduated from Hills Country Club will sponsor an
18, route 2, Holland, running red
North Street Christian Reformed ed from Calvin collegein 1949 and the pines and sand dunes a short
Participating
Clarence Western .Seminary in 1917.
light, $7; Gay land Olsen, 18, route
Church will give a sacred pro- expects to receive his A.M. in distance from Port Sheldon. Owninvitationalbest ball golf tournaJalving, industry; Percy Taylor,
Thirty-six young men will be
3, Cedar Springs,speeding 50 miles
gram In the local Chirstian Re- education from the University of er of this land is La Vem -Kane
ment in conjunction with the anmerchandise;Robert Homer, re- graduated In this year’s class. Two
In 30 zone, $16; Nathan Brinie,17,
formed Church on Thursday eve- Michiganthis summer. He is mar- who offered Scouts of Troop 10
nual Twin Cities Blossom Festival
sorts; Clare Broad, state park; are under assignment to go to
route 6, Holland, speeding 45 miles
ning at 8 p.m. The public is in- ried and has three children. He use of the "Eighty Acres” as their
at Benton Harbor and St. Joseph.
Elmer Boerman, conservation; Japan for mission work, three
expects to take up his new duties
in 25 zone, $14; John M. Burgess,
vited.
Play
will include 18 holes of
camping grounds.
on Sept. 1.
William Jesiek, water activities, are planning to do postgraduate
30, of 1812 Buchanan St., Grand
medal play for amateurs only
On Friday night the Adult SoThe Scouts pitched their tents,
and Joe Moran, land activities.
study
at
different
schools
and
the
Rapids, allowing an unlicensed
Sunday, May 10.
ciety of the Christian Reformed
cooked their meals, ran through a
remainder are acceptingpastor
driver to operate vehicle, $10;
A putting and driving contest
Church will hold iti annual pro- CPH Circle Hears Book
compass course and went on a sixates in churches of the denomina
Dorthy Burgess, 25, of 1812 )river Payi Fine for
gram with the associate members
will be conductedin connection
mile hike during their stay at tha
tion.
Buchanan St., Grand Rapids, drivwith the tournament.
as their guests. Mrs. Kinney, con- Review by Mrs. Kruithof
camp. The group returned Satursaving Accident Scene
ing without a permit, $20.
Ed Schalon, member of the
verted Catholic,will be the speakday afternoon.
V .
..... 4, .;*•
NIore
than
150
member*
i.
er.
Miss Teresa Haddock
sponsoring committee, reports the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Scouts attending were Monty
Catherine Christie
course is in excellentcondition for
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Walters Oiristian Psychopathic Hospital Gene Moomey, Carl Moomey, TerHazel Bunting, 49, route 2, Spring
Local Couple Married
Engaged to Jerry Kline
Miss Christie has elected to from Jamestownand Mrs. Anna Circle No. 10 and friends gath- ry Alverson, Dean and Don Maris;
this early date and should be in
Lake, paid $15 fine and $3.90 costs
study English during the scholar- Steenwyk were supper guests at ered in toe basement of Maple Tom Coney, Bob Gordon, Timothy
top shape come tourney time.
In Double Ring Rites
in Justice Frederick J. Workman’s
Mr. and Mr*. E. C. Haddock of
Entry fee of $5 per team and ship. Slip has majored in English the home of Mr _ and Mrs. Carl Avenue Christian
court Monday night on a charge
Fox, Jerry Hagans, Jack Damson,
Live Oak, Fla., have announced
Church Monday evening.
Mrs. Blanche Harbin and Ed- of leaving the scene of a property
preferred starting time should be and has minors in historyand bi- Top Sunday.
John Eshelman, Garth Knutson,
the
engagement
and
approaching
Feature of the program, an- Dennis Kuite, Dennis Smeenge,
ward Harbin were married Satur- damage accident.He also was resent to Ned Jamieson, profession- ology at Hope.(A graduate of BayMr. and Mrs. Bernard Sharpe
marriage of their daughter, al, Berrien Springs Country Club, side High School in Bayside, Long and children of Zeeland spent nounced by Mrs. Harvey Kroneday, April 18, in a double ring quired to pay $23.33 for damage
Jack Lacey, Charles Van Lente,
Teresa Ann, to Jerry Kline, ton of
Island,she has been active in ex- Wednesday evening with their meyer, was a review of the book Don Sanborn, Harley Hill, Carl
ceremony at the home of the to the car of Mrs. John Hutchinson
Benton Harbor.
Mr.
and Mrs. Manuel Kline of
tracurricular activities while at father,Henry Ohlman.
'To Heaven on Horseback” by Hallitt, John Steenblik and Barry
bride, 665 Butternut Dr. The Rev. of Spring Lake.
Holland.
Hope.
John Benes performed the rites in
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Scholten Paul Cranstone, given by Mrs. Rehbein. Accompanying the
Bunting struck the parked car
Miss Haddock was graduated Juvenilet Confess
She has served in various capa- were Wednesday evening visitors Bastian Kruithof. Mr«. Gerald Scouts were the Scoutmaster A1
the presence of the immediate of Mrs. Hutchinsonon April 14.
from Suwannee High School In
Sheriffs officers Monday appre cities of YWCA, is president of with Mr. and Mrs. George Ohl- Hop and Mrs. Ed Ribbens of SixShe was in the car at the time. Live Oak and attended Stetson
Kane, Larry Coney, ‘Aaron Overbended four youthful juvenileswho the house board, member of Alcor man.
Attendingthe couple were Mrs. Bunting later was apprehended
teenth Street Church accompan- street, Bemie Shashaguayand
University in Deland and Florida confessed shooting the windows of honor society and was awarded
A1 Riemersma. daughter of the through his license number and
Mr. and Mrs. LaurenceDe Vries ied by Mrs. Arthur Hoogstrate, Otto DresseL
State University. She now is em- a ditch-digging crane with B-B the Alcor scholarshipfor the highbride, and Edward Harbin, Jr„ pleaded guilty April 15, when he
called on Andrew Schut in Blod- sang "Just for Today" and "He
ployed
by
the
Florida
Highway
shot in Park Township on the est academic average when a gett Hospital, Grand Rapids last Knows, Loves and Forgives.”
•on of the groom.
did not have enough to pay fine Patrol in TaUahassee.
north side of Lake Macatawa. The sophomore,received the Egbert
The bride wore an aqua lace net and cots imposed.
Thursday afternoon.Mr. Schut The business meeting was in
Mr. Kline was graduated from complaint came from former Sher- Winter Education prize in 1952, is
dreaa with a pink carnation corunderwent surgery Monday, April charge 0f Mrs. R. Bouwman. ElecAt the time of the accident, Zeeland High School. He is em- iff
William M. Boeve who found rewrite editor of The Anchor, 14, and is getting along welL
sage. Her attendant wore a white Bunting was returning home from
tion of officers will take place at
AMBULANCE SERVICE
ployed by Sumner Chemical Co. the crane windows broken when
•uit and a pink corsage.
class editor of The Milestone, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tubergen the May meeting. Refreshments
Municipal Hospital, where he had n Zeeland.
Gilbert Vonde Water, Mgr.
he reported for work Saturday member of Pan Hellenic Board,
A family reception was held at gone to see his wife who had given
The couple wiU be married in morning in Park Township on English Major* Club and Delta from Holland spent an evening were served by Mr*. Elmer Knoll, S9 lest Mi
Phone 369)
last week with Mr. and Mrs. Mar- Mrs. Gerrit Frens, Mrs. G Hava*
birth to their Uth chfld.
May.
160th Avt,
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Phi Sorority.
1 tin Tubergen.
man and Mrs. J. Derks.
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